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NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This knowledge area does not constitute the
provision of legal advice or legal services and should not be relied upon
as such. The work is presented as an educational aid for cyber security
practitioners. Opinions expressed are solely those of the author. This
work does not represent official policy or opinion of the NCSC, the gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom, any state, any persons involved in its
production or review, or any of their staff, employers, funders, or other
persons affiliated with any of them.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this knowledge area is to provide a snapshot of legal and regulatory top-ics that merit consideration when conducting various activities in the field of cyber securitysuch as: security management, risk assessment, security testing, forensic investigation, re-search, product and service development, and cyber operations (defensive and offensive).The hope is to provide a framework that shows the cyber security practitioner the most com-mon categories of legal and regulatory risk that apply to these activities, and to highlight(where possible) some sources of legal authority and scholarship.
The nature and breadth of the subject matter addressed renders this knowledge area, and thesources cited, a mere starting rather than ending point. Undoubtedly, some favoured, evensignificant, sources of authority and scholarship have been overlooked.
The reader is assumed to hold no formal qualification or training in the subject of law. Theaudience is further assumed to be multinational. To make the material practically accessibleto such a diverse body of cyber security domain specialists, subjects are presented at a levelthat would be considered introductory for those who are already well educated in law orpublic policy.
The rules of mathematics and physical sciences are both immutable and identical aroundthe world. Laws and regulations are not. The foundation of the world’s legal and regulatorysystems has for many centuries been based on the principle of territorial sovereignty. Variousinternational efforts to harmonise differences in laws and regulations have met with variabledegrees of success. In practice, this means that laws and regulations differ – sometimessignificantly – from state to state. These differences are not erased simply because peopleact through the instrumentality of cyberspace [1].
This knowledge area, however, addresses a multinational audience of practitioners who willbe called upon to conduct their activities under laws and regulations imposed by differentstates - both the home state in which they practice, and foreign states with which they makecontact. While respecting the reality that legal details vary by state, this knowledge area willattempt to identify some widely shared norms among various systems of domestic law andregulation, and some aspects of public international law, that may (or should) influence thework of the security practitioner.
In the search for generalisable norms that retain utility for the practitioner, this knowledgearea focuses primarily on substantive law. Substantive law focuses on the obligations, re-sponsibilities, and behaviours, of persons. Examples include computer crime, contract, tort,data protection, etc.
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Procedural rules are mostly excluded from coverage. Procedural rules tend to focus on man-aging the dispute resolution process or specifying methods of communication with a stateauthority. Examples include civil procedure,1 criminal procedure,2 and rules of evidence.3Although these are significant to the administration of justice, they are often parochial in na-ture and bound up with quirks of local practice. Cyber security practitioners who need tobecome familiar with the details of these rules (e.g., forensic investigators, law enforcementofficers, expert witnesses, and others who collect or present evidence to tribunals) invariablyrequire specialist guidance or training from relevant local legal practitioners who understandthe procedural rules of a given tribunal.4
As with many efforts at legal taxonomy, the difference between substance and procedure isimprecise at the boundary. The test for inclusion in this knowledge area is less to do withdivining the boundary between substance and procedure, and springs instead from the desireto make normative statements that remain useful to practitioners in a multinational context.
Section 1 starts the knowledge area with an introduction to principles of law and legal re-search, contrasting the study of law and science and explaining the role of evidence andproof. Section 2 then explores various aspects of jurisdiction in an online environment.
Sections 3 and 4 discuss general principles of privacy law (including interception of communi-cations) and the more detailed regulatory regime of data protection law. Section 5 presentsan outline of computer crime laws, and more specifically crimes against information sys-tems.
Sections 6 and 7 provide an introduction to principles of contract and tort law of interestto practitioners. Section 8 provides a general introduction to relevant topics in intellectualproperty, while Section 9 provides an overview of laws that reduce liability of content inter-mediaries.
Sections 10 and 11 address a few specialist topics, with an exploration of rights and responsi-bilities in trust services systems and a brief survey of other topics of interest such as exportrestrictions on cryptography products. Sections 12, 13, and 14, conclude the knowledge areawith a survey of public international law, ethics, and a checklist for legal risk management.
The author of this knowledge area is trained in the common law5 (nearly ubiquitous in an-glophone territories) and experienced in international commercial legal practice conductedin London. Examples of legal norms are therefore drawn from common law (as interpretedby different states), various anglophone statutes and case decisions, European Union law,and public international law.6 The author welcomes thoughtful correspondence confirming,further qualifying, or challenging the normative status of issues presented.
Finally, a note on terminology and presentation. ’Alice’ and ’Bob’ and similar terms are usedin an effort to present ideas in a form likely to be familiar to security practitioners. Thereis one significant difference in how these terms are used. In most of the technical securityliterature ’Alice’ and ’Bob’ refer to technological devices. In this knowledge area, however,’Alice’ and ’Bob’ refer to persons.7 Unusually for CyBOK (but in common with legal researchand scholarship) this knowledge area makes extensive use of notes. Notes are used for avariety of purposes, including providing specific examples, further explanation of issues, andadditional argument in support of or against a given a proposition. In some circumstancesnotes have been used to suggest potential future legal developments, subjects worthy offurther study, or to provide other comments.8
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CONTENT

1 INTRODUCTORY PRINCIPLES OF LAW AND LEGAL
RESEARCH
Cyber security practitioners and researchers come from an incredibly wide array of educa-tional backgrounds. Experience teaching legal and regulatory subjects to cyber security post-graduate students, and providing legal advice to cyber security practitioners, suggests thatmuch of this knowledge area’s content will be novel to those whose education is based in sci-ence, technology, engineering, mathematics, many social sciences, and many of the human-ities. These introductory observations are offered as an aid for those who are approachingthe subject without significant experience.
1.1 The nature of law and legal analysis

Although the reader is assumed to have some degree of familiarity with the process of lawmaking and law enforcement, a review of some of the most common sources of law shouldhelp to orient those who are unfamiliar with legal research and analysis.
Law should be analysed with rigorous logic. Unlike scientific disciplines such as physicsor mathematics, however, the study of law is not conceptualised as an effort to discoverimmutable principles of our world. Law is bound together with social and political values,human desire, and human frailty [2].
Society influences the development and interpretation of law even as law influences the be-haviour of members of society. Societies evolve and values change. Changes to law and tomethods of interpreting law tend to follow.9 This creates a number of challenges for legalscholarship,10 as the topic under study continues to change.11 Perhaps as a result the studyof law is often presented in the form of historical dialectic: examining the evolution of law andits interpretation over time, often through case studies. This method provides all-importantcontext, aids in the interpretation of law as it exists, and often suggests the direction of futuredevelopments.
The study of law endeavours to share at least one characteristic with the sciences: the abilityto predict outcomes. While sciences like chemistry predict the outcome of events such as theintroduction of solid sodium to liquid water, the study of law attempts to predict the outcomeof disputes submitted to a suitably expert legal tribunal. Although the study of law can neverpredict outcomes of dispute with 100% certainty, in states with well-developed systems of lawand well-qualified adjudicators, it is possible to achieve a degree of predictability of outcomethat is sufficiently high to maintain confidence in the system as a whole.12
Legal studies often begin with a mechanistic review of the governance processes surround-ing the adoption and enforcement of law. Laws are made (legislative authority), laws areinterpreted (judicial authority), and laws are enforced (executive authority). Understandingdifferent governance structures adopted by states to manage these three processes requiresan examination of comparative constitutional law which is beyond the scope of this knowl-edge area.
Most legal research and analysis proceeds on the basis of argument from authority, drawnfrom an analysis of historical texts that embody expressions of law. There follow a few ob-servations about differing sources of legal authority and how these vary in different contexts.
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No standards body exists to harmonise the definition of legal terms of art as they are usedby different states. Confusion over legal terminology is therefore commonplace in a multina-tional context.
Primary legislation. In both common law13 and civil law14 jurisdictions, primary legislation(typically a statute such as an Act of Parliament in the UK, or an Act of Congress in the US)is the most easily understood embodiment of ’the law’. In civil law jurisdictions primary leg-islation typically takes the form of adopting or amending a comprehensive legal code.15 Astatute (a law promulgated by a legislature) should be distinguished from a bill (a draft lawwhich may or may not be adopted as a statute)16 which normally has no force of law.17
Secondary legislation. Sometime a degree of law-making authority is delegated by a seniorlegislative body (such as the UK Parliament or the US Congress) to some other agency of thestate (such as the Foreign Minister of the UK or the US Commerce Department). Delegationis often made for reasons of technical expertise, or the need for frequent periodic review ofadopted rules. Laws promulgated by such subordinate agencies are generally termed sec-ondary legislation. The term ’regulation’ is sometimes used colloquially to refer to secondarylegislation as distinct from primary legislation.
European Union legislation. A ’Directive’ of the European Union (formerly European EconomicCommunity) is a specific type of primary legislation addressed to the member states of theUnion. Each member state is required to examine the terms of the Directive, and then to im-plement these terms within its own domestic law within a specified time frame. Directivesare normally said to lack ’direct effect’ in member state law, with some exceptions. By con-trast, a European Union ’Regulation’ constitutes immediately applicable binding law within allmember states.18
Judicial decisions. In common law jurisdictions, the published decisions of domestic courtsthat interpret the law tend to constitute significant and binding interpretative authority de-pending upon the seniority and jurisdiction of the court. Decisions by the courts of foreignstates may constitute persuasive authority, or indeed their interpretation of the law may beignored entirely.19 In civil law jurisdictions, the decisions of judges are generally accordedless interpretive authority than similar decisions in a common law jurisdiction.
Codes. In legal research, ’code’ can refer to any systemised collection of primary legislation,20
secondary legislation,21 model laws,22 or merely a set of rules published by public or privateorganisations.23
Restatements of the law. A restatement of the law is a carefully constructed work, normallyundertaken by a committee of legal experts over a number of years, which seeks to explain,clarify, and codify existing law. Although restatements are not normally considered a sourceof mandatory authority, as carefully considered expressions of expert opinion they are oftenextremely influential.24
Treaties. Treaties are instruments of agreement among and between states. In some states,the legal terms of a treaty are automatically carried into operation of a contracting state’sdomestic law once the state has fully acceded to the treaty. In others, domestic law is notamended unless and until the domestic legislature acts to amend domestic law in accor-dance with the treaty requirements. (Public international law is discussed in Section 12.)
Scholarly articles. Within common law jurisdictions, scholarly articles written by legal aca-demics can constitute a type of persuasive, albeit weak, authority. Judges typically adoptthe arguments of legal scholars only to the extent that the scholar’s work persuades a jurist
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to adopt their view. In many civil law systems, by contrast, scholarly articles by leading le-gal academics may be accorded significant deference by tribunals who are called upon tointerpret the law.
1.2 Applying law to cyberspace and information technologies

The birth of cyberspace caused a great deal of anxiety with regard to the application of lawsand regulations to this new domain.
Two prevailing schools of thought emerged. The first school posited that cyberspace is soradically different from anything in human experience, that old laws were unsuitable andshould be widely inapplicable to actions taken using this new domain. Law makers andjudges were encouraged by this school to re-examine all doctrines afresh and to abandonlarge swathes of precedent when considering disputes. Radical proponents of this view wentso far as to deny the authority of sovereign states to enforce laws and regulations in the con-text of Internet-related activities [3].
The second school held instead that the Internet is, like so many tools developed in humanhistory, merely an instrumentality of human action. As such, laws could – and perhaps should– continue to be applied to persons who use cyberspace in most respects just as they appliedbefore it existed [4, 5, 6]. Members of this second school described a ’cyberspace fallacy’ –the false belief that cyberspace was a legal jurisdiction somehow separate and distinct fromreal space [7].25
For the time being, the second school has almost universally prevailed with state authori-ties [1, 8, 9, 10]. The practitioner is confronted with the reality that existing laws, some cen-turies old and some amended or born anew each year, are applied by states, their law makers,judges, police and defence forces to cyberspace-related activity whether or not cyberspacewas expressly contemplated by those same laws.26
One must be cautious when attempting to map legal rules onto activities. While lawyers andlegal scholars divide the law into neat categories, real-life and cyber operations do not alwaysfit neatly within a single category. For example, a single data processing action that does notinfringe copyright and is not defamatory may still constitute a violation of data protectionrights. Any given action should be assessed by reference to whatever laws or regulationspresent risk. The problem of conflicting obligations that can arise as a result of multi-stateregulation is introduced in Section 2.
Practitioners increasingly ask questions concerning the application of law to artificial intelli-gence. Laws are generally framed to influence and respond to the behaviours of persons, orto address the disposition or use of property. (This can be seen in the discussion of enforce-ment jurisdiction in Section 2.3.) Instances of artificial intelligence are not currently definedas persons under the law.27 Therefore an AI, as such, cannot be guilty of a crime, enter intoa contract, own property, or be liable for a tort. If an object controlled by an AI causes harm,the law would normally be expected to look beyond the AI to the persons who created ormade use of it and the responsibility of such persons would be assessed using existing legalstandards. This subject is explored briefly in Section 7.2, which touches upon circumstanceswhere persons could become strictly liable for AI-related actions which cause death or per-sonal injury.28
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1.3 Distinguishing criminal and civil law
1.3.1 Criminal law

Criminal law is the body of law that prohibits behaviour generally abhorred by society. Crimi-nal law is normally enforced by an agency of the state. Examples include prohibitions againstbank fraud and computer hacking. Depending upon the society in question, the purposes ofcriminal law are usually described as some combination of:
• deterrence (seeking to deter bad behaviour, for both members of society generally anda criminal specifically);
• incapacitation (limiting the ability of the criminal to further harm society);
• retribution (causing a criminal to suffer some type of loss in response to crime);
• restitution (causing a criminal to compensate a victim or some related person);
• rehabilitation (seeking to change the long-term behaviour of a criminal).

Terms such as ’guilty’ and ’innocent’ are normally reserved as descriptions of verdicts (out-comes) in a criminal case. These terms should not be used when referring to outcomes ofcivil actions.
Punishments available in criminal law include custodial prison sentences, criminal fines nor-mally remitted to the state, seizure and forfeiture of criminal proceeds, and financial or otherrestitution remitted to victims.
There is often no requirement for an accused to have understood that their actions weredefined as criminal, although states normally must prove that the accused intended to takethose actions. Some crimes are defined in a fashion that guilt only attaches if the state canprove that the accused was aware that they were doing something ’wrong’.29 An accused,therefore, may not be able to escape criminal liability by suggesting, or even proving, that anact was undertaken with good intentions or otherwise ’in the public interest’.30

1.3.2 Civil (non-criminal) law

Civil law31 is the area of law that regulates private relationships among and between persons.Examples include the laws of contract and negligence. A person injured as a result of breachof civil law can normally bring legal action against the responsible party.
Remedies available under civil law (depending on the circumstances) may include some com-bination of:

• an order for the liable party to pay compensation to the injured party;
• an order to terminate some legal relationship between the parties;
• an order for the liable party to discontinue harmful activity; or
• an order for the liable party to take some type of affirmative act (e.g., transferring own-ership of property).

The principles of civil law are often crafted in an effort to redress negative externalities ofbehaviour in a modern economy. This makes civil law especially interesting in cyber security,as poor security in the development of ICT products and services is a sadly recurring negativeexternality that often falls short of criminal behaviour [11]. Policy makers hope that people
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who become aware that certain types of risk-taking carry an associated liability for resultingharm will alter their behaviour for the better.
1.3.3 One act: two types of liability & two courts

A single act or series of connected acts can create liability simultaneously under both crim-inal and civil law. Consider the act of Alice making unauthorised access to Bob’s computer.Her actions in turn cause Bob’s LAN and related infrastructure to fail. Alice’s single hackingspree results in two types of liability. The state can prosecute Alice for the relevant crime (i.e.,unauthorised access, see Section 5) and Bob can bring a civil legal action (i.e., negligence,see Section 7.1) against Alice.
The two types of legal action would normally be contested in two separate tribunals, andsubject to two different standards of proof (see Section 1.4).32 The purpose of the criminalcase is to protect the interests of society as a whole, while the purpose of the civil case is tocompensate Bob.
1.4 The nature of evidence and proof

The concept of ’proof’ in law is different from the term as it is used in the field of mathematicsor logic. This can create confusion in discussions of cyber security topics and the law.
In law, to ’prove’ something means simply to use permissible evidence in an effort to demon-strate the truth of contested events to a fact finder to a prescribed degree of certainty. Per-missible evidence can take a variety of forms. Subject to the rules of different legal systems,evidence might include direct witness testimony, business records, correspondence, surveil-lance records, recordings of intercepted telephone conversations,33 server logs, etc.34
As a gross generalisation, legal analysis in a dispute consists of two elements. A ’fact finder’(a judge, jury, regulator, etc.) must first consider competing versions of events and establish afactual narrative or ’finding’. This factual narrative is then subjected to analysis under relevantlaw.
A person who brings a legal action is said to carry the burden of proof with respect to theelements that define their right of action. This is also known as proving the claiming party’s
prima facie case. An accused then bears the burden to prove affirmative defences whichmight serve to reduce or eliminate their liability.35
The applicable standard of proof, which is to say the degree of certainty that must be achievedby the fact finder to reach a finding on a given contested issue, depends upon the issue underconsideration. A non-exhaustive sample of different standards of proof used in various legalcontexts is presented in Table 1.
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1.5 A more holistic approach to legal risk analysis
Those who approach the study of law for the first time often fall victim to seeing only oneaspect of the law: ’the rules’. More specifically, the elemental framework from a given lawwhich defines the evidentiary burden to be met by a person seeking to prove the guilt orliability of a second person. This ignores other factors that must be taken into account whenanalysing legal risk.
Consider a circumstance in which Alice has some right of action against Bob. (Alice couldbe a state considering prosecution of Bob for a crime or Alice could be a person consideringa civil law suit against Bob for breach of contract or tort.) Alice might pursue a legal actionagainst Bob, or she might not. If Alice pursues legal action against Bob, she might win theaction or she might lose. Bob must take different factors into consideration when analysingthe relevant risk of Alice taking legal action.
It may aid understanding to consider a function:

R = f(P,D,Q,X)

in which:
R = the risk-weighted cost to Bob that Alice will commence and win thislegal action;
P = Alice’s relative ability (using admissible evidence) to prove her prima fa-

cie case against Bob (adjusted by Bob’s ability to rebut such evidence);
D = Bob’s relative ability (using admissible evidence) to prove any affirma-tive defence that might reduce or eliminate Bob’s liability (adjusted byAlice’s ability to rebut such evidence);
Q = the total cost to Bob (other than transaction costs) if Alice pursues andwins her legal action; and
X = a variety of additional factors, such as Alice’s willingness and ability tocommence legal action, Bob’s willingness and ability to defend, Alice’sability to secure enforcement jurisdiction over Bob or his assets, plustransaction costs such as investigation costs, legal costs, and courtcosts.

The purpose of the function above is merely to highlight that legal risk analysis involves morethan consideration of ’the rules’.36 Thus, the discussions of substantive law in this knowledgearea (e.g., data protection, criminal law, contract, tort) begin with some examination of theframework used to prove liability (P ). Discussion also touches on some affirmative defences(D) as well as relevant penalties and remedies (Q). The knowledge area gives significant,separate, consideration to the problem of jurisdiction (which falls within X). In assessingeach of these factors, one must also consider the probative value of available evidence aswell as the relevant standard of proof to be met in each element (see Section 1.4).
Some areas of risk, such as risks related to transaction costs including mechanisms thatmay shift some transaction costs from winner to loser (which also fall within X), are highlyindividualised and process-oriented and beyond the scope of this knowledge area.
The issues introduced here significantly underpin the observations concerning legal risk man-agement in Section 14.
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Standard ofproof Degree of Certainty Re-quired Example context
Beyond a rea-sonable doubt. Extremely high. Almostincontrovertible. No otherreasonable explanationexists to make sense ofthe evidence.

States are most often required to meet this, or a sim-ilar standard, in proving the elements of a crime fora fact finder to hold an accused person guilty. Thishigher standard is heavily influenced by notions of hu-man rights law because individual life and liberty are atstake.
Clear andconvincingevidence.

Reasonably high certainty.Much more than simply’probable’.
This standard of proof is used in US law, for example,when a court is asked to invalidate a previously grantedpatent. The burden of proof placed upon the personseeking to invalidate the patent is set high because thiswould deprive a rights-holder of property previouslygranted by the patent office.
This phrase is also used to describe the standardto be met by prisoners who challenge the validity oftheir criminal conviction in US federal courts usinga habeas corpus petition long after normal routes ofappeal have been exhausted. In this circumstance, thehigher standard is required as a means of preservingthe integrity of the original criminal justice process(including the original appeals) while not foreclosingall possibility of post-conviction review.37

Preponderanceof evidence.
Balance ofprobabilities.

More probable than not.
Greater than 50%.
When weighed on thescales of justice, theevidence on one side isat least a feather-weightgreater than the other.

The most common formulations of the standard ofproof required to prevail in a civil case.

Probable cause. The evidence suggeststhat the target of an inves-tigation has committed acrime, although evidenceis not yet conclusive.

The standard required in the US to persuade a judicialofficer to issue a search warrant or arrest warrant. Thisstandard serves to filter out trivial or unsubstantiatedrequests to intrude into privacy or detain a suspect.
Reasonable sus-picion. The standard typically required in the US to justify apolice officer temporarily stopping and questioning aperson. This lower standard is often justified on policygrounds of minimising threats to the safety of policeofficers.

This phrase has also been suggested by the UnitedNations High Commissioner for Human Rights on theright to privacy in the digital age as a threshold forjustifying state electronic surveillance [12].
Table 1: Example Standards of Proof
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2 JURISDICTION
[1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]

Cyberspace enables persons located in different states to communicate with one another ina fashion that is unprecedented in history. Once-unusual international contacts and relation-ships have become commonplace. Those who face a potential threat of enforcement by aperson in a foreign state must consider a few threshold questions before the relevant legalrisk can be analysed: jurisdiction and conflict of law.
Jurisdiction describes scope of state authority and the mechanisms used by a state to as-sert power. Private international law, or conflict of law, examines how to determine whichdomestic state law(s) will be applied to resolve certain aspects of a given dispute. This sec-tion of the knowledge area discusses jurisdiction. Conflict of law is addressed separately inthe context of individual substantive headings of law.
Many of the principles concerning jurisdiction and conflict of law are not new. What haschanged are the larger numbers of people who benefit from considering these principlesnow that persons are facing cross-border legal responsibilities at increased rates.
2.1 Territorial jurisdiction

The term ’jurisdiction’ is often used in a rather informal manner to refer to a state, or any po-litical sub-division of a state, that has the authority to make or enforce laws or regulations.38
In this sense, the term is nearly synonymous with the territory of that state or its political sub-division. The purpose of this section, however, is to focus more specifically on the territorialextent of a state’s power – its territorial jurisdiction.39
When reviewing legal risks from multi-state activities conducted via cyberspace, it may behelpful to consider three different aspects of jurisdiction: prescriptive jurisdiction, juridicaljurisdiction, and enforcement jurisdiction.
Prescriptive jurisdiction describes the scope of authority claimed by a state to regulate theactivities of persons or take possession of property. Law makers normally adopt laws forthe purpose of protecting the residents of their home state and may declare their desire toregulate the actions of foreign-resident persons to the extent that such actions are prejudicialto home state-resident persons.
Juridical jurisdiction describes the authority of a tribunal to decide a case or controversy. Therules of such jurisdiction vary widely from tribunal to tribunal. In civil cases, courts usuallydemand a minimum degree of contact between the residential territory of the court and theproperty or person against which legal action is taken. Such minimum contact might involveobvious examples such as the presence of a branch office. It might be extremely minimal,indeed, resting upon little more than correspondence soliciting business from a resident ofthe court’s territory.40 In the context of criminal prosecutions, courts normally demand thephysical presence of an accused before proceedings commence. Some states allow courtsto make exceptions to this rule and are prepared to conduct a criminal trial in absentia if thedefendant cannot be found within the territorial jurisdiction of the court.
Enforcement jurisdiction describes the authority of a state to enforce law. This is sometimesdescribed as police power, power to arrest and detain, authority to use force against persons,etc. In civil matters, this may describe other methods used to project force over persons or
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property resident in a territory, such as seizing plant and equipment, evicting tenants fromproperty, garnishing wages, seizing funds on deposit with a bank, etc. In practice, enforce-ment jurisdiction is limited by the ability of the state and its agents to project power over theobjects of enforcement.41

2.2 Prescriptive jurisdiction
It has long been commonplace for states to exert a degree of prescriptive and juridical juris-diction over non-resident persons who solicit business relationships with residents. A theoryoften espoused is that non-resident persons who remotely solicit or enter into business rela-tionships with residents avail themselves of the benefits of the domestic market and, there-fore, become amenable to the rules of that market. This principle long predates the Internet.
More controversial are cases where a non-resident person is not soliciting business froma state resident but may nonetheless be acting in a fashion which somehow harms stateresidents. Some of the best-known examples arise in competition law (a.k.a. anti-trust law).These cases follow a familiar pattern. A cartel of persons who produce commodities (e.g.,bananas, aluminium, wood pulp, diamonds) outside of the state’s territory, convene a meet-ing that also takes place outside the state’s territory. In this meeting the cartel membersconspire to fix the wholesale prices of a given commodity. This kind of offshore price-fixingconspiracy, which would be disallowed if it took place within the state’s territory, eventuallyresults in inflated prices inside the state as well. The only communication between the pro-hibited act (price fixing) and the state is the price inflation in the overseas (exporting) market,which in turn causes inflation of domestic (importing) market prices.
At the start of the twentieth century the notion of applying a state’s domestic competitionlaw to such overseas activity was considered wholly inappropriate [18]. The growth of inter-national trade in the modern economy, however, caused courts to reconsider this position. UScourts decided in 1945 that extending prescriptive jurisdiction to foreign price-fixing activitywas justified due to the consequential harm to the domestic market and the sovereign inter-est in protecting the functioning of that market [19]. A substantially similar (if not identical)doctrine was announced in 1988 by the European Court of Justice when applying Europeancompetition law [20, 21]. Although these jurisdictional theories have been criticised, they arenow exercised routinely.
States also claim prescriptive jurisdiction over some actions taken by their own nationalswhile present in a foreign state even if no express ’effect’ is claimed within the territory ofthe home state. Examples include laws prohibiting bribery of foreign officials [22] and lawsagainst child sex tourism [23, 24]. States may also claim prescriptive jurisdiction over violentacts committed against a state’s own nationals outside of the state’s territory by any person,especially in cases of terrorism.42
Instances where more than one state claims jurisdiction over a single act or occurrence arenot uncommon. Claims of prescriptive jurisdiction tend to be founded on notions of protect-ing the interests of a state and its residents. Some of the rules of jurisdiction have beenadopted with a view to reducing instances where persons might face irreconcilable conflictbetween the mandates of two states. Although such irreconcilable conflicts are less com-mon than some might believe, they still arise from time to time. In cases where a personfaces an irreconcilable conflict of mandates imposed by two states, the person is requiredto make hard choices. For businesses, these choices often involve changing business pro-cesses, structure or governance to avoid or limit the potential for such conflicts.
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2.2.1 Prescriptive jurisdiction over online content

Numerous court decisions around the world have confirmed the willingness of states toassert prescriptive jurisdiction over actions where criminal or tortious content originatesfrom outside of the state’s territory, is transferred via the internet, and displayed within thestate’s territory. Examples of laws that have been enforced on this basis include copyright,defamation, gaming/gambling services, and state-specific subject matter prohibitions suchas the prohibition against displaying or offering for sale Nazi memorabilia within France[1, 13, 14, 25].
These exercises of jurisdiction do not necessarily rest on the more attenuated ’effects doc-trine’ used in competition law. Courts seem willing to interpret domestic law in a fashionwhich asserts prescriptive jurisdiction, and then to assert their own juridical jurisdiction onthe basis that content is visible to persons within the state irrespective of the location ofthe server from which it originates. In this fashion, the offending act (e.g., copying, publish-ing, transmitting, displaying, offering for sale) is said to take place within the state assertingjurisdiction.
2.2.2 Prescriptive jurisdiction over computer crime

States adopting computer crime laws often legislate to include cross-border acts. As a result,it is common for a state with such laws on their books to exercise prescriptive jurisdictionover persons – no matter where they are located – who take actions directed to computerequipment located within the state. Similarly, persons who act while physically located withinthe state’s territory are often caught within the scope of the criminal law when conductingoffensive operations against computers resident in foreign states [15, 16, 17, 26, 27]. Pub-lic international law recognises such exercises of prescriptive jurisdiction as a function ofterritorial sovereignty ([10] at R.1-4, R.10).
When a hacker who is physically present in one state directs offensive activity to a computerin another state, that hacker may violate the criminal law of both states. If the relevant hack-ing activity does not constitute a crime in the first state for whatever reason,43 it may stillconstitute a crime under the law of the second state where the target computer is located[26, 27].
2.2.3 Prescriptive jurisdiction and data protection (GDPR)

GDPR brought about a significant change in the territorial prescriptive jurisdiction of Euro-pean data protection law [28].
GDPR, in common with its predecessor 1995 legislation, applies first to any ’processing of per-sonal data in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processorin the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes place in the Union or not’ (Art. 3(1)).The term ’establishment of a controller’ as used in EU data protection law generally, is extraor-dinarily broad when compared with other commonly understood legal principles. Creating ormaintaining an establishment in the territory of the EU merely means the ability to direct busi-ness affairs or activities. This definition is not restricted by the usual niceties of corporateor international tax law. A holding company in the US, for example, can be deemed to havea personal data processing establishment in the EU through the non-processing activities ofits wholly owned subsidiary [29]. Thus, legal persons that have no ’permanent establishment’or ’taxable presence’ in the EU for purposes of analysing direct tax liability may nonetheless
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be deemed to be carrying out data processing in the context of an ’establishment’ in the EUfor the purposes of analysing GDPR liability.
GDPR now also asserts prescriptive jurisdiction over the personal data processing activitiesof any person, anywhere in the world, related to offering goods or services to data subjectsin the EU (Art. 3(2)(a)). Prescriptive jurisdiction is believed to extend only to circumstanceswhen the supplier volitionally offers such goods or services to data subjects in the EU.
Finally, GDPR applies to any person who monitors the behaviour of data subjects located inthe EU, to the extent that this monitored behaviour ’takes place in’ the EU (Art. 3(2)(b)). Thisheading of jurisdiction appears to have been motivated primarily by the emergence of ser-vices which monitor and analyse a variety of human behaviours including actions performedby persons using web browsers, or physical movement patterns exhibited by persons on theground such as shopping behaviour.
Persons located outside the EU, who are nonetheless subject to the prescriptive jurisdictionof GDPR because they offer goods or services to, or monitor the behaviour of, persons resi-dent in the EU, are often required to appoint a representative in the EU (Art 27; Recital 80).
Interpreting the scope of GDPR’s territorial jurisdictional can be difficult, especially given therapid emergence of new forms of online services. The European Data Protection Board isexpected to finalise formal guidance in due course [30].
2.3 Enforcement jurisdiction

While it is relatively easy to imagine a state exercising broad prescriptive and juridical jurisdic-tion over activities and controversies, more difficult questions arise with respect to enforce-ment jurisdiction: how a state practically enforces its rules.
As a general proposition, one state has no right under public international law to exerciseenforcement jurisdiction within the territory of another state ([10] at R.11).44
This section considers some of the more common enforcement mechanisms used by statesin a cyber security context. Enforcing the law tends to turn on three different mechanismsof state power: power over persons (in personum jurisdiction), power over property (in remjurisdiction), and requests or demands for international assistance.
2.3.1 Asset seizure and forfeiture generally

It is common to assert in rem jurisdiction over the property or other legal rights that arepresent within a state’s territory and amenable to that state’s police powers. The state mightseize such property in an effort to compel attendance at court proceedings, or eventuallysell the property to meet the financial obligations of an absent person. Examples of objectsseized for this purpose include immovable property such as office buildings or factories,movable property such as plant and equipment, trucks, maritime vessels, or merchandisein transit, and intangibles such as intellectual property rights or rights to withdraw funds ondeposit with a bank.
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2.3.2 Seizure and forfeiture of servers, domain names, and registries

When a server located in a state is used to conduct activity that constitutes a crime in thatstate, seizing the server as an enforcement mechanism might be considered. Moving be-yond the server, however, US law enforcement authorities have also used in rem jurisdictionfor seizure and forfeiture of domain names where the domain TLD registry is maintained inthe US. Actions for infringement of trademark rights have used similar in rem powers for do-main name seizure and forfeiture. This is a potentially interesting enforcement tool in the US,especially as TLD registries administered and maintained from within the territory of the USinclude ’.com’, ’.org’ and ’.net’ [31, 32].
Similar in rem powers have been asserted by various states to regulate the administration ofthe ccTLD registry associated with their state, or to forcibly transfer the administration andoperation of the ccTLD to a different in-state administrator [33].45

2.3.3 Territorial location of the right to demand repayment of bank deposits

Efforts to enforce laws that freeze or otherwise restrict depositor access to funds on deposithave raised difficult questions about the territorial scope of state enforcement authority. As-set freeze orders directed to enemy states or their citizens are not unusual, especially attimes of international conflict.
A case highlighting limits of this power arose from the 1986 order issued by the United Statesmandating the freeze of assets held by the state of Libya. This order by the Reagan adminis-tration was unusual. In addition to mandating the freeze of money on deposit in the UnitedStates, it also ordered any US person who maintained effective control over any bank accountanywhere in the world to freeze money on deposit in any of these global bank accounts.
The Libyan Arab Foreign Bank (a state-owned Libyan bank) took legal action against US banksin the courts of England demanding the repayment of deposits (denominated in US dollars)held in London branches. The resulting English court judgment makes for interesting reading,as the court discussed at length the extensive role of electronic funds transfer systems ininternational banking at that time. Having looked at the question, however, the dematerialisednature of funds transfers ultimately had almost no impact on the outcome of the case. Thecourt held that money deposited with the London branch of a bank constitutes a legal rightfor the depositor to demand payment of that money in England [34, 35].46
In other words, a bank account may be conceptualised as being situated within the territory ofthe state in which the branch to which the deposit is made is located. This analysis continuesto apply if the relationship is carried out entirely through online interactions, and indeed evenif the depositor remains offshore and never attends the branch in person.
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2.3.4 Foreign recognition and enforcement of civil judgments

A civil judgment issued by the court of one state may under certain circumstances be en-forced by the courts of a friendly second state. This is normally achieved when the prevailingparty transmits the judgment to the courts of the second state where the adverse party hasassets, requesting enforcement of the judgment against those assets. Foreign recognitionand enforcement of civil judgments is often granted under the principle of comity: a doctrinewhich can be expressed in this context as, ’We will enforce your civil judgments because, asa friendly state, we anticipate you will enforce ours.’47
A foreign court’s willingness to enforce such civil judgments is not universal. Requests forcivil enforcement are sometimes rejected for policy reasons. Nonetheless, this remains arelatively common mechanism in the context of judgments for money damages arising frommany contract and tort disputes.
2.3.5 The arrest of natural persons in state territory

It is normally straightforward for police officers to arrest persons present within their state’sterritory. When a criminal suspect is outside the state’s territory, officials are sometimesable to arrest that suspect when they subsequently appear in state – whether or not it wasan intended destination. Law enforcement officers can normally arrest the accused upontheir arrival in state territory.48
State authorities can normally exercise the power of arrest on any seagoing vessel within thestate’s territorial waters, as well as vessels registered under the flag of the arresting statewhen in international waters. Additional maritime enforcement scenarios are possible [36].
2.3.6 Extradition of natural persons

If an accused criminal is not present within the state, a traditional method of obtaining cus-tody is to request extradition from another state [15, 17]. Extradition is normally governedby bilateral extradition treaties, and is normally only allowed when the alleged criminal actconstitutes a crime in both states (the requirement of dual criminality).
If two states that are contracting parties to the Budapest Convention (see Section 5.1) main-tain a bilateral extradition treaty between them, the Convention obliges them to incorporatewithin their extradition procedures those computer crimes mandated by the Convention. TheConvention can (optionally) also serve as an independent legal basis for extradition betweentwo contracting states which do not maintain a bilateral extradition treaty [26] at Article 24.
Extradition has a troubled history in cyber security. Extradition requests for accused cybercriminals might be denied by another state for a number of reasons: lack of an extraditiontreaty between the two states, lack of dual criminality, public policy concerns over the severityof punishment to be imposed by the requesting state, and concerns for the health or welfareof the accused, are all reasons that have been cited for refusal to grant the extradition ofpersons accused of cybercrime [13].
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2.3.7 Technological content filtering

Technological intervention can be adopted as a practical expression of state power – eitherby a state directly ordering such intervention, or by other persons adopting a technical inter-vention to avoid or limit liability.
Content filtering is merely one type of technological intervention that can be used to enforcelaw or to reduce the risk of adverse enforcement activity. This approach fits generally withinthe concept explored by Lawrence Lessig and expressed with the phrase, ’code is law’ [4].49
An enforcing state can direct an enforcement order to a person mandating that they filtercontent at the point of origination, whether the content is hosted on an in-state or out-of-stateserver [25]. Such an order carries with it the implicit or explicit threat that failure to implementthe order could result in the use of other, more aggressive, enforcement mechanisms directedto in-state persons or property.
If an out-of-state person who originates or hosts offending online content from out-of-state in-frastructure fails or refuses to filter it, the enforcing state might look to other technologically-based enforcement methods. A state might issue an order to in-state ISPs to block the in-state receipt of offending content [37]. Although such technical mechanisms are far fromperfect (as is the case with any border enforcement technology), they may be sufficientlyeffective to accomplish the purpose of the enforcing state.
Filtering efforts are also initiated in the absence of specific state enforcement activity. Per-sons create and impose their own filters at point of origin to limit content transfers to stateswhere filtered content might result in liability.50 Filtering efforts can be conducted collabora-tively between private and public sector actors.51

2.3.8 Orders to in-state persons directing production of data under their control whether
held on domestic or foreign IT systems

States may also order state-resident persons to produce data under their control, irrespectiveof the territorial location of data storage.
Such orders are especially common under court procedural rules that govern disclosure(a.k.a. discovery) of potential evidence by the parties to a dispute. Those who find them-selves party to a dispute that is subject to the jurisdiction of a foreign court must quicklybecome familiar with that court’s rules of mandated disclosure. Courts normally do not feelconstrained by the location of potential evidence – only that the parties to the dispute dis-close it as required according to forum court rules.
More controversial are cases where a state, often in the context of a criminal investigationor intelligence gathering operation, demands the production of data under the control of astate-resident person who is not the target of (criminal) investigation or a party to (civil) legalaction. Critics claim that such demands are inappropriate and the state should be limited tosubmitting requests for international legal assistance (see Section 2.3.9). Supporters arguethat such demands represent a legitimate exercise of state enforcement jurisdiction againstpersons present within state territory.
An early example involved a previously secret program in which the United States demandedlawful access to banking transaction records held by SWIFT. The orders to produce datawere addressed to US-resident SWIFT offices. Failure to comply with the US demands couldhave resulted in criminal prosecution of US-resident persons under US law. Complying with
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these demands, however, very probably constituted a violation of the data protection law ofBelgium (SWIFT’s headquarters), among others. News of the programme leaked in 2007 andcreated a diplomatic dispute between the US and Belgium (among others). This diplomaticissue was eventually resolved through negotiation and agreement concerning the scope offuture investigatory operations [38].
Another well-known example involved a request made by an unknown agency of the US gov-ernment under the Stored Communications Act. The government asked the US court to issuean order to the Microsoft Corporation in the US demanding the production of the contents ofan email account maintained by Microsoft on behalf of an unnamed customer who was notresident in the US. The US court issued the order to Microsoft in the US, although the emailaccount itself was maintained on a server in a data centre in Dublin, Ireland. US-resident staffof Microsoft had the technological ability to access the contents of the Dublin server, and theact of producing the requested data would have been technologically trivial. Microsoft askedthe court to quash (invalidate) this order, generally on the grounds that the relevant US lawdid not authorise an order of this type with respect to data stored offshore.
After multiple skirmishes in the District court, the US Court of Appeals (2nd Circuit) even-tually quashed the order against Microsoft on the extremely narrow basis that the StoredCommunications Act (adopted in 1986) did not expressly and unambiguously claim prescrip-tive jurisdiction over data stored on equipment located outside the territorial United States[39, 40, 41].52 This decision was appealed to the US Supreme Court where it was fully briefedand argued. Following argument but before judgment, the US Congress in 2018 adopted theCLOUD Act. This legislation amended the Stored Communications Act to bring data storedon foreign servers expressly into the prescriptive jurisdiction of that Act, and the US gov-ernment immediately requested a replacement warrant under the revised law. The SupremeCourt then dismissed the pending appeal without issuing a substantive judgment, as the newlaw had resolved any dispute about the scope of prescriptive jurisdiction claimed by the USCongress [42].53

2.3.9 International legal assistance

States can make requests for assistance from persons outside of their territory to gatherevidence in support of criminal investigation. Traditionally, such requests are made pursuantto a mutual legal assistance treaty and are transmitted by the authorities of a first state to thedesignated authority of a second state for consideration and possible action. Such requestscan also be made in the absence of a treaty, although the second state retains discretionover how it chooses to respond in the absence of international legal obligation.
The Budapest Convention (see Section 5.1) imposes a series of requirements upon contract-ing states to provide mutual legal assistance in the investigation of cybercrime [26]. The Con-vention also sets a series of requirements concerning preservation of electronic evidence,including metadata.
Formal state-to-state requests for mutual legal assistance have gained a reputation for beingheavily bureaucratic and slow [15]. Although there are many examples of successful interna-tional cooperation in the investigation of cybercrime, it has been observed that ’the use offormal cooperation mechanisms occurs on a timescale of months, rather than days’ [43].
There are some options available to gather cross-border evidence that do not involve seekingpermission from the state in which evidence resides. The Budapest Convention provides twoadditional methods. Authorities of a given Convention State A may gather evidence from
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publicly available (open sources) of data stored in a given Convention State B without priornotice to or authorisation from State B [26] at Article 32a.
Convention State A is also said to be allowed to use a computer in the territory of State Ato access data from a closed source in Convention State B if State A ’obtains the lawfuland voluntary consent of the person who has the lawful authority to disclose the data’ [26]at Article 32b. A formal Guidance Note to the Convention cites the example of a criminalsuspect detained in StateAwho provides consent to StateA authorities to access their emailor documents stored on a server in State B [44].54
Article 32b has been discussed at length by the Council of Europe’s Cybercrime ConventionCommittee (T-CY). An ad hoc subgroup of this Committee set out an extensive discussionof issues arising and specific examples in which use of this authority might be considered[45]. The Committee itself went on to publish a Guidance Note which clarifies the authoritygranted by Article 32b [44].
Practitioners should note that Article 32 powers are permissive, not prohibitive. If State Ais unable to demonstrate that a proposed evidence gathering activity complies with Article32b this only means that the activity is not expressly authorised by the Budapest Convention.Article 32 of the Convention would not prohibit the proposed activity, although some otherfeatures of public international law might. See Section 12.4.
Critics argue that Article 32b constitutes an unwelcome intrusion into state sovereignty. Thishas been cited by some states as a reason for refusing to sign the Budapest Convention ([46]at p.19, fn.39).
Another cross-border investigation method in the absence of consent by the second state isdescribed in Section 2.3.8.
2.4 The problem of data sovereignty

The phrase ’data sovereignty’ is sometimes used to struggle with the various jurisdictionaldemands outlined above. The extremely low technological cost of storing and then retrievingdata outside the territory of a state, raises concerns about the number of states that mightseek to compel some form of intervention with respect to such data.
Cloud services merely provide ’a sense of location independence’ rather than actual locationindependence [47]. The location of a service provider’s infrastructure and the location ofpersons who maintain effective control over that infrastructure are both important for under-standing which states might be able to assert enforcement jurisdiction mandating some typeof intervention with respect to such data [48].55
Users of cloud services have become increasingly aware that locating a data storage facilityin any given state increases that state’s opportunity to exercise enforcement jurisdiction oversuch facilities. Practitioners should also consider enforcement jurisdiction opportunities pre-sented to a state when persons within its territory have technical or organisational ability toaccess or otherwise interfere with data held on infrastructure physically outside that state.(See the discussion in Section 2.3.8.) Enforcement risk can arise from the geo-location ofdata storage equipment, or the geo-location of persons able to access such data.56
Some states have responded to potential jurisdictional conflicts by mandating local storageand processing (localisation) for some types of data. Indeed, under its data protection lawsthe European Union has long imposed an EEA localisation requirement (in the form of a rule
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prohibiting export) for personal data although in practice there are multiple mechanismsavailable to enable exports from the EEA (see Section 4.6). Other states outside the EEAhave imposed localisation requirements for a variety of reasons [49, 50, 51, 52, 53].
Some states within the EEA have imposed single-state data localisation rules for certaintypes of sensitive data, prohibiting exports even to fellow member states of the EEA. Possiblyin response to this single state localisation trend, the European Union adopted a Regulationin 2018 that prohibits member state legal restrictions on the free movement of non-personaldata within the Union. (I.e., the Regulation does not prohibit member states from adoptingdata localisation requirements for personal data.) This Regulation also includes multipleexceptions for member states that wish to impose localisation requirements for reasons ofimportant public policy [54].57

3 PRIVACY LAWS IN GENERAL AND ELECTRONIC
INTERCEPTION
The concept of ’privacy’ is both widely cited and challenging to articulate. This section ad-dresses privacy in the sense described in the seminal nineteenth century article, ’The Rightto Privacy’ [55]. In this context, privacy has been described simply as the right for a person58
to be free from intrusion by others into personal affairs or the ’right to be left alone’.
In the work of a cyber security practitioner, the issue of privacy most often arises in the con-text of electronic surveillance and related investigatory activity, which is the focus of thissection. This area of law can be expected to continue to evolve quickly in response to newuse cases enabled by cloud data processing services.
Data protection law is addressed in Section 4 and crimes against information systems areconsidered in Section 5. Most of these areas of law stem from or are related to privacyconcepts.
3.1 International norms: foundations from international human rights law

Privacy is widely recognised internationally as a human right, although not an absolute right.59
The right to privacy is conditional – subject to limitations and exceptions.
The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights states at Art 12 that, ’No one shall be sub-jected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence...’ [56]. Free-dom from interference with privacy extends only to ’arbitrary’ interference, which clearly con-templates the legitimacy of ’non-arbitrary’ interference. Similar expressions, with similar qual-ifications, can be found in Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and againin Article 7 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [57].60
In the more narrow context of limiting government authority, the Fourth Amendment of theUS Constitution adopted in 1791 states, ’The right of the people to be secure in their persons,houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be vio-lated, and no warrants [authorizing search or seizure] shall issue, but upon probable cause. . . ’[58]. Again, this right is limited to protect only against such actions that are ’unreasonable’.
The application of these principles to intangible data evolved significantly during the twenti-eth century. In 1928, for example, the US Supreme Court interpreted the Fourth Amendment
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narrowly as protecting persons only from physical intrusion into their property [59]. Fourdecades later, after electronic communication had become a ubiquitous feature of everydaylife, the Court changed its position and re-interpreted the Fourth Amendment to protect per-sons from unwarranted intrusion into electronic communications. The 1967 Court observedthat laws like the Fourth Amendment are intended to ’protect people not places’ [60]. Theprivacy right expressed in the European Convention on Human Rights has long been under-stood to apply to electronic communications [61]. By the early twenty-first century it appearsto have become a widely accepted international norm that privacy rights (however they areinterpreted) apply to intangible expressions of information as well as physical space [62].
While the principles described above are widely accepted in the international community, theinterpretation and implementation of these principles remains subject to significant diver-gence. Some laws extend a general right of privacy into almost every situation, while othersfocus solely on limiting the power of the state to intrude into private affairs.61
A given person’s expectation of privacy may vary by reference to the nature of their relation-ship with the party who seeks to intrude. For example, there tend to be few restrictions im-posed by any state’s laws with respect to intrusion by a parent into the affairs of their minorchildren. By contrast, states vary significantly when considering when it is appropriate foremployers to intrude into the affairs of their employees. In the latter context, the UN has pub-lished recommended approaches to the application of human rights in a business setting[63].
Expectations of privacy can also vary significantly between different societies. An intrusionviewed by one society as relatively innocuous and to be expected might be viewed by anothersociety as a breach of human rights.
As persons rely on cloud services to manage increasingly intimate aspects of their lives, ex-pectations of privacy over the variety of data processed using these systems will continueto evolve.62 Policy makers, service providers, and civil society organisations, regularly seekto explain or to adjust expectations of privacy through education and advocacy.
An additional aspect of privacy relates to limits imposed upon the degree of permitted intru-sion. In cases of state-warranted lawful interception, for example, warrants may be narrowlydrawn to limit interception to named places, specified equipment, specified persons, or spec-ified categories of persons.
Privacy laws often treat metadata differently from content data, usually based on the the-ory that persons have a lower expectation of privacy in metadata [64].63 This distinction isincreasingly criticised, and policy makers and courts are under pressure to reconsider thenature of metadata given:

• the private quality of some information disclosed by modern metadata such as URLs,64
• the incredible growth in the volume and types of metadata available in the age of ubiq-uitous personal mobile data communications;65 and
• the growing volume of otherwise-private information that can be inferred from meta-data using modern traffic analysis and visualisation techniques.66
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3.2 Interception by a state
State intrusion into electronic communication for purposes of law enforcement or state se-curity is often treated under specialist legal regimes that are highly heterogenous. There isbroad agreement in public international law dating to the mid-nineteenth century that eachstate has the right to intercept or interrupt electronic communications in appropriate circum-stances [65]. These principles continue to apply to cyberspace [10, 66].
As electronic communications (especially telephones) became commonplace and intercep-tion methods became more cost-effective in the 1960s and 1970s, a trend emerged to movestate interception of communications activity away from informal or customary practice ontoa more clearly regulated footing [61, 67]. Although legal governance processes and standardsadopted to authorise state interception have evolved significantly, these legal processes andstandards differ significantly from state to state. Some states require a prior examinationof each request for state interception by an independent judicial officer; some delegate thisdecision-making authority broadly with limited oversight; and others adopt mechanisms thatfall anywhere between these extremes.
Although there does not yet appear to be any obvious international harmonisation of le-gal standards and procedures concerning lawful interception, there are examples of recom-mended practice for states that wish to place their legal procedures onto a robust and pre-dictable foundation [68].
By contrast, some technical standards for facilitating lawful access (such as the ETSI LI se-ries) have developed successfully on a multilateral basis [69, 70]. These technical standardsmake it possible for product and service developers to design lawful access technologiesto a common multinational standard, while leaving substantive decision-making about theiruse in the hands of domestic authorities.67
Practitioners who work in a police or state security environment must become familiar withthe rules that apply to their interception activity. Some state organisations employ largeteams of lawyers dedicated solely to assessing the legality of various intelligence-gatheringand investigation activities.
Those who work for communication service providers must also become familiar with obli-gations imposed on them by applicable laws to assist in state interception activity. This canbe especially challenging for multinational communication service providers, as they are nor-mally subject to the prescriptive jurisdiction of each state where their service is supplied.68
Service providers often localise responsibility for compliance with lawful interception by do-mestic authorities in each state where they supply services.
State regulations concerning lawful interception tend to impose a combination of obligationsupon the providers of public communications services, such as:

• procuring and maintaining facilities designed to facilitate lawful interception within theservice provider’s domain (this obligation may be imposed under telecommunicationregulation as a condition of telecommunications licensing, especially for those thatoperate in-state physical infrastructure such as PSTN operators);
• providing technical assistance in response to lawful interception requests; and
• maintaining the secrecy of the content of lawful interception requests, especially theidentity of investigation targets.
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Some states impose additional legal obligations to maintain secrecy over the existence, na-ture, or frequency, of lawful interception requests, the location or operation of interceptionfacilities, etc. Communication service providers that wish to report publicly about the natureand frequency of state interception requests (a.k.a. transparency reports) must be careful toconduct this reporting in compliance with applicable law.69
As easy-to-use cryptographic technologies have become ubiquitous, and larger volumes ofmessage traffic are transmitted as ciphertext, states conducting lawful access activity faceincreasing difficulty obtaining access to plaintext messages [67]. States have attempted torecover plaintext by using a variety of creative legal mechanisms including warrants for thephysical search and seizure of end point devices and requests for technical assistance fromdevice manufacturers or third-party analysts. These procedures are of variable effectivenessand remain subject to much debate [67]. Efforts to compel an end user to decrypt ciphertextor to disclose relevant passwords or keys also face a variety of legal challenges [71, 72].70
Some states have adopted laws that specifically address compelled disclosure of plaintextor keys that enable decipherment.71
The emergence of virtual communication service providers (i.e., those that provide commu-nication services via third-party infrastructure – or ’over the top’ service providers) have cre-ated challenges for both states and service providers. These service providers remain sub-ject to the jurisdiction of states in which their service is supplied, as states show a clearsovereign interest in services provided to persons within their territory.72 States have, how-ever, taken different approaches when choosing how and when to exercise jurisdiction overthese providers. Enforcement actions by states against such persons have included ordersto facilitate in-territory lawful interception at the risk of a variety of sanctions including: pro-hibiting the service provider from entering into business relationships with in-state residents,or ordering third-party state-resident service providers to block or filter such services at thePSTN or IP layer, thus making it inaccessible to (many or most) in-state residents. Changesin enforcement practices are likely as this subject continues to develop.
3.3 Interception by persons other than states

Laws concerning interception activity by non-state actors are also highly heterogenous.
Persons that provide public telecommunications services are often specifically restrictedfrom intercepting communications that transit their own public service networks [40, 73].This might be framed legally as a restriction imposed only on providers of these public ser-vices, or a more general restriction limiting the ability of any person to intercept communica-tions on public networks.
In many cases, efforts to intercept communications while transiting a third-party network willalso constitute a crime under computer anti-intrusion laws. This was a significant motivatingfactor in the adoption of these laws (see Section 5).
The interception of communications by a person during the course of transmission over itsown non-public network, such as interception on a router, bridge or IMAP server operated bythat person on their own LAN for purposes other than providing a public communicationsservice, presents other challenges to analysis. This type of interception activity would notnormally expect to fall foul of traditional computer crime legislation, as the relevant person isnormally authorised to gain entry to the relevant computer (see Section 5). It might, however,be regulated generally within the same legal framework used to govern the interception ofcommunications, although interception by an owner/controller on their own system is often
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treated more liberally [73]. Finally, in-house interception activity may also be limited by theterms of general privacy statutes or data protection laws (see Section 4).
3.4 Enforcement of privacy laws – penalties for violation

Enforcing a legal right of privacy brings a number of challenges. From an evidentiary perspec-tive, a person whose privacy rights have been violated might never learn that a violation hasoccurred. Some legal rules serve, among other things, to redress this knowledge imbalance.These include breach notification requirements which reveal inappropriate disclosures of per-sonal data to the effected person (see Section 4.7), criminal procedure rules that require thedisclosure of prosecutorial evidence to the accused which in turn reveals intrusive investi-gatory techniques,73 and civil procedure rules which require similar disclosures in civil legalactions (e.g., employment disputes).
Remedies available to persons whose privacy rights have been violated might include theability to bring a tort action against the violator claiming monetary compensation (see Sec-tion 7.4). These individual tort remedies are a regular feature of data protection laws as wellas various US privacy laws. The US criminal courts also employ an exclusionary rule prohibit-ing the introduction of evidence gathered in violation of the US Constitutional privacy rightsof the accused [74].74
Finally, some violations of privacy – especially unwarranted interception of communicationsduring the course of transmission on a public network or unauthorised intrusions into dataat rest – are defined as and may be prosecuted as crimes [75].
4 DATA PROTECTION

[13, 14, 76, 77]
Data protection law developed from a foundation of general privacy law. This generalisationcan be a bit misleading, however, as data protection law has evolved to address a number ofrelated issues that arise from modern data processing techniques that might not traditionallyhave been defined as ’privacy’.
Data protection is of significant interest to cyber security practitioners, as it includes numer-ous obligations related to data security. This section will focus primarily on issues that recurin a security-related context. Data protection law is not, however, a generalised system of reg-ulations that address every aspect of cyber security. The focus remains on specific principlesadopted to support individual rights in a data processing context.
Data protection law has developed primarily from European legislative initiatives. EuropeanUnion law has been tremendously influential around the world through various mechanisms,including states seeking ’adequacy determinations’ from the European Union, which enableexports of personal data, and private law contract requirements imposed upon non-EU res-ident data processors [78]. This international impact continues to grow as the EU now ex-pressly claims prescriptive jurisdiction over personal data processing activity anywhere inthe world that relates to data subjects present in the EU (see discussion in Section 2.2.3).
The foundational laws that define data protection obligations in the EU are Regulation 2016/679– GDPR (EU-wide regulation applicable to most persons) and Directive 2016/680 (obligationsto be imposed by member states in domestic law in the context of investigation or prosecu-tion of crime by the state) [28, 79].75 This section primarily addresses obligations imposed
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by GDPR. Practitioners engaged by a state in conduct related to investigation or prosecutionof crime must be aware of the modified obligations that apply to that activity described byDirective 2016/680 as transposed into member state law [80, 81].
4.1 Subject matter and regulatory focus

The overriding purpose of EU data protection law is to protect the interests of data subjects(GDPR at Article 1; Recital 1, 2, 4, 75, 78, et al.).76 Data protection law accomplishes this by reg-ulating acts of controllers and processors when processing data that incorporates personal
data. Any such processing activity activates the application of data protection law. Each ofthese terms is considered in this section.
4.1.1 Data subject, personal data (and PII)

In data protection law, the terms ’personal data’ and ’data subject’ are defined concurrently:
personal data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural per-son (’data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly orindirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification num-ber, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical,physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person(GDPR, Art 4(1))

Only natural persons, not legal persons, are data subjects. GDPR does not apply to personaldata of deceased natural persons, although member states may individually adopt such pro-tections if they wish (GDPR at Recital 27).
Because the definition of data subject extends to persons who are identified or identifiable,data can incorporate personal data even when the data include no obvious information iden-tifying a data subject. It is sufficient that a data subject is capable of being identified, byanyone, through analysing the data or by applying additional information known to any per-son - even if this additional information is unknown and inaccessible to the person controllingor processing data. Pseudonymised data remains personal data (GDPR at Recital 26).
The Court of Justice of the European Union has held that a server log with IP address num-bers incorporates personal data, as it remains possible for third parties (telecommunicationsservice providers) to match static or dynamic IP numbers to individual customer premisesand from there to a living person. This made some server log entries ’related to’ a data sub-ject [82]. The fact that the holder of the server logs did not have access to the IP numberallocation or customer identification data was irrelevant.
As de-anonymisation and similar analysis techniques increase the capability to identify livingpersons from data that has no obvious personal identifiers, it becomes increasingly difficultto maintain data sets that are truly devoid of personal data [83, 84].77
The term ’personal data’ is often confused in practice with ’personally identifiable information’(PII). This confusion arises because of the ubiquity of the term ’PII’ in cyber security as wellas significant variance in its definition.
Definitions and detailed discussions of PII are found in Section 4.4 of ISO/IEC 29100:2011,and Section 2.1 of NIST SP-800-122 [85, 86]. Although it is arguable whether the ISO and
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NIST definitions of PII are contiguous with the legal definition of personal data, both tech-nical standards clearly conclude that data containing no obvious personal identifiers maynonetheless constitute PII.
Complicating matters further, the phrase ’personally identifiable information’ is used in a va-riety of US federal statutes and regulations, either without statutory definition, or with defi-nitions specifically addressed to individual use cases [87].78 In this specific context, someUS courts have interpreted this phrase narrowly to include only obvious personal identifiers.Thus some US courts have held that data such as MAC codes and IP numbers do not fallwithin the meaning of ’personally identifiable information’ as that phrase is used in some USstatutes [88, 89, 90].79 As explained above, these same identifiers often constitute ’personaldata’ as that term is defined in European law.
Irrespective of how one defines PII, European data protection law contains a clear and broaddefinition of ’personal data’. It is this definition of personal data, not PII, that triggers theapplication of European data protection law.80

4.1.2 Processing

In data protection law, the term processing is defined as:
any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of per-sonal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisa-tion, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosureby transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination,restriction, erasure or destruction (GDPR, Art 4(2))

Processing therefore incorporates almost any action one can imagine taking with respect topersonal data.
4.1.3 Controller and processor

In data protection law, the term controller is defined as:
the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or jointlywith others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data;where the purposes and means of such processing are determined by Union or Mem-ber State law, the controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided forby Union or Member State law (GDPR, Art 4(7))

In data protection law, the term processor is defined as:
a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes personaldata on behalf of the controller (GDPR, Art 4(8))

These definitions make clear the relationship between controller and processor. A controllerdecides; a processor executes. In the history of data protection law, many policy makers origi-nally believed that the most effective way to protect individual rights was to focus regulationon persons who operated and maintained computer equipment – processors. The focuswas on the machine. As the PC revolution changed our social relationship with computers,
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however, policy makers began to appreciate that the focus should be turned to persons in aposition to command and control how the machines were used – controllers.
As between these two persons, Directive 95/46 tended to place the heaviest regulatory bur-den on controllers. Processors were advised that their obligation consisted primarily of fol-lowing directions provided by controllers. There are many valid reasons for placing primarycompliance responsibility on data controllers, especially because they are most often ableto communicate and manage relationships with the relevant data subjects.
This regulatory distinction started to break down as cloud services became ubiquitous –especially SaaS. A typical SaaS provider might spend an enormous amount of time and effortdesigning their system and user interfaces, and then present the operational characteristicsof that system to controller-customers in a service level agreement on a ’take it or leave it’basis. As a technical matter, the SaaS provider might be keen to demonstrate that they areacting only in the capacity of a processor and that their customers are acting as controllers –shifting the burden of assessing compliance to individual controllers. In the revisions to dataprotection law embodied in GDPR, policy makers have responded by generally increasingthe regulatory responsibility of processors. Compliance responsibility under GDPR is nowmore evenly shared by controllers and processors, although their responsibilities dependupon their respective area of competence.
4.2 Core regulatory principles

Data protection law is built on a foundation of regulatory principles governing processing ofpersonal data outlined in GDPR Article 5, being:
• lawfulness, fairness and transparency;
• purpose limitation;
• data minimisation;
• accuracy;
• storage limitation;
• integrity and confidentiality.

These core principles are well rehearsed and there are many published commentaries andguidelines available in forms accessible to practitioners to aid understanding [76, 77, 91, 92].
Practitioners should be especially alert to the presence of certain types of sensitive personaldata in any system with which they are involved. Such data includes, ’personal data reveal-ing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade unionmembership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquelyidentifying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’ssex life or sexual orientation’ (GDPR, Art 9). Sensitive personal data triggers a series of ad-ditional protections and generally increased levels of regulatory scrutiny, as improper use ofsuch data often presents a disproportional risk to the interests of the data subject.
The topic of ’consent’ in data protection law is worth a brief comment, as it remains a sub-ject of some confusion. As a threshold matter, data subject consent is not always requiredwhen processing personal data. There may be multiple lawful grounds for processing per-sonal data other than consent depending upon context. If data subject consent is required,
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however, data protection law sets a very high bar that this must be ’freely given, specific, in-formed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by astatement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of personaldata relating to him or her’ (GDPR, Art 4(11)). A series of conditions that apply to consent areset out in GDPR, Art 7 (and Art 8 relating to children’s consent).81

4.3 Investigation and prevention of crime, and similar activities
Practitioners engaged by a state benefit from certain reductions in data protection obliga-tions when processing personal data related to criminal investigation and prosecution. Thesereduced obligations are described in general in Directive 2016/680 and then transposed intomember state law.
Practitioners who conduct activities with similar goals, but are not engaged by a state, remainsubject to GDPR. In this context, however, GDPR makes it clear that purposes such as fraudprevention constitute a legitimate interest of data controllers (GDPR at Recital 47). GDPRalso provides member states with the option to adopt in their domestic laws reduced dataprotection obligations for non-state actors when conducting activities designed to prevent,investigate, detect, or prosecute crime, etc. (GDPR, Art 23; [93] at s.15 & Sched 2).
4.4 Appropriate security measures

Data protection law imposes an obligation on controllers and processors to ’implement ap-propriate technical and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate tothe risk’ associated with processing personal data (GDPR, Art 32(1)). This security principleis a long-standing feature of data protection law.
The obligation clearly encompasses both technical measures as well as human managementand oversight (i.e., ’organisational measures’). Compliance requires that both componentsare appropriate. Compliance requires a consideration of the state of the art and an assess-ment of costs of various measures in comparison with risks presented. Assessing this obli-gation to take appropriate security measures might therefore be aided by analogy with thelaw of negligence which presents various frameworks used to assess ’reasonable’ care (seediscussion in Section 7.1.2).
GDPR has expanded significantly the discussion of security measures to provide examplesof measures that might assist in creating appropriate security. This includes many past prac-tices that developed organically such as pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data,assuring ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of systems, and robustincident recovery plans. To be clear, GDPR does not expressly mandate encryption of all per-sonal data. It simply highlights encryption as a technical measure that can be adopted toenhance security. As encryption methods or other security technologies become standard-ised and costs fall, however, it becomes increasingly difficult to justify why such technologiesare not adopted.
Organisational methods used to protect the security of personal data may include contractobligations with supply chain partners and others. (See also the discussions in Sections4.6.2 and 6.2)
Although security certification or compliance with security codes of practice might help toprove appropriateness of security measures, these certifications are not dispositive of com-pliance with the law (GDPR, Art 32(3)).
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4.5 Assessment and design of processing systems
Sometimes, the most effective way to prevent violations of data protection law is to designa system that minimises the ability of persons to take inappropriate action. GDPR, therefore,has adopted an obligation to implement data protection strategies by design, and by default.As with the general security principle, this obligation extends to both technological and or-ganisation measures and is assessed on a risk balancing basis. This obligation arises at theplanning phase, before processing commences, as controllers are required to consider thisissue ’at the time of determining the means of processing’ (GDPR, Art 25).
If a new personal data processing activity presents significant risk of harm to data subjects,especially in the context of developing or migrating to systems that process large volumesof data, the controller is required to undertake a data protection impact assessment (GDPR,Art 35, Recital 91, et al.). If the assessment reveals significant risks, the controller is furtherrequired to consult with the relevant supervisory authority about the proposed processingactivity (GDPR, Art 36).
4.6 International data transfer

European data protection law imposes a general prohibition on the transfer of personal datato any state outside the European Economic Area or to any international governmental organ-isation (GDPR, Art 44). Such transfers remain commonplace, however, when enabled by anappropriate export compliance mechanism.
4.6.1 Adequacy determinations and Privacy Shield

Transfers of personal data can be made to territories in accordance with an adequacy deci-sion: a finding by the European Commission that the receiving territory (or IGO) has estab-lished adequate legal protections concerning personal data (GDPR, Art 45). The process ofobtaining an adequacy decision is instigated at the request of the proposed receiving stateand often requires years of technical evaluation and diplomatic negotiation [78].
Adequacy determinations fall into two categories: decisions that a receiving territory’s lawsare generally adequate to protect personal data, and decisions that a receiving territory’slaws are adequate provided that special conditions are met. Decisions concerning Canadaand the United States both fall into the second category. In the case of Canada, adequacyis only assured with respect to transfers to the commercial for-profit sector, as the relevantCanadian laws do not apply to processing by governments or charities.
The US adequacy determination has a difficult history. The US has nothing like the EU’s gen-eralised legal protections concerning processing personal data. To enable transfers of data,the US and the EU have negotiated specific agreements to support an adequacy finding. Thisagreement enables most US businesses, if they wish, to opt in to a regulatory system that pro-vides adequacy. This regulatory system is then enforced by agencies of the US state againstopted-in US businesses. The original system, Safe Harbour, was invalidated by the EuropeanCourt of Justice in October 2015 in the Schrems case [94]. It was quickly replaced by the EU-US Privacy Shield regime in 2016, which operates in a fashion similar to Safe Harbour withenhanced protections for data subjects.
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4.6.2 Transfers subject to safeguards

Transfers are also allowed when appropriate safeguards are put into place (GDPR, Art 46).The most common safeguards normally encountered are binding corporate rules, and ap-proved data protection clauses in contracts between exporters and importers.
Binding corporate rules are governance procedures normally adopted by multinational enter-prises in an effort to demonstrate to data protection authorities that they will comply withdata protection principles (GDPR, Art 47). To be effective for data transfer compliance, suchrules must be approved by relevant public authorities. This can take years to negotiate. Whilesuch rules were originally developed as a tool to enable sharing of personal data among themembers of a multinational data controller enterprise that operates both inside and outsidethe EEA, they have more recently been adopted by non-resident cloud service providers as acompliance tool to facilitate business from customers in the EEA. Practitioners may be calledupon to assist in drafting or negotiating binding corporate rules, as they have a significantimpact on IT services, security architectures and governance procedures.
Approved contract clauses are simply contract obligations between a data exporter and im-porter that serve to protect the interests of data subjects. They can be either standardclauses approved for use by the Commission, or special clauses submitted to the relevantauthorities for prior approval (GDPR, Art 46(2)(c)-(d) & 46(3)(a)). Although the Commission-approved clauses are standardised, to be effective the parties to the relevant contract arerequired to incorporate a significant amount of operational detail about the nature of thepersonal data to be transferred, the purposes of the data processing to be undertaken, etc.
4.6.3 Transfers pursuant to international mutual legal assistance treaty

Transfers of personal data that are otherwise prohibited by GDPR can be made in circum-stances such as requests for assistance by a foreign state police agency pursuant to theterms of a mutual legal assistance treaty (GDPR, Art 48). (See also Section 2.3.9.) Suchtransfers are addressed specifically in Directive 2016/680, GDPR, Art 35-40.
4.6.4 Derogations allowing transfers

In the absence of any other mechanism allowing a transfer, exports from the EEA are stillallowed under certain limited circumstances such as:
• the data subject provides knowing informed express consent to the transfer;
• the transfer is necessary in order to perform a contract with the data subject, or a con-tract with a third party adopted in the interests of the data subject;
• the transfer serves an important public interest;
• the transfer is connected to the pursuit or defence of a legal claim; or
• the transfer is necessary to protect the life or welfare of the data subject, who is physi-cally unable to consent.

These derogations (GDPR, Art 49) are meant to be interpreted narrowly, and the EuropeanData Protection Board has issued guidance on the interpretation and application of thesemeasures [95].
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4.7 Personal data breach notification
Laws mandating the notification of personal data breaches to data subjects82 began to emergein both the EU and the US around the turn of the twenty-first century [96, 97]. In a pattern thatis curiously the reverse of the development of data protection laws generally, EU notificationrequirements arose first in narrowly defined subject matter areas while US states (beginningwith California) imposed a more general duty to notify effected persons of personal databreaches.83
GDPR marked the emergence in Europe of a general duty placed on processors and con-trollers of personal data to make certain notifications following a ’personal data breach’,which is defined as ’a breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction,loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, storedor otherwise processed’ (GDPR, Art 4(12)). Thus, events as diverse as personal data exfil-tration, the unauthorised modification of personal data and ransomware can all constitutepersonal data breaches.
A processor is first required to notify the circumstances of a breach to the relevant controller’without undue delay’. The controller is then required to notify the relevant supervisory author-ity of the breach ’without undue delay and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours after havingbecome aware of it’ (GDPR, Art 33(1)-(2)). The content of the notice is set out in Art 33(3).There is a limited exception to the controller’s duty to notify a supervisory authority if thebreach is ’unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons’. Whetheror not notified to the supervisory authority, the controller is required to document all suchbreach events and these records are subject to periodic review by the supervisory authority.
If such a breach is ’likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural per-sons’, then the controller is required to communicate the circumstances of the breach tothe relevant data subjects without undue delay (GDPR, Art 34(1)-(2)). Communication to thedata subjects can be avoided if the controller has implemented methods that limit the harmthat might be caused by such a breach, such as encrypting data that was then exfiltratedas ciphertext. While such ciphertext remains personal data for legal purposes, the encryptedstate of the data reduces the potential harm to data subject to some degree (depending uponthe type of encryption, etc.) This ability to avoid communication to data subjects when harmis unlikely is a useful feature of GDPR. Many US state notification laws originally demandednotifying data subjects irrespective of the relevant risks presented by the breach.84 Supervi-sory authorities retain the right to compel communication to data subjects about the breachif they disagree with the controller’s risk assessment.
Various states around the world continue to adopt mandatory breach disclosure laws, eachwith their own unique characteristics [98].
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4.8 Enforcement and penalties
Egregious violations of data protection law can be prosecuted as crimes under member statedomestic law. Relevant actions can be prosecuted simultaneously as crimes against infor-mation systems (see Section 5) [99].
Data protection laws also enable data subjects to bring tort claims for violation of data pro-tection rights. Such claims implicate the risk of vicarious liability for employee misdeeds,especially if a large group of data subjects are able to bring a claim as a group or class. (Seethe discussion of the Morrisons case at Section 7.5.1)
Public enforcement authorities are also given powers to serve enforcement notices, demand-ing changes in processing behaviour to achieve compliance with the law (GDPR, Art 58.) Inparticularly egregious cases, public authorities might serve a notice prohibiting large cate-gories of processing activity. Breaching such an enforcement notice is an independent causefor more severe enforcement action.
Perhaps the greatest change to legal risk presented by EU data protection law in the past fewdecades has been the steady and accelerating increase in the size of penalties assessed bypublic authorities. (Adopting the terminology of Section 1.5, this has dramatically increasedthe Q term over time.)
Historically, civil or administrative fines imposed by public authorities for violation of dataprotection law were perceived in some member states as relatively minor. The disparity inapproach among member states to data protection law was a motivating factor for the adop-tion of the original 1995 Directive, which tended to increase data protection rights in mostmember states. Following the 1995 Directive, increasingly larger fines started to emerge asstate authorities began to increase enforcement pressure. By the time GDPR was adoptedin 2016, administrative fines in the region of e500,000 were not uncommon for significantviolations of the law.
One of the most-discussed features of GDPR concerns the authority granted to impose largeadministrative fines (GDPR, Art 83). Violations of some of the more procedural or opera-tional requirements of GDPR, including the requirement to adopt appropriate security mea-sures, can incur administrative fines of up to e10,000,000, or 2% of an undertaking’s annualworldwide turnover, whichever is greater. Violations of more fundamental principles of GDPR,such as failure to respect the rights of data subjects, processing personal data without law-ful authority, or exporting data in violation of the law, can incur administrative fines of up to
e20,000,000, or 4% of an undertaking’s annual worldwide turnover, whichever is greater. Au-thorities are instructed to calculate fines at a level to make them ’effective, proportionate anddissuasive’ in individual circumstances. GDPR lists a number of both mitigating and aggra-vating factors for consideration when setting these fines that are worth closer study (GDPR,Art 83(2)).
The emergence in GDPR of the potential for ’eight figure’ and ’nine figure’ fines, together withthe increased scope of territorial jurisdiction, instantly promoted data protection law into thecategory of a significant risk to be assessed and managed at senior leadership levels – aposition that this law had rarely occupied prior to these changes. Some persons who provideonline information services from outside the EU (who presumably fear that their businessmodels are not compatible with GDPR compliance) responded by withdrawing from the Eu-ropean market by using geographic filtering mechanisms (see Section 2.3.7). Other offshoreservice providers have embraced the change and worked to comply with the rules (presum-ably as they value their ongoing contact with the European market).
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In July 2019, the Information Commissioner’s Office of the United Kingdom issued two no-tices of their intention to issue large fines under GDPR: a proposed fine of GB£183.39 millionto British Airways85 and a proposed fine of GB£99.2 million to Marriott International, Inc.86
At time of writing, both companies have expressed their intention to contest the fines.
5 COMPUTER CRIME

[15, 16, 17]
The term ’cybercrime’ is often used to identify three different categories of criminal activity:crimes in which cyberspace infrastructure is merely an instrumentality of some other tradi-tional crime (e.g., financial fraud), distribution of criminal content (e.g., pornography and hatespeech), and crimes directed against cyberspace infrastructure itself (e.g., unlawful intrusioninto a computer system).
This section is addressed solely to the last category, computer crimes or crimes againstinformation systems. These tend to be of concern as they are of interest to those who workfor state enforcement authorities, as well as those who manage cyber security risk, researchcyber security technologies, and develop cyber security products and services.
Although some practitioners are engaged by states in the investigation and prosecution ofcrimes where cyberspace is an instrumentality of crime, it is difficult to draw out generalis-able statements about those crimes that remain useful in a multinational context. Crimesbased on message content are especially problematic, as these rest upon widely divergingopinion from different societies about what constitutes ’illegitimate’ content worthy of crim-inal prosecution.87 (One area in which there appears to be growing international consensusfor criminalising message content concerns child exploitation materials [100, 16, 26]. Evenwith this subject matter, where high level normative principles may be quickly agreed, attempt-ing to translate these principles into widely agreed legal standards remains challenging [17].)
5.1 Crimes against information systems

In the 1980s and 1990s, many states confronted the problem that an emerging set of anti-social behaviours related to cyberspace infrastructure were not clearly identified as crimes.88
The UK Parliament responded by adopting the Computer Misuse Act 1990, which defineda series of computer-related criminal offences. This law has been subsequently amendedfrom time to time [101].
In 1984, the US Congress adopted the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, which has also beenregularly amended [102, 103].89 Many US states have additionally adopted their own statutesto prosecute computer crime.90 The US landscape is especially complex, as a variety offederal and state law enforcement agencies have varying subject matter jurisdiction overcomputer crimes [16].
Similar laws have been adopted by many, but not all, states around the world. The Councilof Europe Convention on Cybercrime (a.k.a. the Budapest Convention) is a multilateral treatywhich has had a significant impact on harmonising both computer crime laws and rules ofstate international assistance [26]. The Convention opened for signature in 2001, and asof July 2019 had been ratified by 44 member states of the Council of Europe and 19 non-European states including Canada, Japan and the US [104].
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In 2013, the European Union adopted Directive 2013/40. This mandates that member statesmodify their criminal laws to address commonly recognised computer crimes which the Di-rective describes as crimes ’against information systems’ [27].
This introductory section on crimes against information systems is influenced by the tax-onomy adopted by the Budapest Convention and further reflected in Directive 2013/40. Al-though these two international legal instruments are cited repeatedly, practitioners shouldkeep in mind that they are instruments of public international law and relevant crimes aredefined by, and prosecuted under, the domestic law of individual states.91

5.1.1 Improper access to a system

Improper system access laws criminalise the act of accessing a computer system (in wholeor in part) without the right to do so, colloquially known as hacking.92 (Budapest Conventionat Art. 2; Directive 2013/40 at Art 3.) The UK Computer Misuse Act 1990 at s.1, for example,defines as criminal an action by a person which causes a computer to perform an act withthe intent to secure unauthorised access to any program or data [101]. Thus, the mere act ofentering a password into a system without authorisation in an effort to access that systemconstitutes a crime under the UK statute whether or not access is successfully achieved.
Some debate persists concerning how to distinguish rightful from wrongful action in caseswhere an otherwise-authorised person exceeds the scope of permission granted to them.Critics argue that an overly-broad interpretation of statutory terms like ’unauthorised access’can produce criminal prosecution based only on breaching an acceptable use policy or web-site terms and conditions. This might serve to re-define as a crime what otherwise could bea civil breach of contract claim [105]. The issue remains open to argument in some circum-stances [17, 106, 107, 108].
5.1.2 Improper interference with data

Improper system interference with data laws criminalise the act of inappropriately ’deleting,damaging, deteriorating, altering or suppressing’ data. (Budapest Convention at Art. 4; Di-rective 2013/40 at Art 5.) These laws can be used to prosecute actions such as release orinstallation of malware, including ransomware.
5.1.3 Improper interference with systems

Early computer crime laws tended to focus on the act of intrusion into a computer system, orimproperly modifying the contents of those systems. With the emergence of DoS and DDoSattacks, some of these early criminal laws were found to be inadequate to address this newthreatening behaviour.
These laws now more commonly include a prohibition against acts that cause a materialdegradation in the performance of an information system. (Budapest Convention at Art. 5;Directive 2013/40 at Art 4; Computer Misuse Act 1990 at s.3, as amended in 2007-08.)
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5.1.4 Improper interception of communication

Often as a corollary to various rights of privacy, many legal systems define the act of wrong-fully intercepting electronic communications as a crime. (Budapest Convention at Art. 3;Directive 2013/40 at Art 6.) The rules and penalties tend to be most restrictive in the contextof intercepting communications during the course of their conveyance on public networks.This subject is discussed in Section 3.
5.1.5 Producing hacking tools with improper intentions

Many states also define as crimes the production or distribution of tools with the intentionthat they are used to facilitate other crimes against information systems. (Budapest Conven-tion at Art. 6; Directive 2013/40, Art 7; Computer Misuse Act 1990, s.3A.) These laws cancreate challenges for those who produce or distribute security testing tools, as discussed inSection 5.5.
5.2 De minimis exceptions to crimes against information systems

Some laws may limit the definition of computer crime to acts which are somehow significant.Directive 2013/40, for example, only mandates that member states criminalise acts againstsystems ’which are not minor’ (Art 3-7). The concept of a ’minor’ act against a system isdiscussed in Recital 11 to the Directive, which suggests that states might define this by ref-erence to the relative insignificance of any risk created or damage caused by the given act[27].
This type of de minimis exception to the definition of computer crime is far from universal.EU member states remain free to criminalise such deminimis acts. At the time of writing, theUK legislation contains no such de minimis exception.93
The very idea of a de minimis exception to crimes against information systems raises a re-curring debate over the nature of the harm that these types of laws seek to redress. It isnot always clear how to assess the relative damage or risk caused by any given act againstinformation systems. For some criminal acts such as remote intrusion into a chemical plantindustrial control system the risk presented or harm caused is clear to see, as the attack isconcentrated against a single and volatile target. In others, such as controlling the actions ofa multinational botnet comprising tens of thousands of suborned machines, the risk createdor harm caused may be widely diffused among the bots and more difficult to quantify.94

5.3 The enforcement of and penalties for crimes against information
systems
States normally have absolute discretion to decide whether or not to investigate allegedcrimes. Having investigated, states normally have absolute discretion regarding the deci-sion to prosecute a criminal matter.95 Some states have set out guidance to explain how thisdiscretion is exercised [109].
Penalties for committing a crime against information systems vary widely. In criminal casescustodial sentences are often bounded in law by a maximum, and occasionally by a minimum,length of term. Within these policy-imposed limits judges are usually given a wide degree ofdiscretion to decide an appropriate sentence.
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Under the UK Computer Misuse Act, for example, a custodial sentence for the crime of im-proper system access is normally limited to a maximum of two years, while the crime ofinterfering with data or system integrity is normally limited to a maximum of five years. Pros-ecution and sentencing history both suggest that actual sentences issued under the UK leg-islation for these crimes are rarely, if ever, this severe. By contrast, in the US, both federal andstate laws have consistently provided for longer maximum custodial sentences of 20 yearsor more for unlawful intrusion or unlawful interference with data.96
The question of appropriate punishment for crimes against information systems remains thesubject of review and debate. The emergence of the Internet of Things arguably increasesthe risk that these crimes might pose to life and property.97 EU Directive 2013/40, for ex-ample, requires that member states provide for the possibility of longer custodial sentenceswhen attacks are directed against critical national infrastructure or when they actually causesignificant damage (Art 9(b)-(c)). The UK amended its Computer Misuse Act in 2015 (s.3ZA)to increase the maximum available custodial sentence if criminals are proven to have cre-ated significant risk or caused serious damage. Such a person could now be subjected toa maximum custodial sentence of 14 years. In cases where the criminal act causes (or cre-ates significant risk of) serious damage to human welfare or national security, the maximumcustodial sentence under UK law increases to life imprisonment (s.3ZA(7)).
Arguments continue over appropriate punishments for crimes against information systems.This debate is complicated by difficulties in understanding or quantifying the degree of riskor the degree of harm caused by these criminal acts. (See the discussion in Section 5.2.)
5.4 Warranted state activity

When actions related to investigation of crime or in defence of state security are conductedwith state authorisation such as a warrant, the person using the warranted technique is oftenexpressly exempted from that state’s criminal liability for intrusion into information systemsto the extent that the intrusion conforms with expressly warranted activity.
An example can be found in the UK’s Investigatory Powers Act 2016, which holds that certainactivity conducted with lawful authority under the terms of that Act are ’lawful for all otherpurposes’ [73] in ss.6(2)-(3), 81(1), 99(11), 176(9), 252(8). In other words, actions in compli-ance with a warrant issued pursuant to the 2016 legislation will not constitute a crime againstinformation systems under the Computer Misuse Act 1990 etc.98
State-sponsored acts of remote investigation into cyberspace infrastructure located in for-eign states are considered in Section 12.4.
5.5 Research and development activities conducted by non-state per-
sons
Those who research cyber security issues and develop security products and services out-side of the domain of state-sponsored activity can face difficulties if their planned activitiesconstitute a crime against information systems. Examples that may lead to difficulties in-clude:

• uninvited remote analysis of security methods employed on third-party servers or se-curity certificate infrastructures;
• uninvited remote analysis of third-party WiFi equipment;
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• uninvited analysis of third-party LAN infrastructure;
• invited stress testing of live WAN environments, to the extent that this degrades per-formance of infrastructure operated by third parties who are unaware of the testingplan;
• analysing malware and testing anti-malware methods;
• analysing botnet components and performance;
• producing or distributing security testing tools; and
• various covert intelligence-gathering techniques.

With respect to testing tools specifically, the law tends to criminalise production or distribu-tion only when the state can prove an intent to facilitate other violations of the law. Thiscriminal act may have less to do with the operational characteristics of the testing tool thanthe subjective intention of the person who is producing or distributing it.99
In some states, researchers might be able to demonstrate a lack of criminal responsibility forthese acts under some type of de minimis exception, if one is available (see the discussionin Section 5.2).100
Some may rest on the belief that ’legitimate’ researchers will be saved from criminal liabilityas a result of state discretion to refrain from investigating or prosecuting demimimis criminalacts, judicial or jury intervention to find accused parties not guilty, or if found guilty, throughthe imposition of only a token punishment. This situation is rather unsatisfactory for practi-tioners who attempt to assess potential criminal liability arising from an otherwise carefullyrisk-managed research or development effort.101
Even if practitioners find appropriate exceptions under relevant laws concerning crimes againstinformation systems, they must also be careful to consider whether their actions would con-stitute crimes under other laws such as generalised privacy or data protection laws.
5.6 Self-help disfavoured: software locks and hack-back

’Self-help’ refers to the practice of attempting to enforce legal rights without recourse to stateauthority. A routinely cited example is the re-possession of movable property by a securedlender from a borrower in default of payment of obligations. (For example, repossessing anautomobile.)
Public policy is generally suspicious of self-help mechanisms, as they involve non-state ac-tors exercising powers normally considered to be the exclusive province of the state. Lawsthat enable such actions often impose multiple conditions that limit the actor. In the contextof cyber security, practitioners have occasionally designed or adopted methods that mightbe classified as self-help.
These actions come with the risk of potentially violating criminal law. Persons pursuing thesestrategies should also remain aware of potential tort liability (see Section 7).
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5.6.1 Undisclosed software locks

Various technologies serve to limit the use of software. Implementing a system that clearlydiscloses to a user that operation requires the prior entry of a unique activation key is normallynon-contentious, and is actively encouraged by certain aspects of copyright law (see Section8.2.1). Similarly, SaaS providers usually do not face any sanctions when suspending accessto a customer who terminates the service relationship or fails to pay their service fees.102
Problems arise when a supplier (for whatever reason, including non-payment of promised li-cense or maintenance fees) installs a lock mechanism into a software product after the factwithout customer agreement. Also problematic are instances where software sold as a prod-uct contains an undisclosed time-lock device which later suspends functionality (in the eventof non-payment or otherwise). These types of undisclosed or post-facto interventions havea history of being prosecuted as crimes against information systems and are otherwise crit-icised as being against public policy, whether or not the vendor in question held a legitimateright of action against the end user for non-payment of licence fees [110, 111].
5.6.2 Hack-back

Hack-back is a term used to describe some form of counter-attack launched against cy-berspace infrastructure from which an attack appears to have originated. This strategy isoften considered in the context of an attack which appears to originate from a foreign state,and cooperation from the foreign state is deemed unlikely or untimely. Hack-back actionsmight consist of a DoS attack, efforts to intrude into and disable the originating infrastruc-ture, etc.
Hack-back activity, on its face, falls squarely within the definition of crimes against informa-tion systems [103]. Such an action might be prosecuted as a crime by the state where theperson conducting the hack-back is located, the states where the machines used to conductthe hack-back are located, or the state in which the hack-back target is located. In additionto the risk of criminal prosecution, a hack-back (if sufficiently aggressive) could serve as thebasis under international law for the state of the hack-back target to take sovereign counter-measures against the person conducting the hack-back or against other infrastructure usedto conduct the hack-back operation – even if the hack-back itself is not directly attributableto host state (see Section 12).
Many have debated adopting exceptions in law specifically to enable hack-back by non-stateactors [103, 112, 113, 114].103 These types of proposed exceptions have not yet found favourwith law makers.
6 CONTRACT

[13, 14]
The term ’contract’ describes a (notionally) volitional legal relationship between two or morepersons. One extremely broad definition of contract is simply, ’a promise that the law willenforce’ [115].
Unfortunately, the word ’contract’ is often used colloquially to describe a communication thatembodies and expresses contractual promises (e.g., a piece of paper, email, or fax). Thisconfusion should be avoided. A contract is a legal relationship, not a piece of paper. In some
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circumstances, applicable law may exceptionally impose a requirement that some contractobligations must be embodied in a specified form (see Section 10).
This section will discuss a few contract topics of recurring interest to cyber security practi-tioners.
6.1 Online contracts: time of contract and receipt of contractual commu-
nication
The definition of ’contract’ above immediately begs a follow-up question: how does one distin-guish a legally enforceable promise from other types of communication? Although differentlegal systems have varying approaches to defining a contract, the elements required by lawcan be classified into two categories: sufficiency of communication, and indicia of enforce-ability.
As an example, under the law of England a contract usually exists only when the parties havecommunicated an offer and an acceptance (collectively constituting sufficiency of commu-nication), supported by consideration and an intention to create legal relations (collectivelyconstituting indicia of enforceability).
Sufficiency of contract communication is a recurring issue when designing and implement-ing online transaction systems. Understanding the precise time when a contract comes intoexistence, the so-called contractual trigger, is important in risk-managing the design of on-line transaction systems [13, 14].104 Prior to the existence of a contract the parties generallyremain free to walk away. Post-contract, however, the parties are legally bound by promisesmade.
System designers should consider four successive moments in the contract communicationprocess:

1. the time at which Alice transmits her offer105 to Bob;
2. the time at which Bob receives Alice’s offer;
3. the time at which Bob transmits his acceptance to Alice;
4. the time at which Alice receives Bob’s acceptance.

Most common law systems would, by default, place the time of contract formation for on-line transactions into the last of these four times – the moment that Alice receives Bob’sacceptance.
Practitioners are urged not to conflate these four distinct moments in time, even when theyappear to be instantaneous. System designers should consider the impact of a lost or in-terrupted transmission and, accordingly, technical design should be carefully mapped ontorelevant business process.106
A perennial question in the design of online systems concerns the precise point in time atwhich it can be said that Alice or Bob has ’received’ a communication. The European Unionattempted to address this in Article 11 of the Electronic Commerce Directive 2000 [116]. Thismandates adoption of a rule that ’orders’ and ’acknowledgements’ of orders107 are generallydeemed to have been received at the moment they become accessible to the receiving party(e.g., when the acceptance is received in Alice’s online commerce server log or Bob’s IMAPfile).108 This rule can be varied by contractual agreement in B2B commerce systems.
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Differences in approach are worthy of investigation depending on the relative value of trans-actions supported and which state(s) contract law(s) might be applicable (see Section 6.7).
6.2 Encouraging security standards via contract

Contracts can serve as a mechanism to encourage the implementation of security standards.This can arise in a wide variety of contractual relationships.
6.2.1 Supply chain

A common contract technique is to incorporate terms within a procurement agreement thatattempt to mandate some form of compliance by a supply chain partner with specified se-curity standards: whether published standards such as ISO 27001, or sui generis standardsadopted by the contracting parties. Although these contract terms can take many differentlegal forms (e.g., warranty, representation, undertaking, condition, mandate to produce evi-dence of third-party certification, access and audit rights etc.) the general principle is thatthese contract terms have become a common mechanism that is used in an attempt to in-fluence the security behaviour of supply chain partners.
The value of these clauses in managing supply chain behaviour, however, is worth a closerexamination. Consider the risk-weighted cost to a contracting party of breaching the termsof such a clause (introduced in Section 1.5 as R). In a legal action for breach of contract, theenforcing party normally remains responsible for proving that the breach caused financialharm, as well as the quantum of financial harm suffered by the enforcing party as a resultof the breach (see Section 6.5). In the case of a breaching party’s failure to comply with anobligation to maintain a third-party security certification, for example, it might be difficult orimpossible for the enforcing party to prove that any financial harm flows from such a breach(thus effectively reducing the Q term to zero).
A sometimes-overlooked value of these contractual clauses arises well before the agreementis made. The process of inserting and then negotiating these clauses can operate as a duediligence technique. A negotiating party obtains information about the maturity and opera-tional capability of the proposed supply chain partner during negotiations.
6.2.2 Closed trading and payment systems

Many high-value or high-volume electronic trading or payment platforms109 require personsto enter into participation contracts prior to using the platform. These systems may be gen-erally referred to as ’closed’ systems: they constitute a club that must be joined contractuallyto enable members to trade with one another. These membership contracts typically adoptcomprehensive rules concerning forms of communication, connected equipment, and thetiming for finality of transactions. They also typically specify the adoption of certain secu-rity standards, authentication protocols, etc. The membership contract is thus a private lawmechanism that is used to enforce certain security standards among the members. (Seealso Section 10.2.)
Breaching the terms of the membership contract might jeopardise the subject matter of theagreement itself – the finality of trades or the ability to collect payment. As an example, amerchant collecting payment via payment card that fails to comply with the authenticationprocedures mandated by its merchant acquirer contract might face a loss of payment for atransaction even though it has delivered (expensive) goods into the hands of a person who
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has committed card fraud. Faced with such drastic financial consequences, the contractingparties may work exceptionally hard to meet the mandated authentication standards.
Perhaps the most well-known example of a widespread standard implemented using con-tract is PCI DSS adopted by the payment card industry. Failure to comply with this standardputs at risk a party’s ability to receive payment. While there is some debate about the degreeto which this standard has been effective, it is difficult to deny that it has had some impact onraising the standard of security practices employed by many merchants when handling cardtransaction data – especially those that previously seemed to approach the subject with acavalier attitude.
6.2.3 Freedom of contract and its limitations

When considering using a contract as a means of regulating security behaviour, one mustconsider that the law can and does interfere with or otherwise limit the enforceability of somecontract terms.
When considering PCI DSS standards, for example, the US Fair and Accurate Credit Transac-tions Act of 2003 [117] in Section 113 mandates specific truncation rules concerning paymentcard numbers displayed on printed receipts provided at the point of sale.110 Thus, merchantssubject to US law must consider these public law requirements as well as PCI DSS, and thosewho wish to modify the PCI DSS standards should do so in a manner that is sympathetic tothe external requirements imposed on these merchants by US law. (Some states have takenthe additional step of adopting the terms of PCI DSS into their law.)
In the case of funds transfer services, public law also establishes a framework to balance therights and responsibilities of providers and users of payment services which includes consid-ering the adequacy of authentication mechanisms. Examples can be found in Articles 97 and4(30) of the EU Second Payment Services Directive (PSD2), as implemented in the laws ofmember states [118], and Article 4A §202 of the Uniform Commercial Code, as implementedin the laws of US states [119].
Limitations on the freedom of parties to deviate from public law norms in contract are furtherdiscussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.
6.3 Warranties and their exclusion

The term ’warranty’111 describes a contractual promise concerning the quality or legal statusof deliverables, the adequacy of information provided by a party, the status of a signatory,etc.
The contract laws of individual states normally imply certain minimum warranties into con-tracts concerning the quality of the goods and services supplied. The types of quality war-ranty most commonly imposed include:

• Objective quality of goods. The product vendor promises that the goods delivered willbe objectively satisfactory to a normal purchaser given all of the circumstances of thetransaction.112
• Subjective quality of goods. The product vendor promises that the goods delivered willbe sufficient to meet the subjective purpose of an individual purchaser, whether or notthe goods were originally manufactured for that intended purpose.113 For this warrantyto apply, the purchaser is normally required to disclose the purchaser’s specific purpose
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in advance to the vendor. As a result, this term is rarely discussed in the context of stan-dard online commerce systems, which often do not allow unstructured communicationbetween vendor and purchaser concerning intended use cases.
• Objective quality of services. The service provider promises that it will exercise due carein the process of service delivery.

Upon consideration, a significant distinction emerges between the quality of goods and ser-vices warranties. Compliance with the goods warranties is assessed by examining the goodssupplied. A warranty that goods will be objectively satisfactory is breached if the goods arepoor – without regard to the care taken by the vendor in manufacturing, sourcing, or inspect-ing goods. By contrast, a warranty that a service provider will take due care is assessed byexamining the service provider’s actions, qualifications and methodology. It is possible for aservice provider to comply with a warranty of due care and yet produce a deliverable which isdemonstrably poor or inaccurate. (The basis of this distinction between product and serviceis becoming increasingly difficult as persons place greater reliance on cloud services as asubstitute for products. (See also discussion in Section 7.2.)
Although various laws imply these standard warranties into contracts as a matter of course,it is commonplace – nearly universal – for suppliers of information and communicationstechnologies and services to attempt to exclude these terms by express agreement. Effortsto exclude these baseline warranty protections are viewed with suspicion under the contractlaws of various states. As a general proposition, it is more difficult and often impossibleto exclude these baseline protections from standard form contracts with consumers. In thecontext of B2B contracts, however, the rules allowing these exclusions tend to be more liberal.
Information and communications technology vendors normally exclude these baseline im-plied warranties and replace them with narrowly drawn express warranties concerning thequality of deliverables.114 The relative utility of these express warranties provided by ICT ven-dors is questioned with some regularity, especially as regards commercial off-the-shelf soft-ware or hardware. It remains an open question to what degree these warranty standardsencourage or discourage developer behaviours in addressing security-related aspects of ICTproducts and services [11].
6.4 Limitations of liability and exclusions of liability

Parties to contracts often use the contract to impose both limitations and exclusions of liabil-ity that arise from the contracting relationship. An exclusion of liability refers to a contractualterm that seeks to avoid financial responsibility for entire categories of financial loss arisingas a result of breach of contract, such as consequential loss, loss of profit, loss of businessopportunity, value of wasted management time, etc. A limitation of liability, on the other hand,seeks to limit overall financial liability by reference to a fixed sum or financial formula.
The possibility of imposing and enforcing contractual limitations and exclusions of liabilitycreates a powerful incentive for vendors to draft and introduce express terms into their con-tractual relationships with customers. The contract becomes a risk-reduction tool. As a re-sult, these exclusions and limitations are ubiquitous in contracts for ICT goods and services.
As with the exclusion of implied warranty terms, limitations and exclusions of liability areviewed with suspicion under most systems of contract law. Once again, limitations and ex-clusions of liability are most heavily disfavoured when contracting with consumers. Rulesallowing these exclusions and limitations tend to be more liberal in B2B arrangements.
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There is a wide variation among and between jurisdictions concerning the enforceability ofthese limitations and exclusions. As a general proposition, civil law jurisdictions disfavourthese limitations and exclusions more than common law jurisdictions. Requirements of form(see Section 10.2) are common, and many legal mechanisms limit the enforceability of suchterms.
It remains an open question to what degree the relative enforceability of these contractuallimitations and exclusions encourages or discourages developer behaviours in addressingsecurity-related aspects of ICT products and services [11].
6.5 Breach of contract & remedies

When considering the obligations imposed by contract, it is also important to consider thelegal consequences of breaching a contract. (See Section 1.5.) A ’breach’ of contract issimply a failure to fulfil a promise embodied in the contract. Breaches exist on a spectrumof severity. An individual breach of contract might be considered de minimis, moderatelyserious, very significant, etc.115 The severity of breach can and often does result in differentremedies for the injured party.
In the event of a breach of contract, various remedies provided by courts to non-breachingparties typically fall into the following categories:116

• Damages. Order the breaching party to pay monetary damages to the non-breachingparty that are sufficient to restore the net financial expectation that the harmed partycan prove was foreseeably lost as a result of the breach. This is the most common rem-edy available. A non-breaching party is often obliged to take steps to mitigate financialharm, and failure to mitigate can serve to reduce an award of damages accordingly.
• Recision. Declare that the contract is at an end and excuse the non-breaching partyfrom further performance. This is a more extreme remedy, normally reserved for casesin which the breach is very severe. Alternatively, the terms of the contract might specif-ically legislate for the remedy of recision under defined circumstances.117
• Specific performance. Order the breaching party to perform their (non-monetary) promise.This is also considered an extreme remedy. This remedy is often reserved for situationswhen the breaching party can take a relatively simple action that is highly significantto the non-breaching party (e.g., enforcing a promise to deliver already-written sourcecode or to execute an assignment of ownership of copyright that subsists in a deliver-able).
• Contractually mandated remedies. The contract itself may specify available remedies,such as service credits or liquidated damages. Courts often treat these remedies withsuspicion. The law concerning enforceability of private remedies is complex and variessignificantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

The remedies described above are normally cumulative in nature. Thus, a party can bothrequest recision and claim for damages as a result of a breach.
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6.6 Effect of contract on non-contracting parties
One potential limitation of the utility of contracts is that enforcement may be limited to thecontracting parties alone.
In the context of seeking a remedy for breach, the rule of privity of contract (generally foundin common law systems) normally restricts contract enforcement solely to the contactingparties. If Alice and Bob enter into a contract and Alice breaches, under the doctrine of privityBob is normally the only person who can take legal action against Alice for breach of contract.Charlie, as a non-party, cannot normally take action against Alice for breach of contract evenif Charlie has been harmed as a result of the breach. Charlie may, however, be able to takeaction against Alice under tort law, as discussed in Section 7. In complex supply chains,Bob might be able to assign the benefit of the contract rights (such as warranties) to Charlie.(Even in common law systems, there are circumstances in which parties can expressly vestcontract rights in the hands of third parties.)
If Alice is a supplier of services and wishes to limit her potential liability to persons who relyon the outputs of these services, a contractual limitation of liability might not be effectiveagainst a non-contracting person like Charlie who relies on her service but is not in privityof contract with Alice. This inability to limit liability to non-contracting parties is a recurringconsideration in the development of trust services, in which third parties who rely on trustcertificates may have no direct contract relationship with the certificate issuer. (See the dis-cussion at Section 10.)
6.7 Conflict of law – contracts

Deciding which state’s law will apply to various aspects of a contract dispute is normallyvested within the jurisdiction of the court deciding the dispute. The rules used to decide thisquestion can and do vary from state to state. Within the European Union, these rules havebeen harmonised for most types of contract – most recently through the mechanism of the’Rome I’ Regulation [120]. Individual US states, by contrast, remain free to adopt their ownindividual rules used to decide whose law should be applied to aspects of contract disputes.Even with these variations some useful and generalisable principles can be identified.
Express choice by the parties. It is widely accepted that persons who enter into a contractshould have some degree of freedom to choose the law that will be used to interpret it. (RomeI, Art 3 [120].) Various policy justifications are available, often built upon notions of freedomof contract. If parties are free to specify the terms of their contractual relationship, this ar-gument suggests that the same parties should be free to incorporate within the agreementanything that assists to interpret the terms that have been agreed – including the substantivesystem of contract law used to interpret the agreement.
Absence of an express choice of law by the parties. When parties connected to differentstates do not make an express choice of law in their contract, the court is faced with thedilemma of deciding whose law to apply to various aspects of the contract dispute. In theEuropean Union, rules determining the applicable law in the absence of choice are found inRome I, Art 4. Of particular interest to those who deal with online contracting systems, arethe following default rules in the absence of a clear choice by the parties:

• A contract for the sale of goods or supply of services will be governed by the law of theplace where the seller or service provider has its habitual residence. Art 4(a)-(b).
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• A contract for the sale of goods by auction shall be governed by the law of the countrywhere the auction takes place, if such a place can be determined. Art 4(g).
• A contract concluded within a multilateral system which brings together or facilitatesthe bringing together of multiple third-party buying and selling interests in financial in-struments in accordance with non-discretionary rules and governed by a single law,shall be governed by that law. Art 4(h).

Thus, we see in European law a baseline policy preference to apply by default the law wherethe vendor or market maker is resident, over the law where the buyers or bidders may beresident.
Contracts with consumers. When one of the parties to a cross-border contract is a consumer,the rules are generally modified to provide additional protection for the consumer. In dis-putes in a European Union forum court, for example, if the cross-border vendor of productsor services pursues their business activity in the place of the consumer’s residence, or ’di-rects such activities to that country or to several countries including that country’, then thefollowing special rules usually apply:

• If there is no express choice of law in the contract, the applicable law will be the law ofthe consumer’s habitual residence. Art 6(1).
• If some other law has been expressly chosen, that choice of law cannot deprive theconsumer of legal protections mandated by the law of the consumer’s residence. Art6(2).

Although the specific examples above are drawn from European legislation, they representprinciples that regularly occur in other states that face conflict of law issues in consumercontract disputes.
7 TORT

A tort is any civil wrong other than a breach of contract. Unlike contractual liability, tort liabilityis not necessarily predicated upon a volitional relationship between the person who commitsa tort (a ’tortfeasor’) and the person harmed by that tortious action (a ’victim’).
This section will address a few of the more common tort doctrines that should be consideredby cyber security practitioners. Two substantive torts of interest (negligence and productliability) will be examined in some detail together with a series of more general tort doctrinessuch as causation and apportionment of liability. Rights of action granted to victims underother legal subject matter regimes (e.g., data protection, defamation, intellectual property,etc) are also characterised as tort actions, and general tort concepts (see Sections 7.3, 7.4,7.5 & 7.6) often apply to these as well.
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7.1 Negligence
Most legal systems recognise the idea that persons in society owe a certain duty to othersin the conduct of their activities. If a person fails to fulfil this duty, and the failure causesharm to a victim, the victim is often given a right to take legal action against the tortfeasorfor financial compensation.
7.1.1 Duty of care: how far does it extend

Legal systems implicitly acknowledge that a person is not always responsible to everyone allof the time. Some limitation on the scope of responsibility is normal. The courts of England,for example, have said that one person (Alice) owes a duty of care to another (Bob) in respectof a given activity if three conditions are fulfilled:
1. Alice and Bob are somehow proximate to one another in time and space;
2. it is reasonably foreseeable to Alice that her action (or inaction) could cause harm topersons in a position similar to Bob; and
3. with respect to Alice’s action (or inaction), on the whole it seems fair and reasonablefor persons like Alice to be responsible to persons in a position similar to Bob.

Although this three-pronged rule is not presented as a multinational norm, it illustrates thegeneral proposition that the scope of civil responsibility owed to others as a result of negli-gence is limited.118
’Foreseeability’ of harm is used routinely as a mechanism to limit the scope of liability innegligence law.119 Foreseeability is normally measured by reference to whether or not anobjectively reasonable person would have foreseen harm. A tortfeasor is not excused fromliability due to failure of imagination, failure to plan, or an affirmative effort to avoid consid-ering potential victims.120
This raises a number of related questions about possible duties of care in the context ofcyber security, some of which are set out in Table 2. The purpose of Table 2 is merely toconsider some of the types of relationship that might create a duty of care under existinglaw.
Negligence laws are tremendously flexible. As harm caused by cyber security failure be-comes increasingly foreseeable, it seems likely that courts will increasingly interpret theconcept of duty of care to encompass various cyber-security related obligations owed toa broader group of victims [122].
The concept of ’duty of care’ does not normally depend on the existence of any business orcontract relationship between tortfeasor and victim. As a commonly understood non-securityexample, automobile drivers are said to owe a duty of care to other drivers, to bicycle riders, topedestrians, and to others who are expected to use roads and pathways. One might thereforeconsider the extent to which those who supply software on a non-commercial basis, such asopen source security software, might be found to owe a duty of care to those persons whoforeseeably rely upon such software.
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When this
potential
tortfeasor:

Conducts this activity
in an unreasonable
manner:

Consider whether the potential tortfeasor owes a duty of
care to these potential victims:

Retail mer-chant. Maintaining secu-rity of payment carddetails supplied bycustomers at point ofsale.

Card holders;
Merchant banks;
Card issuing banks. [121]

Email serviceprovider. Managing the securityof email servers andrelated services;
Making decisionsabout the types of se-curity to be adopted.

Service subscribers;
Subscribers’ third-party email correspondents;
Persons named in email correspondence.

Business en-terprise. Managing the cybersecurity of enterpriseIT or OT;
Making decisionsabout the types of se-curity to be adopted.

Its own staff members; [122]121

Its counter-parties and supply chain partners;
Unrelated third parties suffering harm when maliciousactors compromise the enterprise’s security measures anduse the enterprise’s IT to launch onward attacks;
Unrelated third parties who suffer harm when compro-mised OT causes personal injury or property damage.

Developer ofweb serversoftware.
Implementing stan-dard cryptographiccommunication proto-cols.

Merchants that adopt the web server software for onlinecommerce;
SaaS providers that adopt the web server software forthe provision of various services to customers;
Customers submitting payment card details;
Business customers that submit sensitive businessdata to a SaaS provider that adopted the server software;
Business enterprises that adopt the server within theirIT or OT infrastructure.

Trust serviceprovider.122 Registering the iden-tity to be bound to acertificate;
Issuing certificates;
Maintaining the trustinfrastructure.

Customers who purchase certificates;
Third parties who place reliance on these certificates;
Third parties who operate equipment which (withouttheir knowledge) places reliance on these certificates.

Web browserdeveloper. Selects root trustcertificates for instal-lation into its webbrowser.

Natural persons who use the web browser.

Table 2: Illustration of potential duty of care relationships
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7.1.2 Breach of duty: measuring reasonableness

If a person (Alice) owes a duty of care to another person (Bob) in the conduct of a givenactivity, the question arises whether or not Alice has breached (failed to fulfil) her duty toBob. The formulation of these two elements together – ’breach of a duty of care’ – is normallysynonymous with ’negligence’.
A typical standard used to assess conduct is to examine whether or not Alice has acted in anobjectively reasonable manner. In classic negligence law persons like Alice are not held toa standard of perfection. Liability is based upon fault. In assessing fault, courts often makeuse of rhetorical devices such as the objectively ’reasonable person’ similarly situated.
As a framework for measuring conduct, the reasonable person standard has proven remark-ably resilient and flexible over time. Cyber security practitioners often converge with opinionson whether a given cyber security-related action (or inaction) was objectively reasonable orunreasonable. Changes in technology, development of new methods etc. can all serve torevise opinions on the definition of what constitutes ’reasonable’ security conduct.
There is a temptation to conflate ’reasonable conduct’ with efforts to define so-called ’bestpractice’. Rapid advances in information technology (e.g., the falling cost of processing ca-pability) routinely alter the cyber security landscape. Disruptive changes in the environment(e.g., the move to the cloud, the emergence of big data, the birth of the Internet of Things)can rapidly de-stabilise received wisdom.
The highly respected US Judge Learned Hand warned of this in two famous decisions fromthe mid-twentieth Century. Responding to an operator of an ocean-going cargo vessel thatargued that the vessel’s lack of a working radio did not constitute ’unreasonable’ conduct,Judge Hand observed in The T.J. Hooper case in 1932 that ’common practice is not the sameas reasonable practice’ [123, 124]. Although the vessel operator conformed with common in-dustry practice of the 1920s, Judge Hand clearly expressed the idea that changes in technol-ogy and the surrounding environment should spur re-examination of methods and activities.
Fifteen years later in the 1947 Carroll Towing case, Judge Hand announced a definition ofreasonable conduct that may be helpful in assessing whether or not the time has arrivedto adopt a given method of operation. He reasoned that when the burden (cost) of takinga given precaution is less than: (1) the probability of loss in the absence of that precaution,
multiplied by (2) the amount of the loss to be avoided, then the ’reasonable’ action is to adoptthat precaution [124, 125, 126].123 His decision sets out a type of cost-benefit test, although inthis case the cost (the ’burden’ of the potential precaution) that would be incurred by Alice (theperson who owes a duty of care) is compared with a benefit (i.e., reducing the risk-weightedcost of a potential loss) enjoyed by Bob (the person or set of similarly situated persons towhom that duty of care is owed).124
The doctrine of ’negligence, per se’ is sometimes adopted by courts to assess conduct. Us-ing this doctrine, a victim argues that the tortfeasor’s conduct should be found to be unrea-sonable because that conduct violated a public law or widely-adopted technical standard. IfAlice makes unauthorised access to Bob’s computer (a crime, as discussed in Section 5) andcauses damage to that computer or other parts of Bob’s infrastructure as a result, Bob couldplead that Alice is negligent, per se. This doctrine has already been pleaded together withstandard negligence claims in legal action arising from cyber security-related incidents [121].This doctrine may become increasingly useful to victims as a result of increasing standardi-sation and regulation in the field of cyber security.125 The mere act of defining and adoptingsecurity standards may therefore influence courts as they seek technical frames of reference
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for assessing the ’reasonableness’ of conduct.
Another doctrine that may be useful in analysing cyber security failures is that of ’res ipsa
loquitur’ (i.e., ’the thing speaks for itself’). Using this doctrine, a victim who might otherwisehave difficulty proving the precise nature of the action that caused harm, claims that the mostappropriate inference to be drawn from the surrounding circumstances is that the accusedtortfeasor bears the responsibility. This doctrine tends to be used against persons who aresupposed to maintain control over risky or dangerous processes that otherwise cause harm.A typical example might include legal action against a surgeon after a surgical instrumentis discovered in the body of a post-operative patient, or a wild animal escapes from a zoo.Irrespective of the victim’s ability to prove a lapse of caution, the most appropriate inferenceto be drawn from the circumstances is a lack of due care. (Hence, the thing speaks for itself.)In the field of cyber security, one might imagine a case in which this doctrine is applied in alegal action against a person who creates a new form of malware for research purposes, onlyto lose containment.126
Doctrines similar to negligence per se and res ipsa loquitur might be defined in some legalsystems as rules concerning the reasonability of conduct, or they might be defined as rules ofevidence – relieving a victim of some or all of their burden to prove unreasonable conduct, orshifting the burden to the alleged tortfeasor to prove reasonable conduct. (See the discussionof evidence in Section 1.4.)
Although they are not normally considered under the rubric of negligence law, other lawswhich influence cyber security practice define ’reasonable’ conduct within their sphere ofcompetence. An example is found in the law of funds transfer expressed in Article 4A §202(c)of the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted by US states [119].
7.1.3 The interpretation of ’fault’ differs by place and changes over time

Although the framework presented above for defining ’fault’ is generally well-received by legalsystems in most developed economies, this should not be mistaken for agreement on howto interpret or apply these standards.
The interpretation of both ’duty of care’ and ’reasonable’ behaviour can vary significantly fromstate to state. This should not be surprising, as both concepts are social constructs anchoredby opinions about risk and responsibility that prevail in a given society at a given time.
The interpretation of ’duty of care’ has (with some exceptions) mostly expanded over the pastcentury as the increasingly complicated and interconnected nature of modern life createsmore opportunity for the actions of one person to harm others. Similarly, the interpretationof ’reasonable’ has generally moved in the direction of requiring more care, not less. Theseinterpretations can be expected to change within the working life of a practitioner, especiallyas the harm caused by cyber security failure becomes increasingly foreseeable, better under-stood, and easier to prove with new forensic tools.
Similarly, practitioners are cautioned that potentially tortious acts committed in one statemight be assessed by the interpretation of standards of care adopted by another, more de-manding, state. (See the discussion in Section 7.6.)
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7.2 Strict liability for defective products
In the second half of the twentieth Century, a number of states with developed industrialeconomies adopted rules of strict liability for defective products.127 This liability regime pro-vides a right of action for those who suffer personal injury, death, or property damage, causedby a defective product. A product is usually deemed to be defective when it fails to providethe safety that a reasonable person would expect under the circumstances. Depending onthe specific law in question, strict liability typically attaches to persons who produce, importor sell defective products or component products. Liability can attach to a tortfeasor whohas no pre-existing relationship with the victim.
In this type of liability, the focus of analysis shifts away from any notion of ’fault’ by thetortfeasor and moves instead to an examination of the allegedly defective product. Liabilityis generally assessed without regard to the degree of reasonableness used in producing,examining, or selecting products for sale. This type of strict liability is found throughout thelaws of the states of the US and is incorporated into EU member states’ domestic laws asmandated by Directive 85/374 [127, 128].
Most authorities believe that software, as such, does not fit within the various definitions of’product’ applicable under such laws.128 Even so, under currently-existing product liability lawa defect in a software component can be the source of a defect in a product into which itis installed. Liability of this sort arising from cyber security failures will probably increaseas physical control devices are increasingly connected to remote data services, presentingmore cyber security-related risks to life and limb.
A cyberspace-connected product (e.g., an autonomous vehicle,129 an industrial control sys-tem, a pacemaker, a vehicle with fly-by-wire capability, a remotely operated home thermo-stat) that fails to deliver appropriate safety, is defective whether the safety is compromisedthrough failures in electrical, mechanical, software, or security systems. Thus, strict productliability could be implicated in cases of personal injury or property damage whether the safetyof the connected device is compromised through errors in operational decision-making (e.g.,an autonomous vehicle chooses to swerve into oncoming traffic after misinterpreting roadmarkings) or errors in cyber security (e.g., a flawed or improperly implemented authenticationscheme permits a remote hacker to command the same vehicle to divert into oncoming traf-fic, to open the sluice gates in a dam, or to alter a home thermostat setting to a life-threateningtemperature).
In its comprehensive 2018 evaluation of European product liability law, the European Commis-sion referred extensively to the increased role of software and other so-called ’digital prod-ucts’ in modern commerce [129]. The Commission openly questioned the extent to whichdigital products (e.g., software as a product, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, data services, etc.) should beredefined as ’products’ under product liability law and thus subjected to strict liability analy-sis when defects cause death, personal injury, or property damage [130]. This is an area oflaw that could change significantly in the medium-term future.
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7.3 Limiting the scope of liability: legal causation
The primary purpose of tort law is to compensate victims for harm suffered. A victim cannormally only bring a legal action against a tortfeasor if the victim can prove that the relevanttortious action was the cause of a legally cognisable harm suffered by the victim. Put simply,people may act negligently without tort liability – if their behaviour causes no harm.
Causation is one of the more difficult concepts to define in law. Different authorities takedifferent views about when it is appropriate to hold a tortfeasor responsible when it is claimedthat tortious action A has produced harm B. The victim is often required to prove causation-in-fact as a first step. This concept is also expressed as ’but for’ causation, because it canbe tested using the logical statement: ’But for tortious action A, harm B would not haveoccurred.’ Liability can sometimes be eliminated by showing that a given harm would haveoccurred independently of a tortious act [131, 132].
Causation-in-fact, however, is often not sufficient on its own to prove liability. Difficulties arisewhen analysing more complex chains of causation where tortious action A causes result X1,which in turn causes result X2, . . . , which in turn causes result Xn, which in turn causes harm
B.130 As the link between A and B becomes increasingly attenuated, policy makers andjudges struggle to define the limits of responsibility of the person committing the tortiousact. Similar difficulties arise when the ’last cause’ in a combination of negligent acts causesharm that is significantly disproportionate to the individual negligent last act, as a result ofmore serious lapses of judgment by prior actors. Approaches adopted to resolve this issueinclude limiting the responsibility of the tortfeasor to harm that is reasonably foreseeable[133].131
The narrower definition of causation required by tort law may be referred to using terms suchas ’legal causation’ or ’proximate causation’.
Proving that a specific harm was caused by a specific cyber security incident can be ex-tremely challenging. To take a common example, a natural person whose identification datahas been compromised may find it difficult or impossible to prove that the data lost in a givendata breach event are the source of the data subsequently used by malicious actors to carryout fraud through impersonation. Data breach notification laws help to redress the imbal-ance of evidence available to victims in these cases, but even then, the victim must prove acausal link from a specific breach to the fraud event. A notable exception is financial loss in-curred following a breach of payment card data, as the causation of subsequent fraud lossescan be easily inferred from a contemporaneous data breach event. These cases create otherchallenges as discussed in Section 7.4.
7.4 Quantum of liability

Consideration of the impact of tort law on cyber security related activity is incomplete withoutconsidering quantum of liability. (See Section 1.5.) Different states have different approachesto defining what constitutes legally cognisable harm for purposes of tort law. A victim isnormally required to prove the financial value of harm caused by a tortious act.
In cases involving personal injury, the value of the harm is often calculated by reference toeasily understood measures such as: loss of salary suffered by the victim due to their inabilityto work, costs incurred by the victim for medical treatment, rehabilitation, or nursing care,costs of installing accommodation facilitates for a permanently injured victim, etc. Somestates also allow compensation for harm in personal injury cases that is more difficult to
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quantify such as pain and suffering, emotional distress, etc.
A recurring issue in negligence cases concerns whether or not a victim can recover for so-called pure economic loss. There is a divergence in the law on this question. A leadingcase in England concerned the economic loss caused by a poorly considered credit referenceprovided by a bank to its customer. Although the loss (the customer’s subsequent inabilityto collect a trade debt from its insolvent client) was purely economic in nature, the Englishcourt decided it should be recoverable because the bank professed special skill (financialawareness), and the victim relied on the flawed statement to its detriment [134].132
A growing number of cases have been brought on the basis of negligent cyber security whichclaim losses other than personal injury or property damage. Some courts have already ex-hibited a willingness to award damages under the law of negligence to victims whose lossesare purely economic in nature [122].133 Other legal actions (settled by the parties before trial)have involved substantial claims for economic losses based on negligent cyber security.134
Proving legally cognisable harm can be challenging for some victims who might otherwisewish to take legal action based on cyber security failures. One example concerns the lossof privacy. There is a lot of argument about how to quantify (financially) the harm caused bybreach of privacy unless the victim has some business or economic interest that is directlyharmed as a result.135
Another common example concerns the loss of confidentiality of financial authenticationmethods such as payment card details. Card holders would have difficulty proving harm tothe extent that fraudulent charges are refunded by the issuing bank. Of course, the issuingbank will then be able to demonstrate financial harm as a result of refunding these monies,plus a pro rata portion of the costs incurred issuing replacement cards earlier than planned.
In response to these types of difficulties in proving harm, some states have adopted specificlaws that provide a schedule of damages that can be claimed without the need to quantifyharm. An example is found in the State of Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, whichprovides that any party aggrieved by a violation of the act can take legal action and recoverUS$1,000 per violation (for negligent violations) or US$5,000 per violation (for intentionalviolations) of the law’s mandates.136 Similarly, US copyright law allows some rights ownersto recover minimum damages using a statutory tariff.
Some jurisdictions, notably member states of the United States, are prepared to award ’puni-tive damages’ (known in some jurisdictions as ’exemplary damages’) in some tort cases.These awards are intended to punish and deter bad behaviour. These awards can be dis-proportionate compared to the underlying award for the harm suffered by the victim. Exam-ples where a court might award punitive damages most commonly include cases where thetortfeasor demonstrates a pattern of repeated poor behaviour, or the tortfeasor has maderelevant operational decisions with gross indifference to human life or human suffering.
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7.5 Attributing, apportioning and reducing tort liability
This section discusses a few miscellaneous legal doctrines that are important to considerwhen attempting to assess risks of tort liability.
7.5.1 Vicarious liability

There are circumstances when the liability of a tortfeasor can be attributed to a second per-son. The situation commonly encountered in cyber security is liability for the tortious act ofan employee attributed to their employer. This type of vicarious liability applies when the tortis committed during the course of an employment relationship.
Vicarious liability is strict liability. Once a victim proves that the employee committed a tortwhich caused relevant harm and then proves that the tort was committed within the courseof employment, the employer becomes strictly liable for that underlying tort. Pleas by theemployer about taking reasonable precautions, mandating reasonable training, due diligencewhen hiring or the employee’s deviation from employment standards, are generally ineffectiveagainst claims of vicarious liability.
The Court of Appeal in England in 2018 affirmed a vicarious liability claim brought in a dataprotection tort action. In Wm Morrison Supermarkets PLC vs Various Claimants, the datacontroller Morrison was sued by various data subjects after a disgruntled internal audit em-ployee published salary data of 100,000 employees in violation of data protection law.137 Thesecure handling of salary data fell within the field of operation with which the employee wasentrusted and therefore the tort was committed by the employee within the scope of the em-ployment relationship, thus leading to vicarious liability [99]. At time of writing, this decisionis pending appeal in The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom.138
The only reliable method to avoid vicarious liability is to encourage employee behaviour thatlimits or avoids tortious activity. This is worthy of consideration by those who develop andenforce acceptable use policies, staff security standards, employment policies, etc.
7.5.2 Joint and several liability

In cases where more than one tortfeasor can be said to have caused harm to a single victim,tort law often imposes joint and several liability. The doctrine is simple: any jointly responsi-ble tortfeasor could be required to pay 100% of the damages awarded to a victim. Althoughthe tortfeasor satisfying the victim’s financial claim may have the right to pursue compensa-tion (a.k.a. ’contribution’) from other tortfeasors, this becomes problematic when the jointtortfeasors have no financial resources or are resident in foreign states where there is noeffective method of enforcing such rights.
Practitioners may wish to consider the impact of this rule when working with supply chainpartners or joint venturers that are small, do not have much capital, or are resident in a foreignstate where enforcement of domestic judgments may be problematic.
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7.5.3 Affirmative defences

Tortfeasors are sometimes able to take advantage of certain affirmative defences to tortclaims. A tortfeasor who is able to prove the relevant elements of these defences can reduce,or sometimes eliminate, their liability.
In the context of negligence, a common category of defences includes ’contributory negli-gence’ or ’comparative fault’ of the victim. In this type of defence, the tortfeasor attempts toprove that the victim’s own negligence contributed to their harm. Depending on which state’stort law is applicable to the claim, a successful defence can reduce or eliminate liability tothe victim.
Another category of defence that can be useful in various cyber security contexts include’assumption of risk’ or ’consent’. In this type of defence, the tortfeasor avoids liability by prov-ing that the victim was aware of, or knowingly consented to, the risks that ultimately causedthe harm. This type of defence can be especially useful for those who supply cyber securityservices that risk damage to client infrastructure, such as penetration testing. Practitionersoften draft commercial engagement documents with a view to attempting to satisfy one ofthese defences in the event that something goes wrong during the engagement.
As regards strict product liability, many states offer a so-called ’state of the art’ defence.Where this defence is allowed, a party can avoid strict liability by proving that a product, al-though defective, was produced at a time when the technological state of the art would nothave enabled discovery of the defect. It is debatable how this defence might apply to prod-ucts made defective as a result of cyber security flaws.139 Of greater significance, perhaps,is the affirmative defence against strict liability for a defective product available if the de-fending party can prove that the defect is present due to compliance with laws or regulationsconcerning product design.140

7.6 Conflict of law – torts
Deciding which state’s law applies to various aspects of a tort dispute is normally vestedwithin the juridical jurisdiction of the forum court deciding the dispute. The rules that are usedto decide this question can and do vary from state to state. Within the European Union, theserules have been harmonised for most torts through the mechanism of the ’Rome II’ Regulation[135]. Individual US states, by contrast, remain free to adopt their own individual choice oflaw principles when deciding whose law should be applied to aspects of tort disputes. Evenwith these variations some useful and generalisable principles can be identified.
Broadly speaking, courts that examine tort claims between persons in different states tendto adopt one of two methods most often used to decide whose law to apply: apply the lawof the place where the tortious act originated or apply the law of the place where the injurywas suffered. Historically, it might have been difficult to find cases where these two eventsoccurred in different states. Modern commerce, however, has produced a number of caseswhere the two events can be widely separated by space and time.141
In disputes heard in courts throughout the European Union, the applicable law in a tort action(with some exceptions) is the law of the place where the damage was suffered. (Rome II, Art4(1).) In cases of product liability, the rules are slightly more complex and the applicable lawmight be the place of the injured party’s habitual residence, the place where the product wasacquired, or the place where the damage occurred. (Rome II, Art 5.)
The above rules provide a reasonable indicator of the risk that cyber security failures occur-
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ring due to actions performed in State A, and subsequently causing harm to persons in State
B, could easily become amenable to liability analysis under the tort law of State B. Thuspractitioners (and their employers) might be held to a higher standard of care imposed by aforeign state where victims of negligent cyber security or defective IoT products are found.(See, for example, the discussion of liability in Section 10.4.)
8 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

[13, 14]
The complexity of intellectual property law prompted a nineteenth-century US jurist to com-ment that this subject is closest to ’the metaphysics of law’.142 Metaphysical or not, intel-lectual property can serve to constrain or encourage actions by cyber security practitioners.This section will summarise some points where the two fields intersect.
8.1 Understanding intellectual property

Intellectual property rights are negative rights – they convey the right to demand that otherpersons cease a prohibited activity. The nature of the activity to be prohibited is defined inthe law establishing that right. Ownership of intellectual property normally conveys a rightof action against others who transgress one or more acts prohibited by the relevant propertyright.
Intellectual property rights do not give the affirmative right for the owner to take any actionimaginable with the subject matter. A given action (e.g., combining one’s own code withothers, abusive intellectual property licensing practices) could infringe third-party intellectualproperty rights or trigger liability under competition law, among others.
Registered intellectual property rights (e.g., patents and registered trademarks) are grantedon a state-by-state basis following application to an appropriate state agency, often follow-ing examination by state officials. Unregistered intellectual property rights (e.g., copyright)usually spring into existence without any need for intervention by state officials.
The term ’public domain’ often causes confusion. In the field of intellectual property law,’public domain’ refers to a work in which no current intellectual property right subsists. Bycontrast, the phrase ’public domain’ is also used colloquially to indicate a lack (or loss) ofconfidentiality. To distinguish these two, if a confidential original written work is subsequentlypublished the contents become publicly known. Confidentiality has been lost. This work,however, may still be protected by copyright unless these rights are expressly relinquished.In contrast, if a person who writes software then declares that they are placing the code ’in thepublic domain’ this statement is often treated as an irretrievable relinquishment of copyright.The term should be used with care.
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8.2 Catalogue of intellectual property rights
This section will describe some of the intellectual property rights most likely to be encoun-tered by cyber security practitioners. Additional intellectual property rights that may be ofinterest to practitioners, but which are not addressed in this section, include protections forsemiconductor topographies, the EU sui generis right to prevent the extraction or reutilisationof the contents of a database, and registered and unregistered design rights.
In many circumstances, contract rights (especially licensing agreements) supplement intel-lectual property rights and may be treated informally as a type of intellectual property. Tomake matters more confusing, persons in business often use the phrase ’intellectual prop-erty’ in an expansive and colloquial fashion to refer to any work product or process that is theresult of intellectual effort - whether or not it incorporates legally recognised and enforceableintellectual property rights. This section deals only with legal rights, as such.
8.2.1 Copyright

Copyright143 is an unregistered right144 that springs into existence on the creation of a suffi-ciently original work. Copyright subject matter includes literary works, which for this purposeincludes software code (both source and executable code). This makes copyright especiallyimportant for the developers and users of security products embodied in software.
The scope of copyright is generally said to be limited to the expression of an idea ratherthan the idea itself. Thus, copyright in software code normally protects only the code aswritten and not the functionality of the resulting software product. Protection of functionalityis usually the province of patent rights.
The term of copyright is, by ICT standards, extremely long. Literary works are normally pro-tected for the life of the author plus 70 years following their death. While the term of copyrightprotection granted to computer software may be less than this, it remains sufficiently longthat the expiration of the copyright term is unlikely to apply to any relevant software encoun-tered by a security practitioner within their lifetime.
Infringement of copyright normally consists of acts such as copying, transmitting, displayingor translating a significant part of the protected work. Proving that one work infringes thecopyright embodied in a second work requires proof of copying. Copying can be inferred fromsufficient points of similarity between the two works – there is no need to prove knowledgeof copying by the accused. A plethora of forensic techniques have been developed over thecourse of decades to assess infringement of software source code.
Liability for copyright infringement can sometimes be avoided through various ’fair use’ or’fair dealing’ limitations. These are defined differently from state to state.145
The scope of copyright protection was expanded at the turn of the twenty-first century toencompass the right to take legal action against persons who interfere with the technologicalmeasures used to protect copyright works [136] at Art 11.146 This was intended to provideadditional legal rights of action against those who circumvent technologies such as digitalrights management systems (see the discussion in Section 8.4.) [137].
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8.2.2 Patents

A patent is a registered intellectual property right, granted on a state-by-state147 basis follow-ing application and examination. Patents are meant to protect an invention that is novel andthat also includes an additional distinguishing characteristic variously described by statesas an ’inventive step’, a ’non-obvious’ character, or something similar. This inventive step re-quirement is a policy device used to limit patent protection to inventions that are significantin some fashion, rather than trivial.148 Novel inventions that would have been obvious to aperson skilled in the relevant technical art are normally denied patent protection.
States expressly define additional subject matter that may not be claimed as a patented in-vention. Common exclusions of special interest to security practitioners are software, as
such, and an idea or mathematical formula, as such.149 Inventions that embody these, how-ever, can be patentable subject matter in appropriate circumstances.
The US patent system has changed its approach to software patents in the past few decadesand is increasingly receptive to them. Even states that notionally reject the concept of soft-ware patents regularly grant patents on inventions that are embodied in software. In otherwords, software patents (crudely speaking) are a regular feature of the ICT domain.
Cyber security-related inventions that appear on their face to be purely mathematical or algo-rithmic (e.g., cryptographic methods) can be the subject of patent protection as embodiedin various devices – including software-enabled devices. Aspects of historically significantcryptography inventions have been protected by patents, including DES, Diffie-Helman, andRSA [138]. Although the patents on these breakthrough cryptographic inventions have nowexpired, the field of cyber security innovation remains awash with patents and pending patentapplications [139, 140, 141].
The price of a patent is paid in two forms: money and public disclosure. Applications areexpensive to prosecute and expensive to maintain. The process of navigating internationalapplication and examination is sufficiently complex that (expensive) expert assistance isalways advisable, and often critical to success. In addition to application and examinationfees paid to states, those who are granted a patent are then required to pay periodic fees tomaintain the patent throughout its life.
Beyond the monetary cost, public disclosure is a core feature of the patent system. Thepatent application must disclose how the invention works in a manner that would enable askilled technical practitioner to replicate it. The application and the granted patent, togetherwith examination correspondence,150 is normally published to enable future study.151
The term of a patent is normally 20 years from the date of application. Patents are typicallysubjected to an examination process which can take years to conclude. When a patent isgranted, the right holder is normally given the right to take legal action retrospectively forinfringements that took place after the application but before the grant, even if the infringe-ment happened prior to the publication of the application.152 The validity of a patent can bechallenged post-grant and this is a common method of defending against infringement legalactions.
Infringement of a patent normally consists of acts such as manufacturing, distributing, im-porting, exporting or selling a product or service that embodies the claimed invention. Prov-ing infringement involves a forensic comparison of the accused device or service with theinvention as claimed in the granted patent. There is no need for a right holder to prove thatthe invention was copied from the patent or from any product. Many people who infringe
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ICT-related patents do so initially without any awareness of third-party products or patentrights.153

8.2.3 Trademarks

Trademarks are usually registered154 intellectual property rights, granted on a state-by-statebasis following application.155
A trademark is a symbol or sign used to distinguish one person’s business or products fromanother’s. The most common trademarks consist either of words or figures.156 Trademarksare granted within defined use categories, meaning that it is possible for two different per-sons to have exclusive rights for the use of the same symbol in different lines of business.The purpose of trademarks is to reduce the possibility of confusion for those who procuregoods or services, and to protect investment in the reputation of the enterprise supplyingthose goods or services.
Trademarks are normally registered for a period of 10 years, although these registrations canbe renewed indefinitely.157
Infringement of a registered trademark normally consists of displaying an identical or con-fusingly similar mark in combination with products or services that fall within the registeredscope of exclusivity.158 Proving infringement involves comparing the accused sign with theregistered trademark and assessing whether the two are identical or confusingly similar.There is no requirement to prove that the accused party has actual knowledge of the reg-istered trademark.159
Infringement of trademark can occur through the use of a domain name identical or confus-ingly similar to a registered mark. This creates well-known tensions, as domain names are (bydefinition) globally unique, while trademarks are not. To prove that the use of a domain nameconstitutes infringement of a registered trademark, a rights owners must normally prove thatthe domain name is identical or confusingly similar to the mark, and that the domain nameis used in the supply of goods or services within the scope of exclusive use defined in thetrademark registration.
Certification marks are a type of trademark that is used to demonstrate conformity with agiven standard.160 These marks are registered by a standards body, which then grants li-cences to use the mark subject to compliance with the relevant standard. Any person whosupplies relevant goods or services bearing the mark that does not conform with the relevantstandard risks legal action for trademark infringement.
A collective mark is a trademark that is used to identify the members of an association, suchas a professional society. Having registered the relevant collective mark, the society can takeaction against those who use it without authorisation, and revoke authorisation from thosewhose membership has ceased.
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8.2.4 Trade secrets

Trade secrets were traditionally protected under general tort law, giving persons who at-tempted to keep their secrets the right to take legal action against those who inappropri-ately obtained, used or disclosed these secrets. As the twentieth century progressed, a trendemerged to increase the legal protection of trade secrets. The position of individual US stateshas been significantly harmonised since the 1980s, and the US federal government adoptedthe Economic Espionage Act 1996 as a national trade secret law to deter trade secret theft[142, 143]. The European Union significantly harmonised its approach to trade secrets witheffect from 2018 [144].
The subject matter of a trade secret is generally regarded as information that is secret, isvaluable because it is secret and remains secret due to the reasonable efforts of the secretkeeper. Subject matter can include information as diverse as an ingredients list, a method ofmanufacture, a customer list, an algorithm or details of a patentable invention prior to patentapplication and publication. Examples of current trade secrets in ICT include the finer detailsof Google’s PageRank algorithm and various proprietary cryptographic algorithms.
Maintaining confidentiality is a core element of protecting a trade secret. Trade secrets canbe protected indefinitely so long as secrecy is maintained.161 Unfortunately, loss of tradesecrets through acts of cyber industrial espionage is believed to be widespread and shouldbe a source of major concern for cyber security practitioners [145]. Loss of confidentiality ofpatentable subject matter can be especially damaging, as publication of inventive details bya third party prior to patent application normally destroys patentability (as the invention thenceases to be ’novel’).
Owners of trade secret rights can normally take legal action against persons who misappro-priate their secrets. In some circumstances, owners of a trade secret can also take legalaction against third parties who receive a trade secret from a mis-appropriator (see the dis-cussion in Section 8.4.2).
8.3 Enforcement – remedies

Consideration of the impact of intellectual property law is incomplete without also consider-ing remedies available to a successful litigant. (See Section 1.5.)
8.3.1 Criminal liability

In certain egregious circumstances, infringement of intellectual property – especially copy-right and trademark – can be prosecuted as a crime. These prosecutions usually requireproof that the infringing party was aware of the infringement and are often based on a pat-tern or practice of infringing these rights, en masse.
Those who violate legal prohibitions against anti-circumvention technologies for commercialadvantage or financial gain, face a maximum sentence under US copyright law of 5 years fora first offence and 10 years for a second offence.162 Under British copyright law a person whomanufactures, imports, distributes, etc., a device intended to circumvent these protectionsfaces a maximum sentence of 2 years.163
Some states classify the knowing misappropriation of a trade secret as a crime. The USadopted a national trade secret criminal law in 1996 [143]. These laws can serve as a basis(not necessarily the only one) for the criminal prosecution of industrial espionage activity.Some states do not define misappropriation of trade secrets as a crime.164
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8.3.2 Civil liability

A rights owner is normally able to take legal action against a person for infringement of intel-lectual property. Remedies for infringement normally include monetary damages, which maybe calculated by reference to a so-called reasonable royalty, a statutory tariff or a demandthat the infringer make an account of any profits – a demand to pay to the rights owner theeconomic benefit gained from the infringement.
Civil remedies may also include orders to seize, and perhaps destroy, products that infringeintellectual property rights. These orders are especially useful when interdicting shipmentsof ’knock-off’ goods that embody trademark or copyright infringements.
With respect to trade secrets, persons in the US who suffered misappropriation of a tradesecret traditionally brought legal action under the relevant law of their individual state. In2016, the US national government adopted the ’Defend Trade Secrets Act 2016’ amendingthe Economic Espionage Act to authorise private rights of action under federal law for themisappropriation of trade secrets [146].
A common civil remedy for the infringement of intellectual property is a court order addressedto the relevant infringing party to cease any ongoing infringing activity. In the context ofpatent enforcement, this can be especially devastating as an enterprise finds itself unableto continue manufacturing or selling an infringing product. In the context of trade secretmisappropriation, this might include an order to cease manufacturing products employingthe trade secret or an order prohibiting the publication of the trade secret. (Imagine howthese would increase the Q value described in Section 1.5.)
In an online context, such orders might demand that content suppliers or server hosts takedown content that infringes copyright or a trademark. Parties who enforce patents havesought orders to force a service provider to stop the operation of infringing services deliveredvia an online environment [147].
8.4 Reverse engineering

Reverse engineering, ’the process of extracting know-how or knowledge from a human madeartefact’, has generally been recognised as an accepted practice although treated differentlywithin various categories of intellectual property law [148, 149]. Reverse engineering hashistorically been viewed as the flip-side of trade secret misappropriation. While trade secretlaw prohibits the misappropriation of a trade secret (e.g., industrial espionage, bribery etc.),the scientific study of a device sold and purchased in a public sale in an effort to learn itssecrets has generally been viewed as ’fair game’. If a trade secret is successfully reverseengineered in this fashion and published, it ceases to be a trade secret.
Since the turn of the twenty-first century, however, the legal treatment of reverse engineeringseems to have shifted following the adoption of laws prohibiting interference with anticir-cumvention technologies, generally making these activities more difficult [150, 151].
Most difficulties arise in the context of reverse engineering software products. Software li-censes often contain onerous restrictions, including some limitations on reverse engineeringgenerally and/or reverse compiling specifically. European law generally prohibits any restric-tion on the ability of an authorised software user to observe and study the functioning of thissoftware, and also grants these users the limited right to reverse compile specifically for thepurpose of gaining interoperability information [152].
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Pamela Samuelson has produced a useful comparative summary of this confusing land-scape [153].
8.4.1 Circumventing copyright technological protection measures

Following the expansion of copyright law to prohibit the circumvention of technological pro-tection measures, those who wish to meddle with these measures do so at their peril. Theimplementation of these laws provides some exceptions to liability for research in specifiedcircumstances, although the precise circumstances vary. Each exception relied upon mustbe examined with care.
British copyright law, for example, includes a specific exemption to liability for circumventingprotection measures in copyright works other than a computer program, for persons conduct-ing research into cryptography, ’unless in so doing, or in issuing information derived from thatresearch, he affects prejudicially the rights of the copyright owner’ (CPDA s.296ZA(2)). Inother words, one of these researchers might face peril under the law if they were to publishdetails that made it possible for others to circumvent the protection measures. There is nosuch general exception in British law for cryptography research involving the circumventionof measures on computer programs (CPDA s.296).
8.4.2 Testing a proprietary cryptographic algorithm

Security researchers hoping to test the strength of a cryptographic system normally requireaccess to the relevant algorithm. This arises naturally from Kerckhoffs’s Principle and iswell-known to cryptographers. A person who wishes to test the security capabilities of analgorithm encounters practical difficulties when the manufacturer of the product employs aproprietary algorithm protected by trade secret and does not wish to disclose it for testing.
In the Megamos Crypto case (Volkswagen v Garcia), the cryptographic product under exami-nation (a special purpose processor chip used in automobile engine immobilisers and keys)was manufactured under license by the algorithm’s developer. The testers (academic re-searchers) did not reverse engineer this product, which could have been accomplished usingan expensive chip slicing technique. They chose instead to recover the algorithm by reverseengineering third-party software (Tango Programmer) that implemented the Megamos algo-rithm [154].
The researchers intended to publish the results of their analysis, which would have disclosedthe algorithm. Parties who had an interest in the trade secret status of the algorithm broughtlegal action in the English courts to halt publication. The English High Court was confrontedwith a request to prohibit publication of the research pending a full trial on the merits. Thecourt seemed to accept that if the researchers had recovered the algorithm from the productitself using the chip slicing technique, there would be no case to answer. But the court foundthat there was a possibility that the third-party Tango Programmer software may have existedonly as a result of trade secret misappropriation, and that the researchers should have beenaware of this. The court issued a preliminary injunction prohibiting publication [155, 156]. Thecase was settled before trial commenced, and the researchers eventually published a versionof their paper having redacted a component of the algorithm [157].
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8.5 International treatment and conflict of law
The existence of intellectual property rights and assessment of first ownership are normallymeasured by reference to the place where these rights come into existence [135].
After creation in one state, the existence of copyright is generally recognised in most statesaround the world by the operation of various copyright treaties [158]. If an author writes somesoftware while resident in State A, the copyright laws of State A are normally viewed as thesource of authority for identifying the existence and first ownership of that copyright, whiletreaties oblige most other states to enforce that copyright within their territories (subject tolimitations or exclusions granted by those states).
Grants of registered intellectual property rights (e.g., patents and registered trademarks) aremade on a state-by-state basis. When identical or confusingly similar trademarks are regis-tered in different states to different owners, the rights of each owner are equally valid withintheir respective registered territory. This can cause confusion when a trademark owner in onestate makes an accusation of infringement against the owner of a second, nearly identical,trademark in another state [159].
Infringement, and defences to infringement, are normally assessed by reference to the law ofthe place where the intellectual property is infringed [135]. In cases of copyright, the courtsshow a persistent willingness to apply the rules (and limitations) imposed by their domesticcopyright laws with respect to works that are distributed or displayed in-state via the Internet[1, 37]. The courts are also willing to enforce domestic patents against domestic instantia-tions of claimed inventions delivered as part of a global service offering [147].
9 INTERNET INTERMEDIARIES - SHIELDS FROM LIABILITY
AND TAKE-DOWN PROCEDURES

[13, 14]
During the 1990s, policy makers around the world adopted special exceptions to shield cer-tain communication service providers from liability for online content in prescribed circum-stances. The changes were made in response to early cases that held these communicationservice providers liable under then-existing interpretations of content liability laws includingcopyright and defamation. These shields may be structured as affirmative defences, mean-ing that the use of the shield rests upon the ability of an accused to prove that they are entitledto be treated under the relevant exception.
In the European Union, these exceptions to liability were generally mandated by Articles 12-15of the Ecommerce Directive. These provide generalised liability shields in respect of ’mereconduit’, ’hosting’ and ’caching’ services [116].165 These principles are transposed into mem-ber state law in the usual fashion.
In US law, various shields from liability arising under copyright, defamation etc., have beenadopted on a subject-by-subject basis.166
The widest scope of exemption from liability is normally afforded to those whose serviceconsists of acting as a mere conduit for data.167 These carriers are often exempted fromliability without exception, although they may be ordered to filter traffic as part of a court-ordered enforcement plan [37].
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Those who provide a service that consists of nothing more than hosting data are often ex-empted from content-related liability, unless and until they have reason to know that theirinfrastructure is hosting illicit content.168 At this point, they often have an obligation to takedown offending content ’expeditiously’. Confusion over how to implement this obligation re-sulted in changes to some laws which now specify in detail how take-down notices should besent to hosting organisations, and how hosting organisations are required to reply to thesenotices.169
The topic of shielding service intermediaries from liability is not without controversy. Policymakers re-examine these liability exception provisions from time to time [160, 161, 162, 163].In 2018, the US Congress amended the main US content liability shield so that it no longer pro-tects any person in cases arising from claims of promoting prostitution or acting in recklessdisregard of sex trafficking.170

10 DEMATERIALISATION OF DOCUMENTS AND
ELECTRONIC TRUST SERVICES
As the age of ecommerce developed, concerns grew about how to transpose traditional meth-ods for assuring information authenticity and integrity (e.g., signatures, seals, and indelibleink) into a form that could be used in fully electronic and online environments. Security tech-nology experts responded with an array of new technologies (often based on PKI) intendedto address these concerns.
This, in turn, prompted a series of legal concerns which potentially interfere with the utility ofsuch technologies. These broadly fit into three categories. The first relates to the admissi-bility of electronic documents into evidence in legal proceedings. The second category arelaws that threaten legal enforceability of communications made in electronic form. The thirdcategory relates to uncertainty about rights and responsibilities in the provision and use ofidentification trust services.
10.1 Admission into evidence of electronic documents

The admissibility171 of electronic data as evidence into legal proceedings, once the subjectof much suspicion by courts, has now become commonplace. Policy makers and judgeshave become increasingly confident as practitioners have developed forensic techniques toassure the authenticity and integrity of this data. Occasionally, local rules mandate specialprocedures for admitting electronic evidence. While forensic disputes about the weight tobe accorded to this evidence persist, this is conceptually no different from arguments thatmight arise about any other type of recorded evidence.
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10.2 Requirements of form and the threat of unenforceability
A requirement of form is any obligation imposed by applicable law that a given communica-tion will be enforceable if and only if it takes a prescribed form. A failure to comply with anapplicable requirement of form creates the risk that the subject matter of the communicationwill become unenforceable in whole or in part.
Different states have adopted differing requirements of form over the course of centuries inresponse to whatever policy issue was ascendant at the time. As a result, these requirementsare remarkably diverse and can arise in a wide variety of circumstances.
Examples of requirements of form adopted by various states include rules demanding that,in order to be enforceable:

• certain legal notices must be delivered ’in writing’;
• certain types of commitment must be in writing and ’signed’ by (or ’executed under thehand of’, etc.) the party against whom enforcement is sought;
• certain submissions to a state agency must be made using a specified form;
• certain contract clauses or notices that seek to restrict liability must be presented ina prominent fashion (e.g., all in uppercase letters, bold or italic font, etc) to the partyagainst whom they are to be enforced;
• certain contract clauses that seek to restrict liability must be initialled by the partyagainst whom they are to be enforced;
• a last will and testament must be delivered in writing and signed by the testator in thepresence of a prescribed number of witnesses, who must also sign the document; and
• a document transferring title to certain types of property must be signed in the presenceof a state judicial official, who must then affix an official seal to the document.

The examples above are merely intended to acquaint the practitioner with some of the morecommon types of requirement adopted within different laws by different states. Some statesand some laws impose relatively few requirements, while others aggressively adopt a varietyof such requirements.
Electronic trading systems developed as early as the 1960s (see Section 6.2.2) managed towork around many such problems. Requirements of form were overcome using a frameworkcontract. Participants enter into written agreements (with wet-ink-on-paper signatures orfollowing whatever other requirement of form might be imposed on these contracts) whichconstitute the foundation of the contractual relationships between participants.172
Newer trading platforms built on open standards, often directed to both businesses and con-sumers, made early gains by trading in subject matter (e.g., the sale of books and other smallconsumer goods) where contracts could be concluded, and payments settled, with few if anychallenges based on requirements of form.173
There is a broad international consensus that it should be possible to create and conduct busi-ness relationships in an online environment. In 1996, the United Nations formally encouragedall states to enable online trading relationships [164]. Many states around the world contem-poraneously adopted a variety of laws and regulations designed to enable the online conductof various types of transactions, trading relationships, administrative reporting, court filings,
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etc. Many were adopted in the specific context of enabling digital signatures and trust ser-vices, as discussed in Section 10.3.
The legal enforceablity of communications related to other subject matter, especially topicssuch as the disposition of a deceased’s estate and the transfer of title to immovable prop-erty, have been slower to transition to electronic platforms. These often retain significantrequirements of form that make the electronic implementation of relevant communicationsimpracticable unless and until states decide to amend their laws.
10.3 Electronic signatures and identity trust services

The emergence of modern ecommerce was contemporaneous with the emergence of iden-tity trust services, specifically those that issue digital certificates that bind the identity of aperson with a given public key in a PKI.
As engineering standards for these identity trust services began to emerge, two related legalquestions surfaced for consideration by anyone who wished to provide or make use of theseservices:

• the extent to which a digital ’signature’ produced using such a system would be ac-corded legal equivalence with a wet-ink-on-paper signature; and
• the nature of rights and responsibilities of various persons involved in the maintenanceand use of these systems.

The question of legal equivalence for signatures is merely a sub-set of the more generalproblem of requirements of form discussed in Section 10.2. To the extent that various lawsimpose a requirement to ’sign’ a communication, many states have adopted laws to providelegal equivalence to electronic signatures in most, but not all, circumstances.
The question of rights and responsibilities of persons involved in trust service arrangementsis significantly more complex [165].
Consider first the potential liabilities of a certificate issuer in a standard three-corner oper-ational model.174 The law of negligence (see Section 7.1) immediately creates a number ofchallenges for any person operating as a certificate issuer, among them: what is the nature ofthe duty owed to a third party relying on a certificate; what are appropriate standards of carein this new operational model; and what harm is foreseeable when errors occur? Specificliability scenarios range from a system-wide disaster caused by the undetected compromiseof a root certificate or technical flaw in the authentication mechanism, to the occasional (al-though recurring and perhaps inevitable) cases of improperly issuing a certificate followingthe misidentification of a signatory.
Consider also the potential liabilities of a signatory or a third party who relies on a certifi-cate. Early policy debate focussed significantly on the degree to which signatures shouldbe binding on the relevant signatory – especially when that person may have lost controlof the signature creation device. This is a surprisingly old issue in law, commonly encoun-tered in the context of cheque-signing machines, signature stamps, and the like, adopted bybusinesses, financial institutions, medical professionals, etc. Much of the policy debate overthis issue appears now to be concentrated on the subject-matter laws governing specific usecases, such as those adopted to regulate electronic payment services [118, 119].
A lack of certainty over these issues has caused certificate issuers to seek out methodsto limit or otherwise rationalise their liability. A common strategy for limiting liability, enter-
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ing into contracts which include limitation clauses, faces a significant problem. Forming acontract between the issuer and the relying person normally requires the communication ofoffer and acceptance between these persons (see Section 6). Most systems were designedto enable reliance without the constant intervention of presenting a user with new terms andconditions every time a relying party encountered a new certificate vendor. Similarly, certifi-cate issuers might wish to warn relying parties about the scope of appropriate subject matterfor which the certificates might be used.
The technology development community attempted to address these concerns by incorpo-rating in the certificates specific data fields designed to communicate reliance limits andscope of use limits.175 This strategy faced a different set of legal challenges. In practice, thecertificates tend to be buried in rarely-accessed segments of the user interface. Further, avast number of end users whose machines might be relying on these certificates would likelyfail to comprehend the data presented in them, as certificate data tends to be presented ina highly technical fashion. In these circumstances, significant doubt has emerged about theability to create an enforceable limitation of liability between the certificate issuer and therelying third party.176
States and legal experts intervened with a variety of recommendations, and then laws, at-tempting to address these issues [166, 167, 168, 169].177 These laws, often identified with theterm ’digital signature’ or ’electronic signature’ in their titles, typically adopted some combi-nation of the following policy interventions:

• mandating the acceptance of electronic signatures as legal evidence;
• mandating the legal equivalence of electronic signatures that meet certain minimumtechnical characteristics to assure message authentication and integrity;
• instructing judges that electronic signatures (even those which provide little or no tech-nical assurance of authentication or integrity) cannot be refused legal equivalence merelybecause they take an electronic form, but leaving open the possibility of denying equiv-alence for other reasons;
• imposing on a certificate issuer a duty of care owed to third parties who rely on certifi-cates;
• reversing the burden of proof for negligent operation of a certificate issuer enterprise,so that an injured third party is no longer required to prove negligence but instead thecertificate issuer is required to prove non-negligent operation;
• establishing frameworks for regulation to encourage higher technical and non-technicalstandards of care in the operation of a certificate issuance business;
• providing to certificate issuers the ability to limit their financial liability by presentingthe limitation in the certificate itself, whether or not the relying third party actually seesthis limitation; and
• providing to certificate issuers the ability to exclude liability for certain subject matterby presenting the exclusion in the certificate itself, whether or not the third party actuallyreviews this exclusion.

There is some degree of variance between states on how they have chosen to address theseissues. Not all states have adopted all of these interventions. Many of these interventionsare subject to a variety of additional conditions or limitations. A recurring theme concerns
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the unwillingness of law makers to reduce rights otherwise afforded by consumer protectionlaws.
While some of these laws are general in nature, others are more narrowly drawn to addressspecific subject matter. In some cases, the law delegates authority to a regulatory body toadopt specific secondary legislation and/or technical standards on a subject-specific basis.Any practitioner who hopes to develop a platform in an area where requirements of form arecommonplace must research and review applicable laws and regulations to reduce enforce-ability risk.
While much debate and discussion has focused on certificate issuers, signatories, and thirdparties who rely on certificates, another actor in this domain is more often overlooked: theperson who selects which certificate issuers should be trusted by default. This ’certificateissuer selection’ role is routinely undertaken, for example, by producers of consumer webbrowsers. This is perhaps inevitable, as the vast majority of end users would have no ratio-nal method of discriminating between good-quality and poor-quality certificate issuers. Thisraises the question of defining what duty of care these certificate issuer selectors might oweto end users.178

10.4 Conflict of law – electronic signatures and trust services
The nature of electronic signatures and trust services invariably implicates conflicts of lawwhen relevant parties are in different states. Consider a certificate issuer located in StateA, asignatory located in StateB who procures a certificate and uses it to create digital signatures,and a third party relying on the certificate located in State C.
Assessing the legal equivalence of the signature can become complicated depending onwhich law imposes a relevant requirement of form that mandates a ’signature’. In the case ofdocuments that purport to transfer title to immovable property, the legal equivalence ques-tion will almost certainly be answered by reference to the law of the state where the immov-able property is located without any regard to the location of certificate issuer, signatory, orthird party relying. (I.e., this could be a fourth State D.) The state where the immovable prop-erty is located is, in nearly all circumstances, the only one that can credibly assert enforce-ment jurisdiction over a title dispute as it is the only sovereign that could seize the property.In matters of a simple contract between a non-consumer signatory and non-consumer thirdparty, the European courts should be willing to find formal validity of the contract if it meetsthe requirements of validity applied by the law of the state chosen by the parties to govern thecontract, the law of State B, the law of State C , or possibly the law of either party’s habitualresidence if different from any of these (Rome I, Art 11) [120]. Where consumers are involved,the European courts would only find such a cross-border contract valid if it was deemed validunder the law of the consumer’s habitual residence.
Determining the applicable law concerning limitations of liability is similarly complex. Con-sider, for example, the ability of a certificate issuer to rely on a limitation of liability grantedunder the trust services or digital signature law of State A. If the third party in State C bringsa negligence action against the certificate issuer, the applicable tort law may well be the lawof State C (see Section 7.6). The law of State C may not recognise the liability limitationotherwise granted by State A law, especially in cases where injured persons are acting asconsumers. In other words, the value of any liability exclusion or limit granted by such lawsbecomes questionable when relationships cross borders.
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11 OTHER REGULATORY MATTERS
This section will briefly address additional miscellaneous regulatory topics that a cyber se-curity practitioner might be expected to encounter.
11.1 Industry-specific regulations and NIS Directive

A wide variety of single-industry regulators have embraced cyber security within the frame-work of their larger role regulating subject industries [170]. Many financial services regulators,for example, in their role as regulators of operational risk in financial services, have alwayshad some degree of subject matter jurisdiction over cyber security operations. Details ofcyber security risk management have increased in prominence within financial services reg-ulation and can be expected to continue to feature prominently [171].
Similarly, within professions that owe legally mandated duties of confidentiality to clients orwhose clients enjoy legally mandated privileges prohibiting disclosure of client-professionalcommunications (e.g., lawyers and physicians) professional regulators have become increas-ingly attuned to problems of cyber security.
Many of these various regulations include obligations to report or disclose security breaches.Such disclosure requirements operate in addition to any obligations imposed by data protec-tion law (see Section 4.7). This creates a potentially confusing landscape when consideringdisclosure obligations [172].
As states have begun to focus more heavily on cyber security risks, existing regulators havebeen encouraged to bring cyber security into their supervisory and regulatory frameworksespecially in the context of critical national infrastructure.
In the European Union this has been accelerated by the adoption of the EU directive on net-work and information systems (NIS Directive) [173]. Article 14 of the Directive requires mem-ber states to ensure that ’operators of essential services’:

• ’take appropriate and proportionate technical and organisational measures to managethe risks posed to the security of network and information systems which they use intheir operations’;
• ’take appropriate measures to prevent and minimise the impact of incidents affectingthe security of the network and information systems used for the provision of suchessential services, with a view to ensuring the continuity of those services’; and
• ’notify, without undue delay, the competent authority or the CSIRT of incidents having asignificant impact on the continuity of the essential services they provide’.

The UK implementation devolves responsibility for regulatory oversight to relevant compe-tent authorities - instructing existing industry regulators to adopt and enforce cyber securityobligations set out in the Directive [174].
Efforts to use regulation to heighten cyber security in society continue to take many differentforms. Debate continues about which models of regulation are most effective [175].
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11.2 Encouraging increased cyber security for products and services
The emergent Internet of Things and the accompanying growth of cloud-based services cre-ate increased risks from cyber security breaches to both consumers and business enter-prises. Policy makers have begun to adopt legal frameworks for certification of complianceof products and services with various cyber security standards.
In the European Union, certification activity is expected to operate within the framework ofthe EU Cyber Security Act [176]. (See also discussion of certification marks used by publicand private standards bodies in Section 8.2.3.)
Relevant security standards may emerge from a variety of sources [177, 178].
11.3 Restrictions on exporting security technologies

States have long imposed restrictions on the export of goods intended for use in armedconflict. These laws grew significantly during the Cold War, as Western bloc states soughtto restrict the flow of defence technologies to the Eastern bloc.179 These export limitationregimes also apply to ’dual use’ goods: sensitive products that have legitimate uses in bothpeace and war. Although a surprisingly wide variety of dual use products (and services) havebeen caught under the terms of such restrictions, those that are caught because they em-body certain cryptographic functions have been especially contentious in the field of cybersecurity.
Prior to the 1990s, the US (and other states) regulated the export of strong cryptographicproducts with an extremely broad brush. Export prohibitions were framed in such expansivelanguage that almost any export required prior government licence. At the beginning of the1990s, the implementation of strong cryptography in software for general purpose comput-ers, the growing body of non-governmental research work into cryptography, the availabilityof the Internet as a means to distribute know-how and source code, and the increasing pres-sure for reliable standards-based cryptographic implementations in support of cyberspaceinfrastructure, collided with these same export restrictions.
In the US, a series of legal actions under US free speech law (i.e., the First Amendment to theUS Constitution) were brought challenging the validity of export regulations as applied to cryp-tographic software. The argument presented proceeds, in essence, as follows: source codeis expressive, expressive content is protected speech, therefore source code is speech, theexport regulations are therefore a governmental prior restraint on speech, as a prior restraintthe regulations must be extremely narrowly tailored to address a clear danger, but the regu-lations are in fact very broadly drawn and therefore do not meet constitutional muster. TheUS courts struggled with the concept of whether source code was protected ’speech’. Even-tually, in Junger v Daley (2000), the US Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit held that sourcecode was speech and found the US export regulations unconstitutionally over-broad [179].180
No doubt in response to this and similar legal challenges in other US Circuits, combined withheavy lobbying by the ICT industry, the US government issued revised export regulations tocreate significantly more limited restrictions on cryptographic exports [180].
Many states including the US continue to maintain export restrictions on certain dual useproducts, including some implementations of cryptographic technology. Anyone engaged inthe production of these products should review applicable laws carefully, as violations canbe prosecuted as crimes.
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11.4 Matters classified as secret by a state
Practitioners who are employed or engaged by states are routinely subject to laws that man-date secrecy of certain information classified as secret by those states. Most commonly, thisarises in an environment where the disclosure of relevant secrets could harm the defence ofthe state, the integrity of a police investigation, the safety or efficacy of persons conductingstate sponsored espionage activity, etc.
These laws can sometimes be used to intervene and classify as secret the research anddevelopment work of third parties. Practitioners may also come within the remit of theselaws when state security officials choose to disclose certain classified information relatingto cyber threats.
These laws tend to authorise extremely severe criminal penalties for those who violate them.
12 PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW

[10]
Public international law181 is the body of law that regulates relationships among and be-tween states, which for this purpose includes international governmental organisations butexcludes constituent states of a federal state. Sources of public international law includetreaties, widely accepted international norms and customs, and decisions of internationaltribunals.
Only states are said to have ’standing’ to enforce claims arising under public internationallaw. Non-state persons are normally unable to take legal action against states for violationof public international law. A non-state person may hold the right to take legal action againsttheir home state for failure to implement obligations imposed upon the state by public in-ternational law, although states normally must affirmatively grant these rights to non-statepersons [61].182
Similarly, international law normally seeks to regulate the behaviour of states rather thanthe actions of their residents or nationals.183 Cyber operations undertaken by a non-stateperson in State A against persons or infrastructure in State B normally do not constitutea violation of international law, unless the action can be attributed to State A or to someother State C (see Section 12.1.) This action by a non-state person could, however, serve asa legal justification under international law for State B to take some form of proportionatecountermeasure against such persons or equipment in State A as an act of self-defence ([10]at R.4, cmt.2).
It has become widely accepted that principles of public international law should apply toactions taken with respect to cyberspace [8, 9, 10, 181]. Having said this, states can anddo diverge in their opinions of how these principles should be interpreted in the context ofspecific types of cyber operation. At the time of writing, the most comprehensive and mostwidely accepted published source of analysis on the application of international law to cyberoperations is the restatement of international law found in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 [10].184
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12.1 Attributing action to a state under international law
Attribution is the process of determining if a state is legally responsible under internationallaw for a given action. A series of international law doctrines are used to define when a stateis responsible for a given act ([10] at R.14-19).185
A given action might be legally attributed to a state if, for example:

• the action is undertaken by an agent or officer of the state (such as an active on-dutymember of the state’s military or police); or
• the action is undertaken by a non-state person (such as a technology services provider)under the direction, or with the active encouragement, of state officials.

In extreme circumstances, if illicit activity is regularly initiated by non-state actors from cy-ber infrastructure inside the territory of a state, and that state remains willfully blind to thatactivity or otherwise fails to exercise appropriate due diligence in attempting to identify andrestrain the illicit activity, then it may be possible to attribute the illicit activity to that state.This theory is not without controversy ([10] at R.6-7; R.14, cmt.3) [182].
12.2 State cyber operations in general

Public international law is founded on the principle of territorial sovereignty.186 A state is saidto be sovereign within its own territory, and also has the right to conduct activities outside ofits territory consistent with international law.
International law generally prohibits one state from violating the sovereignty of another ([10]at R.4). States are, however, entitled to take appropriate countermeasures in response toa second state that has violated the obligations it owes under international law to the first([10] at R.20-26). Countermeasures are actions that would normally violate international lawthat are directed against the second state in an effort to encourage it to comply with itsobligations under international law.
Countermeasures must be proportional to the complained-of violation of international law bythe second state. Countermeasures in response to an illegal cyber operation might consist ofcyber or non-cyber responses. Thus countermeasures responding to a cyber operation whichviolated international law could legitimately consist of so-called ’kinetic’ responses, cyberoperational responses, or economic sanctions [183]. This raises a recurring challenge whenattempting to understand how to assess the relevant ’proportionality’ of non-cyber counter-measures to a cyber operation that violates international law [184].
A cyber operation of one state directed against another state is normally contrary to the princi-ples of international law if it interferes in the affairs of the second state ([10] at R.66). A cyberoffensive operation such as a DDoS operation, for example, would constitute interference ifused to coerce the second state in a manner designed to influence outcomes in, or conductwith respect to, a matter reserved to the target state ([10] at R.66, cmt.8&19). The outcomesin question need not be physical in nature, and can include domestic political outcomes ([10]at R.66, cmt.20).
A cyber operation of one state directed against another state is normally contrary to princi-ples of international law if it constitutes a use of force or threat of same ([10] at R.68-70).
A state that is the victim of an ’armed attack’ is entitled to take proportionate countermea-sures, including the use of force ([10] at R.71). Actions that constitute an armed attack are
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a sub-set of acts that constitute ’use of force’ ([10] at R.71, cmt.6). Finding the dividing linebetween them is challenging and is generally measured by reference to the scale and effectsof the complained-of act. In the context of discussing the Stuxnet operation, for example, theTallinn Manual 2.0 experts agreed that if Stuxnet were to be attributed to a state it would con-stitute a use of force; but they were divided on whether the scale and effects of the operationwere sufficient to constitute an ’armed attack’ ([10] at R.71, cmt.10).
Because of the uncertainty over when the scale and effects of a cyber operation are suffi-ciently severe to constitute an armed attack, it has been suggested that some states haveadopted a strategy using this uncertainty to conduct cyber operations in a ’grey zone’ some-where between peace and armed conflict [184].
12.3 Cyber espionage in peacetime

Cyber espionage, per se, during peacetime is not generally considered a violation of interna-tional law ([10] at R.32) [65, 66, 185].187
Cyber surveillance and evidence gathering activities conducted from within the territory ofone state against persons or equipment in another state would therefore not necessarilyconstitute a violation of international law. Espionage methods, however, could easily violatethe domestic criminal law of the second state (e.g., obtaining unauthorised access to com-puters). Furthermore, methods that support espionage by harming equipment within theterritory of the second state would constitute a violation of that state’s sovereignty and (ifsufficiently damaging) could amount to a use of force.188
A specific example of this principle applies to state efforts to tap submarine communicationcables for the purpose of intercepting communications. If a state covertly taps cables ininternational waters without significantly interrupting their functionality, this very likely doesnot constitute a violation of international law. If one state places the tap within the territorialwaters of a second state, however, the operation constitutes a violation of the second state’ssovereignty ([10] at R.54, cmt.17).
12.4 Cross-border criminal investigation

Actions by one state that constitute the exercise of police power within the territory of another(unrelated)189 state normally constitute a violation of that state’s sovereignty under interna-tional law. This is easy to see in cases where police powers involve the use of force in person,such as searching physical premises, or arresting or interrogating a suspect located in thesecond state.
Acts of surveillance conducted from within the territory of one state that do not involve phys-ical contact by that state’s agents with the territory of another state are more complex toanalyse. While state remote surveillance actions on their own might not constitute violationsof international law (see Section 12.3), state evidence gathering methods (such as covertlytaking remote command of a botnet controller or other equipment located on the territory ofanother state) can constitute a violation of the other state’s sovereignty under internationallaw ([10] at R.4, cmt.18) and may also constitute the commission of a crime under the otherstate’s domestic law.
Nonetheless, it is well documented that remote cyber surveillance and evidence gatheringactivities are conducted by the law enforcement agencies of various states from time to
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time with the express or implied authorisation of the investigating state, and directed againstcyber infrastructure located in another, non-consenting, state [15].
12.5 The law of armed conflict

Upon commencement of armed conflict, the conduct of activity within the context of thatconflict is said to be governed by the ’law of armed conflict’ (also known variously as the ’lawof war’ and ’international humanitarian law’.)190 State cyber operations conducted as part ofan armed conflict are assessed by reference to the law of armed conflict. The Tallinn Manual2.0 addresses this topic in some detail ([10] at Part IV, R.80-154).
This field is the subject of extensive study and debate by the military leadership of manystates, which invest significant time and effort producing legal guidance for their militarycommanders concerning that state’s interpretation and implementation of the law. Someof these are published and available for public review [186, 187, 188]. The US DOD Manualspecifically addresses cyber operations [187].
The precise meaning of ’armed conflict’ is subject to some disagreement, although it is widelyunderstood that armed conflict can (and often does) exist in the absence of any formal dec-laration of war ([10] at R.80, cmt.2). During the course of armed conflict, some internationallegal obligations (e.g., the 1944 Chicago Convention on civil aviation) are suspended or oth-erwise altered as between belligerent states engaged in hostilities.
Key principles that underpin the law of armed conflict include:

• Military necessity: a state may use such force as is necessary to defeat an enemyquickly and efficiently, provided that such force does not violate other principles of thelaw of armed conflict.
• Humanity: a state may not inflict suffering, injury or destruction that is not necessaryto accomplish a legitimate military purpose.
• Distinction (aka Discrimination): a state must endeavour to distinguish military personsand objects from civilian persons and objects. This imposes an obligation upon a bel-ligerent state to distinguish its own military person and objects from civilian personsand objects, as well as working to distinguish enemy state military and civilian personsand objects.
• Proportionality: a state may not act in a manner that is unreasonable or excessive.

A recurring issue of discussion among experts concerns what is required to treat a cyberoperation, on its own, as an ’attack’ under the law of armed conflict. The Tallinn Manual 2.0refers to such an operation as a ’cyber attack’, which the expert group defines as a cyberoperation ’that is reasonably expected to cause injury or death to persons or damage or de-struction to objects’ ([10] at R.92).191 The characterisation of a cyber operation as a cyberattack under international law is critical, as the law of armed conflict limits how states carryout such attacks.
Belligerent states are to avoid targeting their attacks (which would include cyber attacks)against civilian persons or objects ([10] at R.93, 94 & 99). Exceptions arise with respect tocivilians who participate in armed conflict ([10] at R.96, 97).
Although the principles of the law of armed conflict are not significantly in dispute, how to in-terpret and apply these in the context of specific cyber operations raises a series of recurring
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questions. For example, many legal experts take the view that the principle of not target-ing cyber attacks against civilian objects applies only to tangible objects and that intangibledata, as such, does not fall within the legal definition of ’object’ [189]. This was the view ofthe majority of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 expert group, although a minority of that group feltthat intangibles such as data should count as ’objects’ if the effect of damaging or alteringsuch data was sufficiently significant ([10] at R.100, cmt.6). There is wider agreement, how-ever, that an operation that targets and alters data, which in turn causes injury to persons ordamage to property, does rise to the level of cyber attack ([10] at R.92, cmt.6).
Another difficulty in application concerns the intermingling of military and civilian cyber infras-tructure. Under the law of armed conflict, if an object is used for both military and non-militarypurposes it becomes a military objective ([10] at R.101). This leads to the possibility that sig-nificant components of public cyber infrastructure, including dual-use data networking andcloud services infrastructure, could be characterised as a legitimate target of cyber attackin time of armed conflict (subject to other legal limitations such as the need to respect theprinciples of humanity and proportionality) ([10] at R.101, cmt.4-5). Some have argued thatsuch outcomes point to the need to reconsider how public international law should operatein this context [189].
13 ETHICS

Cyber security practitioners often find themselves operating in positions of trust, where spe-cial knowledge and skills potentially give them asymmetric power to influence or disrupt theaffairs of their clients or other members of the public. Those who act outside of a specificclient relationship, such as product developers and academic researchers, exercise specialskills in a manner that could cause harm to a wide variety of third parties. Practitioner activ-ities often take place behind closed doors away from the glare of public scrutiny. This is avolatile mix. Ethical norms might assist in curbing behaviours that abuse positions of trustor otherwise present significant risk to the public.
Early cyber security ethics guidance focused significantly on legal risk management such asliability arising under intellectual property, data protection and privacy laws [190]. Althoughpractitioners should remain aware of laws that apply to their actions, compliance with thelaw, on its own, may be insufficient to guide a practitioner to ethical action.192
As a practice that is generally conducted in the absence of formal state professional regu-lation, it is difficult to identify generalisable norms that are expected to apply to activitiesundertaken by security practitioners.193 This section will survey some of the recurring issuesand potential sources of guidance.
13.1 Obligations owed to a client

A review of some obligations normally owed by regulated professionals to clients may behelpful as societies (and various nascent professional bodies) continue to develop approachesto obligations that should be owed by cyber security practitioners to their clients.
At the very least, one can identify various duties of care that arise under contract or tort lawto conduct services and other activities that involve risk in a reasonable fashion and withappropriate expertise. Product designers similarly owe various legal obligations under thenormal rules of tort law.
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Regulated professionals are normally expected to act in the best interests of their clients, toavoid conflicts of interest and to maintain the confidentiality of client affairs. While affirma-tively adopting these types of obligation by contract is often non-controversial, difficultiescan arise when a security practitioner and client disagree about the most appropriate courseof action in specific circumstances.
Challenges can arise with respect to non-mandatory disclosure of evidence to interested thirdparties.194 If a practitioner discovers evidence of wrong-doing and there is no superveninglegal obligation to report that evidence, the practitioner and client might disagree concerningthe disclosure of such evidence to interested third parties such as relevant police authorities,CERTs or tort victims.
These cases can be difficult to navigate. In cases of evidence of economic crimes directedagainst the client (e.g., petty theft), the client may view public disclosure as more damagingthan handling the matter solely on an internal disciplinary basis. In cases where an employeeis found to have harmed a third party through tortious action such as negligence, disclos-ing this evidence to the victim may work to the financial detriment of the client’s companythrough vicarious liability.
Other difficult cases arise when the interests of the practitioner and their client are not aligned.Some professional ethics systems, for example, allow a regulated professional to disclosesome parts of a client’s confidential information as part of a legitimate bill collecting activity(e.g., by filing a legal action for breach of contract relating to the delivery of confidentialservices). Such disclosures must normally be limited to information that is necessary topursue collection and may come with obligations to seek appropriate protective orders fromthe courts.
Actions by a practitioner that interfere with the proper functioning of their client’s infrastruc-ture in an effort to exercise undue influence over the client are unsavoury at best, and mightcross a line into criminal conduct at worst. An express or implied threat of such action seemsno better.
It remains to be seen whether cyber security practitioner-client relationships will become thesubject of formal state regulation or licensure in due course.
13.2 Codes of conduct

Various professional bodies have published codes of conduct and ethical guidelines for cy-ber security practitioners. Many of these refer to high-level ethical principles without themore detailed guidance that is necessary to assist practitioners with interpretation of theprinciples.195
Examples of two more recent and carefully considered codes of conduct are presented belowfor consideration. One is framed as a code of general applicability and one is built around adefined business process.
The Association for Computing Machinery can trace its history to the mid-twentieth centuryand maintains a global membership of more than 100,000 [191]. The ACM Code of Ethicsand Professional Conduct was extensively revised in 2018 to take account of the impact ofdata connectivity [192]. The revised ACM Code provides multiple points of guidance relevantto the field of cyber security. The ACM also provides supplementary materials to assist inunderstanding and applying the Code [193].
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The ACM Code clearly demonstrates the difficulties of balancing ethical imperatives. In itsadmonition to avoid harm (Section 1.2), it states there is an ’additional obligation to reportany signs of system risks that might result in harm’. While the Code addresses the possibilityof ’whistle-blowing’ as a reporting technique in appropriate circumstances, it also cautionsthat ’capricious or misguided reporting of risks can itself be harmful. Before reporting risks,a computing professional should carefully assess relevant aspects of the situation’.
By contrast, CREST was established in the UK in the early twenty-first century originally as amembership body for firms that supply penetration testing services.196 At the time of writing,it has more than 180 accredited member firms [194]. Penetration testing typifies a servicethat should be of significant concern to the public: information asymmetry means clientsare generally unable to distinguish good practice from bad, services are supplied confiden-tially away from public scrutiny, and practitioner errors can cause disproportionate harm toclients or third parties. The CREST Code of Conduct for CREST Qualified Individuals providesguidance on numerous topics relevant to delivering these services including service method-ology, ethical business practices, and obligations owed to clients [195]. The CREST Code alsoprovides a client complaint mechanism and the organisation reserves the right to expel frommembership those who fail to adhere to the CREST Code. To the extent that clients mandatethat suppliers of relevant services maintain CREST membership, these mandates may slowlymigrate CREST from a purely voluntary membership association into a de facto regulator ofthose who supply these services.
By historical standards, cyber security presents a relatively new set of methods and pro-cesses which are at best poorly understood by the public. Generalised codes like the ACMCode are helpful, as they guide a community of persons with relevant technical expertisewho may work in fields as diverse as research and development or security management.Service-specific codes like the CREST Code are helpful, as they focus clearly on specific high-risk services. Codes of conduct will undoubtedly continue to develop as the impact of cybersecurity practitioner activity on the public becomes better understood.
13.3 Vulnerability testing and disclosure

The process of searching for, finding, disclosing, and acting in response to, security vulnera-bilities causes recurring ethical (and legal) issues [196, 197].
13.3.1 Testing for vulnerabilities

Practitioners who test for security vulnerabilities should consider carefully the nature of theiractivities. The mere act of studying and analysing objects such as tangible hardware prod-ucts, locally resident licensed software, or published cryptographic primitives and communi-cation protocols, is normally uncontroversial. It is difficult to draw a line of causation fromthe mere act of analysis to public harm.
Practitioners should be careful, however, to consider the source of the security object understudy. There may be a distinction, for example, between reverse engineering a silicon chipto discover the functionality of a trade secret cryptographic scheme and reverse engineeringthird-party software of suspicious provenance that embodies the same secret methodology.Although the first might be generally permissible, the second may constitute a violation oftrade secret rights and result in liability or restrictions on limiting the ability to publish results[155, 156] (see the discussion in Section 8.4.2 and Note 201).
When vulnerability testing is conducted remotely, the testing methods can raise additional
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issues. Practitioners must first remain cognisant that unauthorised efforts to gain access toa computer system are often defined as a crime (see Section 5). As stated in the ACM CodeSection 2.8, ’A system being publicly accessible is not sufficient grounds on its own to implyauthorization’ [192].197 If practitioners are testing in response to a ’bug bounty’ program, theyshould review carefully the terms of the program to assure that they are not exceeding thescope of authorised testing activity.
Practitioners should also consider the potential impact of their testing methods on the sta-bility of public or private infrastructures, including those that are the target of testing as wellas intermediary and third-party systems.
13.3.2 Disclosure of vulnerabilities

Those who find security vulnerabilities face a choice of what to do with their new-found knowl-edge. Choices exist on a spectrum from making no disclosure, to publishing every detail im-mediately to the world at large. In between these two extremes lie an array of possibilities.
Those who make no disclosure choose to do so for different reasons. Some wish to makeno disclosure in an effort to avoid complicated problems of ethics and potential liability. Itis difficult to reconcile this position with the ethical principle expressed in the ACM CodeSection 2.8 ’to report any signs of system risks that might result in harm’ [192].
Some who operate in support of state security agencies may wish maintain the secrecy ofa vulnerability after deciding that the risks and benefits of disclosure outweigh the risks andbenefits of maintaining secrecy [198, 199, 200, 201].198 The ethics of this ’equities’ balancingprocess is a topic of continued debate [200, 202].
Finders who choose to make an immediate full public disclosure of vulnerabilities withoutany prior warning to any effected person may do so for a variety of reasons. Some suggestthat this is the only certain method of encouraging remediation efforts by developers. Somedo not wish to invest in the time-consuming process of staging the private and public disclo-sures described below. Some fear that engaging with developers will prompt a legal interven-tion prohibiting disclosure.199 It is difficult to reconcile these arguments with the guidancefrom the ACM Code to minimise harm.
Many practitioners follow a principle known as ’responsible disclosure’. The idea is to dis-close first on a confidential basis to a person or group of persons who may be able to reme-diate or mitigate the impact of the vulnerability. After a period of time has elapsed, the findermight then proceed to a second stage of public disclosure. Second-stage public disclosure isoften justified by the practitioner on the theory that publication will enable other practitionersto study and avoid similar vulnerabilities, and/or incentivise product and service providers toremediate the vulnerability.
At the time of writing, there appear to be no generally agreed principles on the proper conductof responsible disclosure. Points of divergence include:

• how to manage private disclosure when the vulnerability forms part of a widely adoptedindustry standard;
• how to manage private disclosure when the vulnerability is found in a product whichforms a component or sub-component in downstream products;200
• defining the appropriate length of time between private and public disclosures;
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• defining what circumstances, if any, mandate an indeterminate delay to public disclo-sure; and
• defining how to respond if the relevant vendors or purchasers of compromised productsdisagree with the finder about the wisdom or timing of public disclosure.

Public disclosure of vulnerabilities could also create tortious liability for a disclosing finder,especially if the process or sequence of disclosures is poorly managed or the vulnerability ismisdescribed.
Practitioners who seek to justify publication on the basis that it fits generally within the rubricof ’responsible disclosure’ may receive a poor reception from state authorities [155, 156].201
Various efforts to obtain financial benefits from disclosing a vulnerability also lead to debate.Accepting a financial reward from a vendor pursuant to a published ’bug bounty’ programmeseems now to be widely accepted, especially as the vendor controls the terms of the pro-gramme [203]. Other more controversial tactics to monetise findings include:

• requesting a financial ’bug bounty’ from a vendor as a condition of disclosure when thevendor has no existing bug bounty programme in place;
• selling knowledge of the vulnerability to a third-party broker, who then re-sells the infor-mation; and
• engaging in market trade activity (e.g., short-selling publicly traded shares of a vendor)in an effort to profit financially from advance knowledge that a vulnerability will soonbe published [204].

Practitioners who find vulnerabilities during the course of their work as security researchersmust further consider the extent to which they may be accountable to their employer or funderfor any financial benefits obtained.
13.3.3 Facilitating and acting on vulnerability disclosures

Product and service vendors should consider how they can facilitate and then act upon vul-nerability disclosures in a manner that minimises harm to customers and third persons.202
Key principles to facilitate proper vendor handling of vulnerability disclosures include: pub-lishing acceptable methods for finders to disclose vulnerabilities to the vendor, working dili-gently to verify the vulnerability once it is disclosed, developing remediation or mitigationstrategies, disseminating fixes, working with supply chain partners, and providing feedbackto finders.
A framework to develop specific vendor policies and processes can be found in ISO/IEC29147 (the process of receiving and handling information about vulnerabilities) and ISO/IEC30111 (the process of verifying and remediating vulnerabilities) [205, 206]. State agencieshave also published varying guidance on this topic, which is revised from time to time [207,208].203
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14 CONCLUSION: LEGAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Section 1.5 introduced one way for a given Bob to think about the risk of legal action froma given Alice. There were many points implicit in that introduction, however, including Bob’sawareness of: Alice, her right of action, as well as details of applicable substantive and pro-cedural law. On its own, the function presented is most helpful after-the-fact - after Bobreceives a threat of legal action from Alice. The purpose of this Section is to consider legalrisk management before-the-fact.
Anyone seeking to understand legal risk often begins with an information deficit. Simplylearning about the many laws and regulations that can or should influence the operation ofa single enterprise can be prohibitively time-consuming and expensive.
This problem multiplies according to the number of jurisdictions with which a person may bedealing – a significant challenge if cyberspace truly enables contact with every jurisdictionin the world. In the modern era of more than two hundred sovereign states recognised underpublic international law, plus hundreds of states that are members of a federal or similar struc-ture, plus untold tens (or hundreds) of thousands of additional municipal jurisdictions withvarying degrees of law making and enforcement authority, merely discovering the contentof applicable laws and regulations and assessing enforcement risks can be a monumentaltask. Private law obligations imposed by contract and (potentially voluntary) self-regulatorysystems complicate matters further. In a field where multinational contacts and relationshipsare commonplace, considerations of the effective limits of state power are also appropriate.
What follow are a few subjects for consideration when constructing a legal risk managementframework.
Identify subject matter areas of greatest risk. The nature of the activities undertaken by a per-son helps to identify which laws and regulations will be of most significance to that person.For example, banks, telecommunications infrastructure providers, and providers of medicaland legal services are always cognisant of their need to seek and maintain appropriate li-censes for their activities. Providers of gaming (gambling) services are also very attuned tothe wide variation of laws that apply specifically to their operations. And all businesses areextremely aware of the need to understand tax reporting, collection, and payment obligations.
Consider the impact on human life. A strict cost-benefit analysis may be useful when makingoperational decisions, but becomes problematic where matters of human life and safety areconcerned. Laws and regulations adopted to protect human life and compensate for per-sonal injury should be accorded special respect. A blatant disregard of such rules raise sig-nificant moral and ethical concerns and can also result in exceptional or punitive measureswhen these rules are enforced.
Conduct due diligence that is aligned with identified risks. Nobody instructs a lawyer to ’Goand find every law in the world that arguably might apply to anything I do.’ A typical duediligence strategy involves first identifying and investigating the laws that could destroy orbankrupt an enterprise. Other laws and regulations may become increasingly significant asan enterprise grows or changes character. Foreign laws become increasingly significant asthe enterprise makes increasing contact with new jurisdictions.
Consider the practical limits of territorial enforcement jurisdiction. In the era of online com-merce, some enterprises become paralysed with fear about the potential legal obligations tohundreds of states whose residents might gain access to site content. Those that remain
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paralysed may go out of business. Most of the others try to adopt pragmatic approaches thatinclude good faith efforts to filter content or otherwise block access to residents of statesthat characterise one’s products or services as illicit.
Consider the relative cost of breaching a (non-criminal) legal obligation. Committing a crimeis different from failing to honour a civil obligation. There are times when the cost of answer-ing a civil legal action is less than the cost of compliance. Most commonly, this occurs inthe context of a commercial contract which has become uneconomic to perform, or a civilregulatory requirement with a fixed financial penalty. In appropriate circumstances, a personmight reasonably conclude that repudiating its civil obligation (and accepting the risk of a le-gal action for money damages) is less expensive than fulfilling the corresponding obligation.
Consider the risks to one’s own personal reputation, safety and liberty. Cyber security practi-tioners are sometimes confronted with situations where they are tempted, or instructed, toviolate criminal law. Those who face this circumstance should remember that they may per-sonally suffer the consequences of their actions, irrespective of whatever incentive has beenprovided by an employer or client.
Consider the likelihood of enforcement. There are times when persons who have legal rightschoose not to enforce them. For example, the risk of legal action from an individual naturalperson who has suffered a de minimis loss as a result of a minor business tort may be dimin-ishingly small. If the rights of thousands or millions of these persons can be joined togetherin a class action lawsuit, however, the risk increases significantly.
Consider the challenges of collecting, preserving, and presenting evidence. Efforts to enforcelegal rights and efforts to defend against claims all hinge on one’s ability to prove, or to rebutan adversary’s efforts to prove, the underlying facts in dispute. Consider what issues will re-quire proof when an adverse party seeks to enforce a legal right, and how one can collect andpreserve evidence to an appropriate forensic standard in anticipation of the need to defendagainst this effort. Practitioners are also cautioned to explore the parameters of any appli-cable document or data retention policy, which involves the routine and regularly scheduleddestruction or deletion of documents. While the routine destruction of documents in accor-dance with a carefully defined governance policy is usually permissible, these proceduresnormally must be suspended to the extent that documents may be relevant to any legal ac-tion that has commenced or been threatened. Any attempt to destroy evidence that mightbe relevant to such a legal action often constitutes a violation of the law and can result insevere consequences.204
Consider vicarious liability. The only certain way to reduce vicarious liability is to influenceemployee behaviour to reduce the number of acts that are tortious or otherwise violate appli-cable regulations. Internal governance documents intended to reduce liability to third partiesshould therefore be written with the goal of influencing this behaviour.
Consider localising risky activities in separate limited liability legal persons. Lawyers routinelycounsel business clients concerning the creation and structuring of separate legal personsin an effort to contain liabilities within defined pools of investment capital. This is a complexsubject that requires careful navigation.
Consider risks that are external to the legal system, per se. In some circumstances, the great-est risk arising from a legal action or a threat of legal action has almost nothing to do withlaws or regulations, as such. Consider, for example, the impact of a potential legal action onthe reputation of an organisation or the impact of an adverse finding on the maintenance ofrelevant state licenses to conduct business.
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Consider changes to law or enforcement policy that are likely to arise. Societies and policymakers are generally becoming more aware of the impact of cyber security. As this aware-ness increases, states and their agents may increase enforcement activities, re-examine as-sumptions about existing policy, and intervene rapidly with amended or new laws.
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NOTES
1Civil procedure governs process-related matters in non-criminal legal proceedings, such as the form ofpleadings submitted to the court (including the size and shape of paper on which they are written), time allowedfor defensive pleadings and replies, methods of serving notice on parties, expanding or contracting the numberof parties in a law suit, the scope of mandatory disclosure of potential evidence, case management orders,methods of appealing adverse decisions, etc. Examples of these rules can be found in the [England and Wales]Civil Procedure Rules, Title 28 of the United States Code, and the [US] Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
2Criminal procedure governs process-related matters in criminal proceedings. Because criminal proceed-ings place at risk the individual liberty of the accused, these rules are heavily influenced by human rights law,can be significantly different from civil procedure, and thus are often maintained separately from civil procedurerules. Examples of these rules include the [UK] Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996, the [US] FederalRules of Criminal Procedure, etc.
3Rules of evidence govern the presentation and examination of evidence before a tribunal. This can includematters such as the prohibition of some categories of hearsay evidence, presentation of so-called ’computerevidence’, introduction and examination of expert testimony, permissible examination and cross-examinationtechniques, etc.
4Cyber security practitioners are not alone in this respect. Highly experienced lawyers routinely require guid-ance from ’local counsel’ who are retained specifically to assure compliance with these rules when attemptingto manage multi-state disputes.
5See Note 13
6Anecdotal evidence gathered by the author over many years of ICT-focused international commercial legalpractice, however, strongly suggests that many of the norms expressed in this knowledge area are also reflectedin systems of civil law (see Note 14). There is no claim that the norms presented here would necessarily befound in other systems of domestic law such as those founded on religious doctrine or sui generis customarylaw.
7Practitioners might wish to think of them as ’Actual Alice’ and ’Actual Bob’ as distinguished from ’DeviceAlice’ and ’Device Bob’.
8Readers ignore the Notes at their peril.
9While jurists and legal scholars tend to agree on the process of legislative amendment to law, the ideathat evolution in societal values can lead to changes in the interpretation of un-amended law is not universally
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accepted. Depending upon the system of law in question, some jurists and legal scholars take the view thatsome laws represent unchanging (perhaps even universal) values and reject any other notion as inappropriateor heretical. This disagreement also exposes a recurring tension in defining and maintaining the division oflegislative from judicial authority. For the security practitioner this debate can be simplified as follows: bywhatever mechanism, law changes over time.
10The nature and challenges of legal scholarship have been nicely summarised by David Feldman, Q.C. [209].
11The pace of change in various laws depends upon how deeply rooted they are in social values. Certainfoundational principles concerning the administration of justice (e.g., the right to notice and the right to presentone’s case to a tribunal), are so slow to change that they appear within the span of a single generation to beimmutable. Other types of law (e.g., tax law) are amended continually.
12Indeed, the relative utility of a system of law arguably depends upon this characteristic of predictability ofoutcome. A contrary, even nihilistic, view of law and legal analysis is found in the academic school of criticallegal studies. A good and accessible example is the scholarship of Girardeau Spann [210].
13Common law systems are those derived from the law of England. These are the foundation of legal systemsin states that had close historical connections with Great Britain, including England, Wales, Ireland, Australia,New Zealand, Singapore, most of the constituent provinces of Canada, most of the constituent states of theUnited States, etc. As a result, this system of law is nearly ubiquitous in anglophone territories.
14Civil law systems are those derived from a mix of Germanic, Napoleonic, and/or Nordic laws. These arethe foundation of legal systems throughout Europe (with the exception of a few common law jurisdictions) andin states that had close historical connections with continental Europe. These include European states suchas France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, and Russia, and non-European states such as Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, andJapan. (In the case of Japan, the late 19th century Meiji State selected the civil law of Germany as the primarybasis for its legal modernisation programme [211].)
15See discussion of ’code’ in the text accompanying Note 20
16In the author’s experience, mistaking a ’bill’ (not law) for a ’statute’ (law) is not an uncommon occurrenceamong cyber security practitioners who are unaccustomed to legal research. This is especially easy for theunwary who stumble across the annual mountain of bills introduced by members of the US Congress whichnever become law.
17As a limited narrow exception, some states adopt the practice of examining legislative history (such as theseries of draft bills as they were amended in the process of debate to become law) as a means of helping tointerpret the law as finally adopted.
18The status of European Union legislation in the United Kingdom after Brexit is complex. The UK has adoptedlegislation that will generally continue within the body of UK domestic law those pre-Brexit EU laws that are mostrelevant to cyber security (e.g., data protection regulation) unless and until the UK Parliament decides to divergefrom EU legal principles.
19In the context of a system of federal states, ’foreign state’ can include another member state of the federa-tion. Thus, courts of the State of New York would regard interpretations of law issued by courts of the State ofCalifornia as the decisions of a foreign state. As such, they would not constitute binding authority in New YorkState courts, although they might have value as a source of persuasive authority. This discussion should notbe confused with the subject of enforcing foreign judgments (see Section 2.4).
20For example, the United States Code (U.S.C.) (a collection of otherwise disparate Acts of the US Congressorganised into code form by editors who then revise the code as further legislation is adopted or amended),and the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) (the comprehensive code of German civil law adopted en masse at thestart of the 20th century and amended from time to time).
21For example, the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) (a codified form of US secondary legislation).
22For example, the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) (a set of model laws produced as a joint project ofthe Uniform Law Commission and the American Law Institute, which has in turn been adopted with some localvariations by most constituent states of the United States and has thus become extremely influential).
23This last category can sometimes suggest the future development of law, as states may decide to mandatecompliance with codes that began life as suggested rules. Similarly, courts may use advisory codes as a wayof interpreting responsibilities such as the requirement to act ’reasonably’ in assessing negligence liability.
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24For example, The Tallinn Manual (a restatement of public international law applicable to cyber operations)and the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability [10, 127].
25This can be simplified with the observation, ’There’s no such ”place” as cyberspace’.
26Some creative arguments against this result include attempting to recharacterise cyberspace as ’territory’that exists separately from sovereign states, thus attempting to describe a universal and harmonised set oflegal principles that should be applicable to all uses of cyberspace globally, and in some cases rejecting the au-thority of sovereign states to intervene in cyberspace-related activities. The best of these constitute interestingexperiments in legal philosophy [212].
27The relative merits of defining an artificial intelligence as a person for legal purposes have been consideredby legal scholars from time to time [213, 214].
28A variety of other legal doctrines might create liability for persons as a result of actions directed by anartificial intelligence [215].
29Various financial fraud crimes are often defined in this fashion, for example, requiring proof that the accusedhad a specific intention to deceive (scienter). Many of the computer crimes discussed in Section 5.1 may notrequire such proof.
30Criminal intent (or its lack) should be distinguished from circumstances where the law expressly providesa defence such as ’public interest’, ’public necessity’, or ’self-defence’.
31’Civil law’ in this context, meaning non-criminal law, should not be confused with the term ’civil law’ as ameans of classifying systems of law such as are found in the states of continental Europe. See Note 14.
32Principles of human rights law designed to guarantee a fair trial for Alice often force people like Bob todelay their civil action until the relevant criminal prosecution is concluded. The difference in standards of proof,it is entirely possible for Alice to be found ’not guilty’ of the alleged crime and still be found liable for the allegedtort.
33The law of the United Kingdom expressly prohibits introducing the content of such intercepted communi-cations as evidence in court proceedings.
34This definition of ’proof’ stands in sharp contrast to a ’mathematical proof’. In the field of mathematics, to’prove’ something means to establish undeniability as a logical necessity – to establish the truth of a propositionbeyond any dispute. (For example, proof of Pythagoras’ theorem.) By contrast, the proof of a real-world eventin a court of law never results in absolute certainty. A fact finder in a legal proceeding must reach a conclusionon less than total certainty. A technology journalist eloquently summarised this when he stated, ’The purposeof law is not to achieve philosophical or mathematical truth, but to take a messy reality and achieve workableresults that society can live with’ [216].
35An ’affirmative defence’ is contrasted with other types of defence where the party pursuing a right of actioncontinues to carry the burden of proof. For example, in a criminal prosecution for murder under English law ifthe accused claims ’self-defence’ it remains the responsibility of the state to prove beyond reasonable doubtthat the accused is NOT entitled to the defence. By contrast, a claim of ’insanity’ is an affirmative defenceunder English criminal law. The burden of proving insanity falls on the accused, although the standard of proofrequired is merely the ’balance of probabilities’ [217].
36There are many possible criticisms of this approach to explaining legal risk analysis, including the focus on’cost’ as a determinant of risk. Factors beyond the mere financial are considered in Section 14.
37Although courts use this same phrase to describe the two standards of proof, they remain free to definethem differently in the context of interpreting two different laws adopted for two different purposes.
38This term can also be used to describe subject matter and territorial authority of legal persons created bytreaty between states, such as international governmental organisations (e.g., the ITU) and special purposemulti-state municipal organisations (e.g., The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, and the Washington[DC] Metropolitan Area Transit Authority).
39By contrast, ’subject matter jurisdiction’ refers to the scope of the subject matter that can be addressedby a given entity. For example, a single state might choose to divide its court system into two parts: one thataddresses only criminal complaints and one that addresses only civil matters. While the territorial jurisdictionof both courts might be identical, the subject matter jurisdiction is clearly different. Similarly, the scope of
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authority delegated to individual regulatory agencies, ministers of state, etc., constitute a type of subject matterjurisdiction for that agency.
40A good introduction to the principles of juridical jurisdiction for civil cases is found in the recast Brussels IRegulation, which presents the rules normally applicable to civil matters in courts located within the EuropeanUnion [218].
41To take an admittedly whimsical fictional example from the Wild West, in the film Silverado Sheriff Langston(portrayed by John Cleese) discontinues his hot pursuit of criminal suspects through the wilderness after asniper opens fire on his posse. He justifies his action explaining wryly to his companions, ’Today my jurisdictionends here’ [219]. Sheriff Langston’s quandary illustrates the relationship between state power and enforcementjurisdiction. Non-fictional examples that explore the territorial limits of state enforcement power are readilyavailable, albeit controversial, and in some cases are the subject of diplomatic and international legal dispute.
42See various US statutes criminalising acts of homicide against US nationals while overseas codified at 18U.S.C. §2332.
43Reasons this activity might not be illegal under the law of the first state include, most obviously, wherethe first state has not adopted any law to criminalise the complained-of hacking activity. Alternatively, the firststate may criminalise the activity in normal circumstances but officially warrants the cyber operation pursuantto the lawful domestic authority of the first state. In this second scenario, the person undertaking the operationwould normally be immune from criminal prosecution in the first state but subject to criminal prosecution inthe second. This discussion focuses solely on liability of the relevant non-state person undertaking the cyberoperation. The liability of states to one another for such operations is addressed in public international law (seeSection 12).
44The subjects of espionage and remote evidence gathering are discussed in Sections 12.3 & 12.4
45The 1998 dispute over legal control of DNS root servers, and its informal albeit dramatic resolution, is re-counted by Goldsmith and Wu and criticised by Froomkin among others [1, 220].
46A bank in this situation faces the practical problem of two competing states making conflicting demands:one ordering payment, and a second prohibiting payment. Taking the analysis one step further, imagine whatcould happen if (in an effort to avoid adverse enforcement actions by the United States) the London branch ofa US bank refused to comply with the judgment of an English court. This bank might jeopardise its ability toconduct regulated banking activities in London. Presumably, the depositor could also ask English courts forenforcement assistance by demanding the seizure and forfeiture of funds held by such defaulting US bankson deposit with other banks in the UK. The depositor could also take the judgment and request enforcementby third-party states where the US bank also held funds on deposit. These are the types of analysis that arisewhen a non-state person considers the risk of potentially conflicting state mandates.
47In the context of the US federal system, each member state of the US is normally required to enforce civiljudgments issued by courts of other member states under the Constitutional mandate to give ’full faith andcredit’ to acts of other US states. (US Constitution, Art IV, Sec 1.) A similar rule applies in the European Unionby operation of Chapter III of the (recast) Brussels I Regulation [218].
48To avoid a point of occasional confusion, if a suspect is travelling from State A to State C and they aretransiting State B, the police of State B are normally able to arrest that suspect upon arrival in State B. Thiscontinues to hold true even if the suspect does not request entry to State B. Criminal suspects can be, andhave been, arrested in the international transit areas of airports.
49Lessig’s phrase ’code is law’ has been the subject of widespread discussion among both technologists andlawyers [221]. Lessig highlights the close interrelationship between technological controls (computer code) andhuman governance controls (legal code). Both are mechanisms that can serve to limit how systems are used.Each mechanism has different utility. And ultimately, each mechanism may influence the other. However, thephrase has been interpreted by some to mean that ’whoever writes the computer code is essentially making thelaw’. The history of how laws are enforced with respect to Internet-related activity strongly suggests that thisinterpretation is (at best) terribly misleading and (at worst) misunderstands the direction of causality betweencomputer and legal code.

While technologists certainly enjoyed first-mover advantage in choosing the design of the underlying archi-tecture of the Internet and related applications, law makers - and the societies for whom they serve as a proxy- have responded strongly with their own opinions about how systems should work. As one author has wrylyobserved, societal opinion seems to have moved ’from ”Code is Law” to ”Law is Law”’ [66]. In other words, one
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should not assume that the persons who write the (computer) code are the same persons who create the legalnorms to be enforced.
50The significant role undertaken by various platform operators in filtering content on a state-specific ba-sis and supplying similar geo-filtering tools to their content supplying customers is often overlooked in policydebate.
51An example of collaborative filtering is found in the work of the Internet Watch Foundation. Among otherthings, the IWF maintains a URL database of sites known to host images of child sexual abuse. This databaseis used by various service providers to restrict access to these sites [222].
52The opinion of Judge Lynch, concurring, is especially interesting as he wrote to highlight many of the moreunsettling and counter-intuitive policy aspects that would result from the judgment and ’to emphasize the needfor congressional action to revise a badly outdated statute’.
53Although the Microsoft case was dismissed prior to judgment, the extensive collection of briefs filed withthe US Supreme Court by a variety of interested third parties constitutes a treasure trove of analysis and advo-cacy on this topic. It remains possible that a future dispute might be brought in the US courts to challenge theauthority of the US Congress under the terms of the US Constitution to extend jurisdiction in this fashion. Whilethe outcome of any such future challenge is debatable, it seems unlikely to succeed.
54The precise meaning of ’lawful and voluntary consent’ in Article 32b of the Budapest Convention hasprompted much discussion. One area of repeated concern is the acceptance by some states of criminal pleabargaining techniques as a means of obtaining consent from criminal suspects [45, 223]. ’Consent’ is a chal-lenging subject in law, generally [224]. See also Section 4.2.
55Although people most often discuss the issue of data sovereignty in the context of compelled disclosure ofdata, other state interventions may also be possible such as compelled data alteration or deletion, or compelledservice interruption.
56Methods used in an effort to mitigate this risk using cryptographic technology, database sharding or repli-cation over servers in multiple states, etc. are outside the scope of this knowledge area.
57The Regulation, of course, does not interfere with any data localisation rules imposed for reasons of statesecurity as this subject area falls outside the regulatory subject matter jurisdiction of the European Union.
58The discussion in the Section focuses primarily on the privacy rights of natural persons. States can anddo apply these or similar rights to legal persons, although the privacy rights of legal persons may be less thanthose accorded to natural persons in some circumstances.
59To understand the legal context of the international instruments cited, see the introductory discussion ofpublic international law in Section 12.
60The conditional nature of the right expressed in Article 7 is explained in an accompanying report [225, 226].
61In the US legal system, for example, the Fourth Amendment to the US Constitution provides a set of rightsthat limit only state actions, while the California Constitution grants a general right of privacy effective againststate and non-state actions. Both the US and its constituent states have promulgated a large number of lawsthat regulate intrusions under various conditions. The landscape is complicated.
62Examples made possible by the emergent mobile app economy include processing data concerning per-sonal contacts, calendar and scheduling information, banking data and authentication credentials, personalnotes and communications, browsing and shopping history, intimate relationship data, and a variety of health-related data from heart rate and exercise patterns to menstruation data. Each new data set presents a questionabout the ’normal’ expectation of privacy when using these services, and the permissible scope of intrusion bystate and non-state persons.
63In the referenced case of Smith v Maryland, the US Supreme Court decided in 1979 that compelled disclo-sure of customer dialling records did not constitute a ’search’ for purposes of the Fourth Amendment to the USConstitution as the customer had no expectation of privacy in the list of numbers dialled [64].
64Compare the information that can be inferred after discovering that a target of investigation has navigatedto a URL string such as ’web.example.com/politicalpartyname/how-to-renew-my-membership.htm’ with the dis-covery that the same person dialled a phone number such as ’1-202-555-7730’. In this example, the URL meta-
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data leads to a strong inference of communication content and the probable ability to reconstruct accessedcontent precisely.
65The US Supreme Court, for example, decided in 2018 that a cell phone customer has a reasonable expecta-tion of privacy in location data and therefore the state-compelled disclosure of this data constitutes a ’search’for Fourth Amendment purposes [227]. In Europe, customer location data has been expressly protected underprivacy and data protection laws for some time.
66Consider, for example, the capability of various de-anonymisation techniques that can be applied to meta-data as well as the reported growth of metadata analysis in the field of signals intelligence.
67There are, of course, risks associated with the implementation of these facilities and examples of howthey have been abused in violation of applicable law. Anti-abuse measures can and should be founded on bothtechnological and organisational controls.
68The complexity facing a multinational services provider in complying with lawful interception obligations iswell illustrated in Vodafone’s published transparency report, which includes a lengthy summary of the relevantlaws they face in 28 states [228].
69In an effort to navigate potential restrictions on reporting new types of interception, some service providersadopted the practice of publishing so-called ’Warrant Canaries’ – a statement published on a recurring basisthat no interception warrants of a given type had been received. The theory behind this practice was that a sub-sequent failure to re-publish the Canary statement would allow the public to infer (without the communicationprovider expressly stating) that state-warranted interception had commenced. This practice seems to havefallen into disfavour, probably aided by the sometimes-debatable legal status of the practice plus additionalstate legal interventions that made this strategy more difficult or impossible to carry out within the terms ofapplicable law. See, e.g., 50 U.S.C. §1874(a) [229].
70In the US, some courts have held that efforts to compel disclosure of passwords triggers scrutiny underhuman rights law as it forces a suspect to give testimony against himself, while mandatory presentation ofa fingerprint to unlock a device does not trigger this same legal objection [71]. This is an area where legalstandards remain murky and the topic is ripe for further dispute and development [72].
71An example is s.49 of the (UK) Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000.
72Practitioners should be careful to distinguish between activities such as developing a communicationsprotocol, writing software that implements a protocol, supplying such software to the public, and supplying aservice that implements a protocol. A quick test that may assist in clarifying a person’s status is to ask thisquestion: ’Would the relevant communications service continue to operate if the processes administered by thisperson ceased to function?’ Thus, a person who supplies IMAP services, SMTP services, or a key distributionservice to support end-to-end encryption for a communications app is more likely to be classified as a commu-nications service provider under relevant legislation than a person who merely writes software that implementsa protocol. Details of applicable laws diverge significantly and must be investigated on a state-by-state basis.
73For example, Brady v Maryland [230]. This is less likely to occur to the extent that the law of a state (suchas the UK) prohibits use of intercepted communications as evidence in legal actions [73] at s.56.
74The US exclusionary rule has been hotly debated for more than half a century.
75Activities undertaken by states in defence of state security generally fall outside the prescriptive jurisdictionof the EU. Member states may choose individually to apply similar principles in the state security context [93],Part 4.
76Practitioners must not lose sight of this regulatory purpose. When assessing risks of various processingactivities and security arrangements in the context of data protection law compliance, the risk to be assessedis normally the risk of harm to data subjects - living human beings. Risks faced by the processing enterprise (in-cluding risks of non-compliance with data protection law) should be evaluated separately. A similar observationcan be found in the context of the Carroll Towing case discussed in Section 7.1.2 and Note 123.
77The attempt to delineate ’pseudonymous’ from ’anonymous’ data is a subject of significant discussion[231]. While details of de-anonymisation methods are beyond the scope of this knowledge area, examplesseem readily available [232].
78For example, the term ’personally identifiable information’ is defined for the purposes of US bankruptcy lawat 11 U.S.C. §101(41A) and defined differently for the purposes of a federal law prohibiting the disclosure of
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video rental histories at 18 U.S.C. §2710(a)(3).
79This is a natural result of the US approach to this subject, which is to adopt narrowly drawn sui generis lawsthat specifically focus on individual use cases. The cited decisions are drawn from examples of the US courtsinterpreting a 1988 law originally adopted to restrict the disclosure of video rental records as they were kept inthe 1980s. The courts were called upon to interpret this ageing statute in the context of online streaming servicerecords in 2015. Practitioners may be interested to note that as US courts are charged with responsibility tointerpret the will of the US Congress when resolving these cases, they seem unaware of (or perhaps uninterestedin) the technical definitions of PII offered by the ISO and NIST publications [85, 86].
80In practice, there may be a strong temptation, and corresponding pressure, to assume that the absenceof obvious personal identifiers in a data set means that no personal data are present. A better approach isto appreciate that data protection law tends to measure obligations in proportion to the risks presented byany given processing activity. Data sets containing personal data without obvious personal identifiers mighttherefore present a lower risk when processed, thus making compliance less onerous in such cases.
81Consent is perhaps one of the least well understood, and hotly debated, terms in data protection law. Inaddition to many sources of guidance published by public authorities on this topic, practitioners who wish toexplore this concept in depth might take inspiration from outside the body of data protection law [224].
82The notifications discussed in this section are distinguished from separate requirements, if any, to sharesecurity breach information with relevant industry-specific regulators or security coordination authorities (seeSection 11.1).
83By 2010, 46 US states had adopted legislation mandating some form of personal data breach notificationto effected persons [233].
84Mandatory obligations to communicate personal data breaches to data subjects irrespective of the risk ofharm has been criticised on a number of grounds, including: data subjects become overwhelmed by communi-cations and are unable to distinguish the degree of risk presented by any individual breach, communicating to alarge set of data subjects is extremely resource-intensive, and communicating to data subjects could interferewith the ability of police authorities to investigate the breach.
85 The UK ICO explained the proposed fine in its Statement of July 8, 2019: ’The proposed fine relates to acyber incident notified to the ICO by British Airways in September 2018. This incident in part involved user trafficto the British Airways website being diverted to a fraudulent site. Through this false site, customer details wereharvested by the attackers. Personal data of approximately 500,000 customers were compromised in thisincident, which is believed to have begun in June 2018. The ICO’s investigation has found that a variety ofinformation was compromised by poor security arrangements at the company, including log in, payment card,and travel booking details as well name and address information.’
86 The UK ICO explained the proposed fine in its Statement of July 9, 2019: ’The proposed fine relates to acyber incident which was notified to the ICO by Marriott in November 2018. A variety of personal data containedin approximately 339 million guest records globally were exposed by the incident, of which around 30 millionrelated to residents of 31 countries in the European Economic Area (EEA). Seven million related to UK residents.It is believed the vulnerability began when the systems of the Starwood hotels group were compromised in2014. Marriott subsequently acquired Starwood in 2016, but the exposure of customer information was notdiscovered until 2018. The ICO’s investigation found that Marriott failed to undertake sufficient due diligencewhen it bought Starwood and should also have done more to secure its systems.’
87As Ian Walden notes, ’classifying certain subject matter as criminally illegal can be a highly contentiousmatter, raising complex definitional issues, questions of causation, and human rights concerns, specificallyrights to privacy, freedom of expression, assembly, and association’ [15] at para 3.95.
88The problem is presented in the well-known case of R vGold and Schifreen [234]. The accused were arrestedin the UK in 1985 after they had obtained a system password for an early email system and used it to access anemail account assigned to a member of the British Royal Family. Although the accused were originally convictedfollowing trial in 1986 for violating the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981, the House of Lords (at that time thecourt of last resort in the UK) quashed the conviction in 1988 holding that the complained-of action was not aviolation of the 1981 statute.
89Bruce Sterling provides an interesting history of early computer crime investigation and prosecution effortsin the 1980s by the US authorities, and colourfully describes how they sometimes missed their intended target
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[235]. Clifford Stoll also describes the contemporaneous challenges he encountered as a private citizen at-tempting to investigate computer intrusion, complaining that he often could not find law enforcement officialsable to assist him [236].
90A catalogue of US state computer crime statutes is maintained by the National Conference of State Legis-latures [237]. A very useful and oft-cited survey of US state laws was compiled by Susan Brenner [238].
91Both the Budapest Convention and Directive 2013/40 allow states a certain degree of flexibility in the detailof their domestic laws, and many contracting states have declared reservations against certain provisions ofthe Budapest Convention.
92Confusingly, the verb ’to hack’ is also used to describe non-criminal, often informal, ICT research and devel-opment activities that are pleasingly clever or demonstrate a previously unknown characteristic of an object.This positive connotation of the term now extends beyond the realm of ICT development, as can be found inemerging phrases such as ’life hack’ and ’hackathon’.
93The role of prosecutorial discretion is one possible explanation for the lack of a de minimis exception in thedefinition of computer crimes. See the discussion in Sections 5.3 and 5.5.
94This was discussed after the Click television programme’s ’Botnet experiment’ was broadcast on the BBCin March 2009, in which the show’s producers procured and then commanded the actions of such a botnet,albeit with an avowedly benign intention [239, 240, 241, 242].
95In some rare instances, non-state persons are granted the right to bring a criminal prosecution when stateofficials have chosen not to do so.
96US Federal Courts undertake an algorithmic approach in calculating recommended criminal sentences pur-suant the US Federal Sentencing Guidelines [243]. Under these guidelines, crimes against information systemsare classified as ’economic’ crimes and sentences may be significantly enhanced based upon value of damagecaused by the criminal activity [103]. (Details of the calculation are set out in [243] at §2B1.1, taking note ofthe various interpretive rules applicable to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1030, et seq.) Although federal judges arerequired to take this calculation into account when passing sentence, they may deviate from the sentencingguidelines subject to whatever limits may be mandated by Congress in the substantive criminal statute.
97This becomes more obvious when considering intrusion efforts against industrial control systems such asthose that operate dam sluice gates, national electricity power grids, steel mills and foundries, automobiles, oiltankers, pipelines, and nuclear power generation facilities.
98Historically, the Computer Misuse Act 1990 did not contemplate the idea of state-warranted intrusion intoinformation systems. This express exception to criminal liability under the 1990 Act first appeared in the Regu-lation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, the predecessor of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016.
99Such proof would most likely consist of asking the fact finder to draw reasonable inferences from thecircumstances surrounding any given act of production or distribution.

100Some have argued that conducting ’legitimate’ security research activities should be shielded from criminal(and perhaps civil) liability if appropriate conditions are met [244, 245]. Similar arguments have been advancedin the cause of security-related journalism. These policy arguments have not yet found overwhelming supportfrom various state law makers, although the debate is not well advanced.
101It has been suggested that persons who engage in security research and development activity that mightotherwise constitute a de minimis violation of computer crime laws might enter into formal or informal agree-ments with law enforcement or state security officials to receive an assurance of non-prosecution. Risks tothe practitioner include potential misunderstanding with state officials, potential inability to enforce the non-prosecution agreement, or collateral legal risk such as tort liability [112]. Risks to a state pursuing this strategyinclude the possibility that such an agreement might be used to attribute responsibility to the state under publicinternational law for the actions of such researchers or developers (see Section 12.1).
102In some systems of contract law, however, a service provider may be required to give customers additionaltime to pay or special notices before services can be suspended. Suspension of services in circumstances thatwould cause a threat to human life and welfare (e.g., energy services supplied in a freezing cold climate) areoften separately regulated and can be suspended only in accordance with strict rules.
103Orin Kerr’s US casebook contains a helpful collection of citations and arguments on this topic ([103] atch.2G).
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104Indicia of enforceability are generally beyond the scope of this work. It is both difficult to describe general-isable multinational legal norms about these, and this topic is of lesser concern to cyber security practitioners.
105The term ’offer’ must be considered with care and distinguished from less significant forms of communica-tion such as an ’invitation to treat’ or ’invitation to tender’. While some ecommerce systems make contractualoffers to a wide range of potential customers, the most common design is for the vendor to publish invita-tions to treat – essentially asking customers to make an offer when placing an order. This generally shifts whohas control over the time of contract creation back into the hands of the online vendor – an often-useful riskmanagement device.
106Practitioners skilled in computer science might wish to draw inspiration from the Two Generals Problem.
107In this context, ’order’ refers to a communication by a potential customer to a supplier seeking a contract. Inpractice, an order usually constitutes either an offer or an acceptance depending on the terms and conditionsapplicable to the relevant online platform. In the field of B2C online commerce, it has become common practicefor an order to be defined as a contractual offer – capable of being accepted or rejected by the online supplier.
108The rule embodied in Article 11 is a rather muted result of a European debate in the 1990s concerningwhether to harmonise the time of the contractual trigger in online commerce. Law makers, facing a wide varietyof contract rules which are beyond scope of this knowledge area, ultimately chose not to harmonise this aspectof law. The resulting version of Article 11 is limited to this question of defining the time of receipt of electronicorders and acknowledgments.
109For example, financial transaction systems such as SWIFT, airline reservation systems such as Amadeus,Galileo, etc.
110Codified in 15 U.S.C. §1681c(g).
111This knowledge area will not seek to differentiate between a contractual warranty and a contractual condi-tion. Although these create different rights in the hands of a party suffering a breach, the topic is beyond scopeof this knowledge area.
112Under English law, this is normally styled as the condition of ’satisfactory quality’ and was formerly knownas the condition of ’merchantable quality.’ Under the law of most US states is it styled the warranty of ’mer-chantability’. Civil law systems adopt a similar concept.
113In the law of England and most US states this is styled ’fitness for purpose’. Once again, in England this issaid to be a contractual condition and in US states it is generally a warranty.
114Examples of typical language found in contracts for the supply of software include, ’Vendor warrants thatthe software will comply with the Documentation for a period of 60 days following delivery.’
115These are not legal terms of art, but merely used to illustrate the variable degree of breach severity.
116The names of the remedies are drawn from common law practice. Other legal systems may employ differ-ent terms and/or grant alternative remedies.
117Those who deal regularly with procurement agreements might find this concept expressed in clauses thatspecify the right to terminate a contract following ’material breach’, ’material breach that causes significantharm’, ’a series of minor breaches that collectively create material harm’, etc. The definition of the trigger islimited only by the imagination of the drafter, although some legal systems impose limits on the effectivenessof these clauses.
118The leading case on this issue in England in the early twentieth Century concerned the duty of a personwho bottles beverages owed to those persons who eventually drink them. The advent of the modern economycreated supply chains in which the producer and consumer had no direct business relationship, where productschange hands multiple times before being consumed. Applying an earlier version of the rule described above,the English court (acting in its capacity as a common law policy maker) stated that the bottled beverage wasitself the proximate link between producer and consumer, and that a producer of such a drink could readilyforesee the harm caused by the adulteration of the bottle’s contents.
119A well-known, bordering on comic, example can be found in the 1928 Palsgraf case [246]. (See also discus-sion of causation in Section 7.3.)
120This last category is mentioned because of the occasionally encountered practice where a person attemptsto avoid liability by purposefully avoiding knowledge of risk. This strategy is unlikely to defeat a claim of neg-
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ligence and may even exacerbate liability in jurisdictions that award punitive damages. (See the discussion inSection 7.4.)
121In the cited 2018 Dittman case, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court announced that the common law of Penn-sylvania imposes a duty of care on employers to safeguard the electronic storage of employee data. A mid-ranking appellate court in the State of Illinois reached the opposite conclusion in 2010 when interpreting thecommon law of Illinois [247]. In the US, negligence law may play an increasing role in defining responsibilitiesto safeguard personal data.
122See discussion in Section 10.3.
123Judge Hand surprised legal practitioners of the day by expressing this concept using a mathematical for-mula, stating that if B < PL then the failure to adopt a given precaution constitutes negligence, where B isthe burden (cost) of the method, P is the probability of loss in the absence of the method, and L is the amountof loss to be avoided. These two cases and one formula have been the subject of extensive comment, debateand analysis by generations of US lawyers and law students and it remains a useful framework to discuss riskand responsibility [124, 126]. Practitioners may wish to consider how changes in the cyber security environmentover time (including the falling costs of some defensive technologies (B), as well as changing probabilities ofharm to third parties (P ) and the amount of losses they might suffer (L) as a result of changes in the surround-ing environment such as migration to different infrastructures, ever-larger aggregations of ’big data’, etc.) mayinfluence liability. The speed at which these variables change may help to plan the frequency for reassessingdecisions to reject proposed precautions. Yesterday’s ’impractical’ precaution may become tomorrow’s ’musthave’ solution.
124A similar observation in the context of data protection regulation can be found in Section 4.1.
125In the referenced case, the negligence per se claim was based on an allegation that Target had failed tocomply with a Minnesota law concerning the proper storage of credit card details [121]. (See also the discussionof this case at Section 7.4)
126The Morris worm might be an early example of this type of incident [236].
127This section is addressed primarily to ’design defects’ and does not discuss ’manufacturing defects’, inwhich individual products from a production run deviate from their specification due to sporadic intermittenterrors in the manufacturing process.
128Even if a producer of software is not amenable to a claim founded on a theory of strict liability, it could stillface a claim founded on a theory of negligence. A victim taking legal action against a software producer basedon a theory of negligence would need to prove unreasonable conduct by the software producer.
129Self-driving automobiles in particular have prompted a significant amount of discussion as lawyers andlaw-makers consider both current liability rules, and potential amendments to these rules to enable this highly-anticipated technology [248, 249, 250].
130Such attenuated chains of causation are a familiar meme in science fiction stories about time travel. Anon-fiction but entertaining exploration of highly attenuated chains of causation from scientific history is foundin the work of journalist James Burke in various iterations of his BBC television programme, ’Connections’.
131See also discussion of foreseeability in Section 7.1.1.
132Such ’negligent mis-statement’ cases are watched closely by professionals and other service providers inthe business of supplying critical information-related services such as public accountants. This type of negli-gence theory is also of special interest to providers of trust services, as it potentially defines their liability tothird parties who rely upon the accuracy of issued certificates. (See Section 10.3)
133In the cited Dittman case the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, acting in its role as interpreter of the commonlaw of Pennsylvania, held in November 2018 that employers owe a duty of care to their employees to maintainreasonable cyber security to safeguard employee data from loss [122]. In any similar incident in the EU, a tortaction could be fashioned easily under a theory of breach of data protection rights.
134An obvious example is the various legal actions brought by financial institutions against Target followingits well-known 2013 loss of card data incident. Plaintiff banks in at least one of the actions based their claim onvarious legal theories including negligence and negligence per se [121]. Settlements of this law suit and othersbrought by financial institutions against Target exceeded US$100 million [251, 252].
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135Compare easily quantifiable losses resulting from breach of privacy such as loss of revenue from an exclu-sive agreement to publish the victim’s wedding photographs in a specific newspaper, loss of salary as a resultof victim’s dismissal from employment etc., with more difficult-to-quantify harm such as the victim’s embarrass-ment or shame.
136This provision is codified in Illinois law at 740 ILCS 14/20.
137The internal auditor was arrested and charged with criminal violation of data protection law, computer crime,and fraud. He was convicted and sentenced to eight years imprisonment.
138The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom granted leave to appeal on 15 April 2019. Hearing has beenscheduled for late 2019, which suggests the potential for a decision sometime in 2020.
139Compare potential application of the state-of-the-art defence in the context of materials science where (forargument’s sake) at the time of production there was no known scientific test for the later-discovered defectin the material, with the context of a software-induced product defect due to a previously unknown zero dayexploit. The former might be said to have been undiscoverable, while the latter was merely undiscovered. Itis debatable when a given exploit could be truly classified as having been ’undiscoverable’. This topic meritsfurther study [253].
140It has been suggested anecdotally that some regulation of safety-critical systems can lead to weaknessesin that system’s cyber security by limiting or foreclosing the possibility of adopting state-of-the-art securitymeasures. A specific instance related to the author concerns a regulatory requirement that certain safety-critical control systems must be exhaustively tested by examining every possible state of the control device priorto use. Some defensive cyber security methods, especially those that adopt artificial intelligence or machinelearning, are by their nature impossible to test to exhaustion in this fashion. This topic merits further study.
141A favourite example beloved of law professors involves the hypothetical case of the badly loaded rail car.The car may have been improperly overloaded in State A, but only produces injury after the train begins todescend a steep grade many hours later in State B.
142This is attributed to US Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story, who apparently used the phrase more thanonce [254]. A darker shadow was cast over the practice of intellectual property law by Lord Esher, MR, whenin 1892 he observed, ’a man had better have his patent infringed, or have anything happen to him in this world,short of losing all his family by influenza, than have a dispute about a patent. His patent is swallowed up, andhe is ruined. Whose fault is it? It is really not the fault of the law: it is the fault of the mode of conducting thelaw in a patent case’ [255]. Little has changed in the intervening century [256].
143Moral rights arising under an author’s rights (droit d’auteur) infrequently present challenges for securitypractitioners and is beyond the scope of this work.
144In United States law, copyright comes into existence automatically but must be registered prior to com-mencement of any US infringement proceedings.
145Limitations to UK copyright are codified in Chapter 3 of the Copyrights Designs and Patents Act 1988, ss.28,et seq. The US fair use exception and other limitations are codified in 17 U.S.C. §107, et seq.
146The implementation of this protection has been both inconsistent and controversial [137, 257]. It is codifiedin US copyright law at 17 U.S.C. §1201, et seq., and in UK copyright law in Part VII of the Copyrights Designs andPatents Act 1988 at ss.296, et seq.
147The European Union is in the process of adopting the Unitary Patent, a single patent right that appliesthroughout much, but not yet all, of the territory of the EU. The status and use of this new patent right continuesto evolve.
148Inventors should not confuse this concept from patent law with various scientific or academic definitionsof significant or trivial. A scientifically trivial step can still be ’inventive’ in patent law [258].
149The phrase ’as such’ should serve as a warning that loopholes are about to appear, as if by magic. Theyare.
150While copies of patents and published applications from many states are now easy to find online, correspon-dence with the patent examiners and the prosecution history is often more difficult to obtain and may requireassistance from a legal practitioner. Once obtained, however, this can be very enlightening to any person whowishes to challenge post-facto the validity of a granted patent.
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151A very limited subset of patent applications for inventions are subject to a state secrecy classification andare only published in a register of secret inventions.
152Anyone innovating in the ICT field faces a series of related challenges. The pace of ICT innovation is sofast, the intermingling of parallel innovative ideas so commonplace, the number of patent applications filedso large, and the prior art cataloguing ICT innovation so untidy, that it is difficult to produce any innovativeICT product that does not infringe some extant third-party patent, or published or unpublished application. Atypical strategy adopted by large ICT developers is to file large numbers of patent applications on their owninventions, move to market as quickly as possible with new products, and then wait to receive suggestions ofpatent infringement from third parties in the hope of eventually defending against some of these threats ornegotiating an acceptable cross-license arrangement.
153In the US patent system, awareness by the infringing party of patent rights triggers a special ’treble dam-ages’ rule: monetary damages awarded to the rights holder are multiplied by three with effect from the dateof the infringer’s awareness. This is why rights holders typically begin a US patent enforcement process bysending copies of their patents together with a ’we wish to make you aware’ cover letter that does not expresslyaccuse the recipient of infringement. This, combined with the factors set out in Note 152, is why many ICTinnovators assiduously avoid researching third-party patents and patent applications.
154Some states define ’unregistered’ trademark rights which are similar in character to the English law tort ofpassing off.
155A Community Trademark is a single trademark that extends throughout the territory of the EU.
156In modern trademark practice, the relevant sign can consist of sounds or smells. A sound trademark likelyto be familiar to cyber security practitioners is the ’Intel Inside’ musical chime (US75332744, UK00002403603).
157Trademark UK00000000001 has been registered continuously in the UK from 1876 to date.
158Courts are divided on the question of whether meta-tags, not normally visible to end users, can constitutean infringement of registered trademarks. Even where meta-tags cannot be used to prove infringement, theycan serve as useful evidence for other purposes such as demonstrating the knowledge or awareness of the tagauthor in related tort actions such as passing off.
159By contrast, in actions based on theories of passing off or unregistered trademark rights the complain-ing party is usually required to prove that the accused party has knowledge of the unregistered mark and ispurposefully taking advantage of the reputation connected to that mark.
160An example that should be familiar to practitioners is the Wi-Fi logo (US75799630, UK00002209133) regis-tered by Wi-Fi Alliance.
161A commonly-cited example of a long-standing trade secret is the formula for Coca-Cola, which remains thesubject of much speculation.
16217 U.S.C. §1204(a).
163Copyrights Designs and Patents Act 1988, s.296ZB.
164The European Union Directive does not mandate the criminalisation of trade secret misappropriation [144]
165Note that the Ecommerce Directive does not apply to data protection law [116] at Art 5(b).
166For example, 17 U.S.C. §512 (shielding from copyright infringement), 47 U.S.C. §230 (shielding from liabilitythose who block or screen offensive material, although not applicable as a shield against liability arising underobscenity, intellectual property or privacy laws.) Section 230 in particular has come under increasing scrutinyby US courts as more legal actions have been taken against social media service providers.
167Although these legal definitions are not specifically linked to technical definitions, this concept is approx-imately equivalent to providing services that consist of nothing more than carrying and routing traffic at thephysical, data link and/or network layers of the TCP/IP protocol suite. A good definition of the concept is foundin Article 12 of the Ecommerce Directive [116].
168See Article 14 of the Ecommerce Directive [116].
169The best-known procedure codified in law is probably found in US copyright law at 17 U.S.C. §512(c).
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170The ’Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017’ is the result of the FOSTA-SESTAbills proposed in Congress. The narrowing of the liability shield is codified in 47 U.S.C. §230(e)(5). A legal actionchallenging this law as a violation of US freedom of speech principles was launched shortly after its passageand remains pending at the time of writing [259, 260].
171The ability to admit (to present) evidence to a court is a threshold question governed by the rules of evidenceused by that court. Admissibility asks simply whether such evidence will be considered at all. If admitted intoevidence, a fact finder must then assess the relative value or ’weight’ of that evidence. Mason summarises theEnglish law position on electronic documents in [261].
172The framework contract, in turn, would refer to a series of electronic trading rules (often called ’the rulebook’) that specified how electronic communications mapped onto legal obligations. Such ’EDI’ systems weredeveloped at a time when telecommunications bandwidth constraints meant that trading instructions were typi-cally transmitted in extremely small payloads using text-based (e.g., ascii) highly structured messages. The rulebook was used to translate between structured messages and legally significant communication, and servedas the specification for software used to access the system.
173By underwriting the risk of many such transactions, the positive impact of the payment card industry to thegrowth and success of these platforms should not be underestimated.
174The ’three-corner’ model for this purpose comprises only three persons: the certificate issuer who bothidentifies the signatory and issues the certificate, the signatory whose identify is bound to the certificate andthe third party who relies on the certificate to identify the signatory. As each of these roles becomes dividedamong more persons, analysing the relationships and responsibilities becomes more complex.
175See, for example, X.509.
176These doubts arise from a variety of legal doctrines. For example, there may be failure to form a contractwith a relying party because of failure to communicate the terms of contract. Courts might refuse to enforcelimitations of liability presented in certificates or elsewhere due to public policy concerns such as the reasonabil-ity of the limitation. Note that these concerns are more easily addressed in the so-called ’two-corner’ issuancemodel, where a signatory self-certifies its identity and serves as its own certificate issuer. In the two-cornermodel there is no ’third party’ and the signatory may have a direct relationship with the relying party more easilyenabling the imposition of liability limits.
177Stephen Mason’s work in particular includes an extensive international catalogue of these laws [166].
178A similar analysis could apply in circumstances where enterprises order their members of staff to adopt andinstall trust certificates issued by the enterprise specifically to support SSL/TLS inspection. Such enterprisesshould consider the various types of liability that might arise as a result.
179States may also apply embargoes on most or all trade with specific states as part of a more general pro-gramme of sanctions.
180The precise status of software as speech for purposes of US free speech law remains somewhat murky.While US Federal courts seem willing to classify source code as protectable expression, they also appear to takeits inherent functionality into account when assessing free speech rights. This in turn suggests that governmentintervention to restrict acts of distributing source code are more easily justified than restrictions on classic non-functional speech [180, 262, 263].
181The term ’pubic international law’ is often referred to more simply as ’international law’. By contrast, the fieldof ’private international law’ describes the process of determining which domestic state law(s) will be appliedto various aspects of private law disputes such as tort and contract actions. Aspects of private internationallaw, or conflicts of law, are considered in this knowledge areas in the context of individual substantive legalsubjects.
182In the referenced Halford case the complaining party successfully argued that the United Kingdom hadfailed to provide her with privacy rights required by the European Convention on Human Rights as regardsinterception of communications by state authorities [61]. This case precipitated the adoption by the UK ofcomprehensive legislation regulating the interception of communications.
183A notable exception involves prosecution according to the principles of international criminal law such ascrimes against humanity.
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184The process of creating the Tallinn Manual was not without controversy, and even the conclusions ex-pressed in the ’Rules’ (which represent unanimous consensus among the large expert group) are not universallyagreed [10, 264]. The Tallinn Manual itself helpfully provides extensive commentary that highlights circum-stances where some states disagree with the unanimous views of the expert group, and other issues where theexpert group itself did not achieve consensus. It is therefore not surprising that the Tallinn Manual 2.0 does notrepresent the official policy of the project’s sponsors (NATO and its member states) or the various additional or-ganisations whose experts participated in its creation and revision. Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence suggeststhat experts who advise all of these persons keep a copy of the Tallinn Manual close at hand and consult thework routinely.
185The term ’attribution’ is often used in more than one sense. Practitioners should be careful to distinguishthe legal doctrines used to analyse attribution from the process of collecting and presenting evidence intendedto prove attribution. This section discusses only the former. The latter is more properly addressed in the fieldof forensics.
186The principle of territoriality and the exercise of state power is explored in the context of jurisdiction inSection 2
187Espionage during armed conflict is treated separately under the law of armed conflict. See, for example,([10] at R.89.)
188See, for example, the discussion in Tallinn 2.0 of ’herding’ target state communications to less secureinfrastructure by interfering with more secure infrastructure ([10] at R.32, cmt.12).
189The qualifier ’unrelated’ state is meant to distinguish circumstances where more than one sovereign statemaintains concurrent jurisdiction over a single territory, as found in federal states.
190The term ’law of war’ significantly predates the term ’law of armed conflict’, but is now used less frequentlyespecially as armed conflict often takes place in the absence of any formal declaration of war. ’Internationalhumanitarian law’ (IHL) is a more recent term [188] at p.8, fn.5. The adoption and use of ’IHL’ to describe thisfield is not without controversy [265].
191Although this should be obvious, the concept of ’cyber attack’ used to discuss obligations under interna-tional law is significantly more narrow than the term ’attack’ which is broadly defined for most other purposesin cyber security. Cyber security practitioners tend to use the term ’attack’ to describe any effort to obtain unau-thorised access to a system, resources, or information, or any malicious activity intended to collect, disrupt,deny, degrade, or destroy information system resources [266].
192In the case of offensive cyber operations undertaken at the direction of a state, compliance with ’all applica-ble laws’ may indeed be impossible as the actions taken at the direction of a sponsoring state may constitutecrimes under the domestic law of the target state. Similarly, in some circumstances a practitioner might com-plain that compliance with a legal obligation is, itself, ethically challenging [267]. This section does not attemptto resolve these issues.
193Practitioners should be mindful that if they are employed or engaged by a regulated professional firm (e.g.,a legal, medical, or public accountancy firm) the practitioner may be obliged by applicable law to conform withthe rules of the relevant regulated profession – especially on matters such client confidentiality or client’s legalprivilege to prohibit the disclosure of sensitive information. These practitioners must become familiar with theobligations imposed by the regulations that apply to that firm.
194This discussion does not address circumstances where applicable law mandates disclosure of this evi-dence to identified third parties, such as the data breach disclosure requirements imposed by GDPR. In suchcases, a practitioner should be careful to take appropriate advice concerning their individual legal reporting obli-gations as distinct from obligations imposed upon their client, and to urge their client to investigate the client’sown potential legal reporting obligations.
195Many early examples include mandates to ’comply’ with the law, while others demand that a practitionershould ’be aware’ of the law. Some include the concept of avoiding harm to others without discussing thesubtleties of this proscription. Some speak of a general affirmative obligation to protect ’society’, without iden-tifying the nature of the obligation in practice, identifying the relevant society in cases where two societies arein conflict, or discussing the possible conflict between protecting society generally and a client individually.Some speak of obligations to protect ’infrastructure’, without clarifying whose infrastructure is to be protected:public, private, first-party, third-party, domestic, or foreign. Many of these codes fail entirely to discuss specificobligations owed to a client and how to manage potential conflicts.
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196CREST has subsequently added additional services to its certification process.
197See also Orin Kerr’s extensive discussions of ’authorization’ in the context of US computer crime statutes[105, 106].
198Some risks of disclosure might include the impracticability of patching or fixing the vulnerability. The ben-efits of secrecy might include a state security agency’s ability to exploit the given vulnerability.
199This is a special threat for finders engaged in academic security research who face normal academic pres-sure to publish research results [244].
200While disclosing a unique vulnerability in a single online service to a single effected firm is simple, disclosinga vulnerability in a complex supply chain presents special problems. Disclosing first to downstream producersof finished goods or services focuses the disclosure on those who appear to have the most at risk from secu-rity failure, but who may not have the tools necessary to mitigate the threat. This downstream disclosure alsocreates a risk of alienating the upstream developer of the component – especially if the vulnerability is misde-scribed. In the field of academic security research in particular, researchers often depend on good continuingrelationships with the developer community. Disclosing first to the upstream developer creates a challenge ifthat developer is dilatory in remediating the vulnerability. Finders in this situation might consider the potentialfor a multi-step private disclosure process starting (perhaps) with the upstream party most likely to be able tounderstand and remediate the threat. Having disclosed and then provided an opportunity for that party to anal-yse or rebut the claim of vulnerability, the finder might begin additional private disclosures one step at a timedown the supply chain to those who might take action to mitigate the threat. Second-stage public disclosurewould then become a last step of many.
201Commenting on a decision by academics to publish vulnerability details more than nine months after privatedisclosure to an upstream security component vendor, but in the face of strong objections by a downstreampurchaser who incorporated the compromised security product into their mass-produced automobiles, an En-glish High Court Judge noted, ’I think the defendants’ mantra of ”responsible disclosure” is no such thing. It is aself-justification by defendants for the conduct they have already decided to undertake and it is not the action ofresponsible academics.’ Megamos Crypto (Volkswagen v Garcia), Para 42 [155, 156]. Note that the academics inthe Megamos Crypto case claimed that they were adhering to then-current responsible disclosure procedurespublished by the National Cyber Security Centre of the Netherlands, the state in which they conducted the bulkof their research.
202While the mere presence of a vulnerability in a product or service does not necessarily constitute vendornegligence, vendors who receive a vulnerability report should consider that a failure to act in a reasonablefashion following receipt of such a report could constitute an independent act of negligence.
203Some have attempted to address this issue by adopting legislation that would regulate the disclosure pro-cess. One (as yet) unsuccessful attempt in Latvia is helpfully described in [245].
204An example likely to be familiar to practitioners was the fate of the Arthur Andersen accounting firm in theearly 21st century. The firm was an adviser to the Enron Corporation, and was accused by the US governmentof improperly destroying evidence related to the Enron investigation. A federal jury returned a guilty verdict inthe firm’s 2002 criminal trial [268]. Upon conviction, the firm was debarred from conducting public companyaudit work effectively ending its ability to operate as a going concern. The criminal conviction ultimately wasoverturned by the US Supreme Court in 2005 [269]. This came too late for the firm, which had ceased ongoingoperations.
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ACRONYMS
ccTLD Country Code Top-Level Domain.
DES Data Encryption Standard.
EEA European Economic Area.
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute.
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation [28].
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service.
IGO International Governmental Organisation.
IMAP Internet Mail Access Protocol.
LAN Local Area Network.
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
PaaS Platform as a Service.
PCI DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard.
PII Personally Identifiable Information.
PKI Public Key Infrastructure.
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network.
RSA Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman public key encryption.
SaaS Software as a Service.
SWIFT Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication.
TLD Top-level Domain.
WAN Wide Area Network.
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GLOSSARY
consumer In the context of a given transaction, a natural person who enters into a trans-action other than for business or professional purposes. A given person may act asa consumer in some transactional contexts, and a non-consumer in others. N.B. Thisdefinition is far from universal. Some laws adopt definitions of ’consumer’ that varyfrom this.
cyberspace A global domain within the information environment consisting of an interde-pendent network of information system infrastructures including the Internet, telecom-munications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers[266].
international governmental organisation A legal person established and recognised as suchby more than one state pursuant to treaty (e.g., the United Nations, INTERPOL, the In-ternational Maritime Organization, etc.). In practice, often simplified as ’InternationalOrganisation’ or ’Treaty Organisation’.
jurisdiction See the discussion in Section 2.
legal action The process by which a person brings a legal claim to a tribunal for adjudicationor to enforce the results of a prior adjudication. This is the method used to enforce aright of action.
legal person An entity vested with sufficient characteristics of personhood to merit a legalidentity separate from its constituent members. These characteristics include: the rightto commence or respond to legal action in the entity’s name; the right to own assetsin the entity’s name; and the right to enter into obligations in the entity’s name. Legalpersons generally include: states; international governmental organisations; public orprivate entities incorporated pursuant to the law of a state and vested by that state withthe characteristics of personhood, such as an English public limited company (PLC), aDelaware limited liability partnership (LLP), a French société anonyme (S.A.), a Germangesellschaft mit beschränkter hafting (GmbH), the City of New York, etc..
natural person A human being, living or deceased.
person A natural person or legal person.
proof See the discussion in Section 1.4.
prove See the discussion in Section 1.4.
right of action A right arising in law for one person to take legal action against another.
state A legal person that normally possesses the following qualifications: a permanent popu-lation; a defined territory; a government; and a legal capacity to enter into relations withother states. In the context of pubic international law and diplomacy, confirming thestatus of an entity as a ’state’ is a decision normally made individually by other statesthrough proclamation, exchange of ambassadors, etc. In the context of a federation(e.g., States of Australia, Provinces of Canada, Länder of Germany, States of the US),
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recognition normally takes place in accordance with the constitutional procedures ofthat federation.
territorial Of, or related to, territory.
territory A delimited region of geographic space (i.e., real space, including air and water).Often used in law to describe boundaries of a state (e.g., the territory of the Republic ofItaly).
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